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PREFACE
This study was carried out by Tropical Research & Development, Inc. under
assistance from the U.S. Agency for International Development. Dr. Thomas A.Timberg,
Nathan Associates, Inc., led the study team, assisted by Mr. Thomas T. Ankersen, Esq.,
an attorney in private practice; Mr. S.P. Chandok, Deputy Director of Pollution Ccntrol,
and Mr. K. P. Nyati, Director of Pollution Control and Secretary, National Productivity
Council, Nsw Delhi; Mr. Paritosh C. Tyagi, former chairman of the Central Pollution
Control Board, New Delhi; and Dr. Satya V. Yalvigi, Groundwater Technologies, Inc.
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INDIA'S ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS

These photos show a tannery in the
Kodugonda industrial area, one of 14
tanneries of its kind in the suburbs of
Bangalore. The tannery is part of a network
owned by e company that produces 50 to
60 crores (,%,,re than $20 million) of leather
garment exports a year, mostly to Germany.
Some workers in the chrome unit work
barefoot on floors containing spills of
chromium solutions and even sulfuric acid
(right). Effluent flows behind the tannery next
to several dnnking water wells (bottom) that,
until recently, supplied water to houses that
have sprung up around the tannery.
An effluent treatment plant is under
construction that will receive the effluent
through pipes and subject it to primary
treatment before mixing it with othet
Bangalore city waste. Even this treatment Will
not make the water potable or deal with the
large area with aheady contaminated water
sources that surrounds the tannery.
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The plant poses

to
threatwho
health
people
-I amany
live near it, but
because of fight for
eign exchange,
India may not be
able to afford to
abandon a $20 mil
lion project. The
costs of eliminating
this health threat
and ,remediating"
the contaminated
groundwater pro
duced by the plant
are immense.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
India is facing an environmental crisis that could have serious ;rrmplications not'*nly for
its own people but also for the rest of the world. India does not want to be an
environmental outlaw; however, the technical and financial challenges to remedying
industrial pollution alone are daunting. India neods good regulation, technological
progress, and responsive industrial entrepreneurs to meet these challenges.
This report presents a market analysis ef the demand for American environmental
services and technologies (EST) in India, as part of tie proposed Trade in Environmental
Services and Technologies (TEST) project of the U.S. Agency for International
Development (USAID). The purpose of the TEST project is to assist Indian private firms
in acquiring EST in order to meet the country's priority environmental needs and enhance
the competitiveness of its industries.
Demand for EST and resolution of the country's pollution problems depend on
1.

The form and effectiveness of the regulatory system applied, including the role of
private voluntary organizations (PVO) in enforcement;

2.

The technological capabilities of the environmental service indusLry to assist
industry in improving its environmental performance; and

3.

The financial and commercial circumstances in which India's industries find
themselves.

India's large, dense population and industrial growth have led to severe environmental
strains that only recently have begun to be addressed. Industrial pollution is a major
cause of environmental problems. American technologies can develop cost-effective
remedies to pollution, particularly through environmental audits as a management
technique leading to effective management of hazardous waste. Environmental audits are
still new to India, bt there is consensus that as a management tool their uses are not
largely understood.
On the basis of the team's review of available literature and discussions with users and
industry leaders, the present status of water and air pollution control technologies and
processes in India was assessed. Improved environmental performance will ultimately
enhance India's competitive edge in four ways:
1.

Other countries will increasingly require imports to meet their environmental
standards. To remain an exporter India may have to install pollution control devices
for producing its exported products.

TR&D. Inc.
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2.

Despite lack of data, high pollution levels in India impose .ieavy social and
economic costs, reducing the country's overall efficiency.

3.

Waste minimization is an essential component of an overall technological package
required to make the country more competitive. The newest generation of so-called
"clean technologies" is usually financially attractive and needs to be adopted.

4.

No country, including India, will tolerate high levels of pollution. If Indian industry
is to continue to operate at all it may have to change its operations to be more
environmentally sound in order to satisfy its own people as well as other countries.

The demands for American technology are aJready high, as .indicated by machinery
imports and joint venture activity, and are likely to grow rapidly. The present size of the
pollution control market is relatively easy to estimate. Machinery purchases are estimated
at US$135 million by the Commercial Section of the U.S. Embassy, US$6 million of which
are U.S. imports.
Indications of the potential size of the Indian market given the present state of
technological knowledge and regulatory system may come from various sources. One
source, the Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI), lists about
US$58 million of pollution control projects. This list can be used to project the cracd.t
demand from all financial institutions. Another source estimates the cost of the steps
requIred by industrial units to bring them into compliance with present emission
,tandards. Either source indicates the potential size of the market in several billion dollars
Regulation and technology, however, will change. In the United States, attention to
abandoned hazardous waste sites and remediation of polluted groundwater have proved
the most costly elements in pollution control. In India, regulation is just beginning tc
addrLss these activities. Conversely, the introduction of new technologies is equally likely
to reduce as increase pollution abatement costs.
The most comprehensive environmental program will operate on three levels:
1.

The policy level, to ensure effective enforcement of environmental regulations in
order to promote demand, as well as changes to trade and investment policies that
will enable private firms to conform to the regulations;

2.

The technological level, b:y assisting in the creation of an environmental service
industry with direct links to American private counterparts based on joint venture
arrangements; and

3.

of promotion, provision of technical
The enterprise level, by a careful ofmix
information, and limited subsidization technologies new to India.

..
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The team believes that a dollar facility of about US$25 million, financed over 5 years,
could be used even if the dollars and credit terms are at normal market rates. The facility
may have to be subsidized, however, to encourage the introduction of new techrlologies.
Cost sharing through matching or conditional grants is a desirable form of subsidization.
A brief introduction to the purpose of the project is given in Chapter 1. Chapter 2
provides background on India's environmental problems and on A.I.D. and other donor
programs. Chapter 3 identifies specfic environmental problems. In Chapter 4 the
limitations of existing Indian production technologies in combatting pollution, as well as
potential volumes of demand, are discussed. Problems caused by underdevelopment of
India's environmental services industry are described in Chapter 5, while Chapter 6
reviews the policy and regulatory framework in India. Chapter 7 presents tentative
recommendations for carrying out the proposed TEST project and improving the Indian
environment.
This report also contains 11 appendixes. Appendix A is the terms of reference. A
summary of the LISAID program in India is given in Appendix B. Appendix C is a table
explaining typical pollution control problems in industrial sectors that pollute. Appendix D
lists Indian industries in terms of the seriousness of pollution problems they cause.
Financia; incentives and disincentives in 3cquiring EST are presented in Appendix E. A
list of U.S. interviewees for this report is given in Appendix F. Appendix G provides a
bibliography of both legal and technical references. Appendix H contains the schedule of
team meetings in India. Appendix I is a list of solvent recycling suppliers. Finally,
statements on trade and industrial policy are found in Appendixes J and K, respectively.

TR&D. Imu.
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INTRODUCTION

India is facing an environmental crisis. Whether the challenge be the risk of rejection
by German consumers of Indian hides treated with phenochloronol (PCP) or pressure
from other countries over the depletion of the ozone layer, India does not want to be an
environmental outlaw. The Indian people, like voters of most democracies, are angry
about pollution. However, the technical and financial challenges of remedying irdustrial
pollution are daunting. India needs good regulations, technological progress, and
responsive industrial entrepreneurs to meet these challenges.
This report presents a market analysis of the demand for American environmental
services and technologies (EST) in India, as part of the proposed Trade in Environmental
Services and Technology (TEST) project by the U.S. Agency for International
Development (A.I.D.). The purpose of the TEST project is to assist Indian private firms in
acquiring EST in order to meet the country's priority environmental needs and enhance
the competitiveness of its industries.
Improved environmental performance will ultimately enhance India's competitive edge
in four ways:
1.

Other countries will Increasingly require Imports to meet their environmental
standards. Reports indicate that Germany may ban Indian garment and leather
imports because of the use of PCP.' U.S. Senator David Boren (D-OK) introduced
a bill in the U.S. Senate that would regard as export subsidies foreign
environmental regulatory systems that fail to meet American environmental
standards and impose countervailing duties half of which would be imposed on
imports to the United States. Some commentators think that foreign competitors
are able to unfairly avoid the costs of complying with strict environmental regulation
like that of the United States, and these cost savings constitute a subsidy. To
remain an exporter, India may be required to install pollution control devices for
producing its exported products.

2.

Although few data exist, high pollution levels in India likely impose heavy social and
economic costs, thereby reducing the country's overall'efficiency. The World Bank
emphasizes the heavy costs imposed by labor morbidity (the level of sickness in
the workforce) in developing countries (World Bank World Development Report,
pp. 53-55).

3.

Waste minimization, one of the most effective means of pollution control, is an
essential component of an overall technological package to make the country more
competitive. The newest. generation of so-called 'clean technologies" is usually

'Financial Epress, October 18, 1991, p. 1.
TR&D. Inc.
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more competitive. For example, a study conducted on chemical recovery systems
showed that for a typical small pulp and paper mill (30 tons a day of urbleached
pulp) in India, the cost of simple effluent treatment is roughly 2.8 million rues
(Rs.) a year compared with 18.8 million Rs. for chemical recovery, which will yield
33.8 mi!lion Rs. in recovered chemicals.
4.

No country, incuding India, will tolerate high levels of pollution. If Indian industry
is to continue to operate at all it may have to change its operations to be more
environmentally sound in order to satisfy its own people as well as other countries.
The following chapters respond to the terms of reference (see Appendix A).

TR&D. Inc.
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2.0

BACKGROUND

2.1

India and the Envlronment

With a population of 850 million inhabiting a land mass one-fifth the size of the United
States, India is the world's second most populous country. Although its economy has not
reached levels or achieved growth that might have been desired, India is a major
industrial power and has achieved a respectable rate of industrial growth over the last
decade, higher than the 3 percent growth in GNP that has characterized its modern
history. This growth has occurred under highly protectionist and ultimately unsustainable
circumstances. As India progressively opens its economy, by necessity it must improve
its overall efficiency and competitiveness.
India's population and industrial growth have led to severe environmental strains.
Indian society, business, and government have only recently begun to systematically
address these strains, impelled by interna.ional events such as the 1972 United Nations
Stockholm Conference on the Environment and the mishap at Bhopal in 1984 (in which
more than 2,000 people were killed by poisonous gas from a pesticide factory).
In the wake of the incident at Bhopal and as part of increasing global environmental
activism, a growing number of voluntary organizations have emerged that are committed
to improving the environment. Private businesses, reacting partly to pressures from the
voluntary organizations and partly to the enforcement of new legislation, began to install
3ollution control devices and realign their production to be more environmentaly sound.
Multinational corporations were apprehensive that their poor environmental performance
might impair their competitiveness by undercutting their image or subjectino them to
global saiictions by concerned consumers. However, private business response was
limited because of outmoded production technologies, lack of technological knowledge
in pollution control, and a lack of capital to implement the needed measures.
Under legislation in India, new and existing industrial units in many industries
are
required to secure licenses, report regularly, and allow periodic inspection of their
methods of discharging waste into bodies of water or the atmosphere. It has been
reported, however, that the state boards that enforce this legislation are overloaded, and
lack of lechnical and organizational capacity often inhibits their response. Most affected
units, particulary in small-scale enterprises, still do not comply with regulations; in fact,
only 50 percent of chemical industries are estimated to comply (World Bank Staff
Appraisal Report, p. 7). This general situation was confirmed by state pollution control
boards (PCB) visited by the team in Andhra, Karnataka, and Maharashtra.
A more optimistic survey by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI) reports that more than 90 percent of the larger units surveyed had taken
some pollution control measures. More than half of the units had appointed consultants,
TR&D, Inc.
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personnel, inld used wastewater facilities; 18 percent
installed instruments, train
retained foreign consultants. Only 44 percent reported a 96 percent or greater conformity
with pollution control standards. Some 40 to 55 percent reported having a recypling
control system, but many fail to meet minimum legal standards.
The Center for Er ,ronmental Science and Engineering of the Indian Institute of
the
Technology (liT) in Bombay recently conducted a survey of industrial units in
Bombay-Gujerat-Goa area. Although the response rate was low enough to raise some
questions about the accuracy of the survey, the results indicate wide-scale compliance
with existing regulitions. As many as 20 percent of the firms had some type of treatment
for their liquid waste disposal.
Furthermore, the results show that Indian firms have not institutionalized environ:mental
in large
compliance through the hiring of corporate environmental managers, as is typical
U.S. firms. The lack of in-house capability is partly compensated for by the emergence
control
of a service industry of environmental consultants and oturnkey" pollution

approached
equipment manufacturers. Twenty-three of 100 such service industry firms
firms. Almost half
responded to the lIT survey, most of them small professional services
often U.S.,
of the responding firms, mostly equipment manfacturers, had some foreign,
affiliation.
investment,
In a climate in which other forms of regulation (e.g., regulation of capital
regulation
environmental
worldwide,
foreign exchange use) are being rapidly dismantled
its own
imposes
often
is an increasingly important factor in industrial decisions and
considerable costs on the economy.
million,
In 1989-1990, India purchased pollution control equipment costing US$135
US$6
roughly
approximately US$6 million of which was from American sources, and
government
million was spent on consultancy in pollution control. These figures omit
rapidly.
increasing
are
expenditures
expenditure, estimated at US$10 million. Overall
year.
a
Equipment imports alone are estimated to grow 16 percent
2.2

Donor Programs In India

2.2.1 USAID
bil=ons
USAID has operated programs in India for more than 30 years, contributing
in the
role
critical
a
played
of dollars to the country's overall development The agency
1960s.
the
in
country's agricultural development and achievement of grain self-sufficiency
again in 1977 and
After severe reductions in the early 1970s, USAID increased funding
and health
continued to work especially in the agricultural development, natural resources,
B.
sectors. A list of current projects is contained in Appendix

TR&D, Inc.
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Since the mid-1980s the program has been redirected to reflect India's successes in
development. The current program focuses, among other things, on enterprise
development and technology transfer in order to facilitate increased economic
competitiveness and a transition to a fully self-dependent economic pattern. 'Several
projects under way are particularly relevant to this report and parallel the activities
proposed for the EST project. The Program for the Advancement of Commercial
Technology (PACT), Program for the Acceleration of Commercial Energy Research
(PACER), and Agricultural Commercialization and Enterprise (ACE) projects all provide
grants and credit to various institutions and firms for technology acquisition and
development in their respective fields (agro-technology, energy, etc.). Loan funds,
guarantees, and risk sharing are provided for private firms through the apex financial
institutions servicing private sector firms such as IC;I and the Industrial Development
Bank of India (IDBI).
According to Indian government figures, between 1979-1980 and 1986-1987 Rs. 160
billion of foreign aid was received, including Rs. 345 million from USAID, Hs. 143 million
from other U.S. bilateral sources (such as Eximbank), and Rs. 90 billion from the Worid
Bank group. As noted in Appendix B, the USAID program should provide about US$63
million in development assistance in 1991 and more than US$80 million in Title II
programs through CARE and Church Relief Services. Authorized development assistance
funds on uncompleted projects total $567 million, of which $447 million were obligated
through FY 1991. USAiD aJnds provided to India are just one part of a larger stream of
-foreign aid, in recent years totaling more than US$2 billion a year.
2.2.2 Other Donors
Other donors have assisted India on a wide range of projects, including those
involving the environment. The World Bank, for example, recently approved an industrial
pollution control project, as well as urban development projects. The industrial polution
control project will provide US$260 million from 1992 to 1998. The World Bank group will
fund US$155.6 million, participants' equity will supply US$62 million, and the Government
of India and nationalized financial institutions wili furnish the rest. The project includes
funds for institutional strengthening of state and central PCBs, investment in common and
individMal plant treatment facilities and demonstration projects, and support for technical
assistance.
The Dutch aj e 3ssisting with the Clean Ganges project. The Danish Foreign Ministry
(1989) recently published a report on it3 pollution control efforts in India. German and
Japanese teams are also involved in various projects.
The purpose in mentioning other donor programs stems from -jheteam's concern that
neither time nor effort be expended in needless duplication of projects under way.
Conversely, other projects define certain gaps that the TEST project might be able to help
TR&D, Inc.
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fill. For example, the World Bank project concentrates on institutional development fcr the
public sector as well as on provision of assistance to private sector units in controling
their effluent The project does not, however, address assistance to a service industry to
meet the technological needs of both, aneed that the TEST project could fill.

TRW, Inc.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM$

3.1

Malor Problems

India's natural environment is seriously threatened. Particularly in urban and industrial
areas, important portions of the country's water, land, and air are growing less and less
usable. Mortality and morbidity increase. The intelligence and growth of children are
threatened by the level of poflutants. Plant and equipment, as well as great historical
monuments such as the Taj Mahal, are threatened with destruction.
The World Health Organization (WHO) reports adverse heath effects when the amount
of suspended particulate matter exceeds an annual average of 60 to 90 g/m3. In the early
1980s, Delhi had a level of about 400, making its parUculate level the fourth highest in the
world. Levels in Delhi have since climbed to between 550 and 650, .'nd even 1,000 in
areas where stone crushing is uindertaken.2
"he beaches of Bombay are largely unswimmable because of dumped industrial
wastes. Potable water drawn for Delhi's use from the Yarnuna River is often more polluted
when it reaches Delhi, because of the duri ping of effiuents upstream, than post-use
effluent standards for Deli industry, which industry must meet when it is finished with the
water. Hundreds of squae kilometers of potable water aquifer in Karnataka and Rajasthan
alone are polluted and have been the subjects of major lawsuits.
The environmental problems of India can be linked to four processes: (1) pollution of
water, air, and land; (2) deforestation and land degradation; (3) mismanagement of water
resources; and (3) incompatible land use patterns. The team identifed air and water
pollution as the principal concern to the TEST project. The other problems, though
significant, are already being tackled with or without international assistance and are not
the focus of the proposed project.
The pollution problem is in turn due to four main cau'ses: (1) domestic waste; (2)
venic.,lar pollution; (3) agricultural pollution (pesticides and fertilizers); and (4) industrial
pollution.
3.1.1

Domestic Waste

Domestic waste is estimated to acuount for more than 60 percent of water pollution.
Handling domestic waste is normally a municipal responsibility, and Indian cities have
limited resources for handling them. Even in Delhi, only 60 percent of homes are
connected to sewers, and only 70 percent of sewer water is treated at all. The situation
elsewhere is far worse. Much of the treatment is totally inadequate. More than half of the
'Hindustan Times, Sept. 27, 1991, p. 5.
TR&D, Inc.
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country's cities have no sewers. There has been little discussion to date of using private
contractors to handle this waste.
Innovative treatment of domestic waste is limited to efforts such as the following:
"

In some cities, liquid waste or sludge after tre,'-tment is sold as agricultural manure.

*

In Delhi the municipal corporation operates a plant that generates methane gas,
which ispip. d for domestic use.

*

In citiss such as Bombay, where water tariffs are relatively high (18 Rs./kiloliter),
there is some incentive to reprocess water for industrial use.

*

Domestic solid waste is efficiently sorted by various informal sector operators, but
one or more private formal sector processing operations have been proposed,
such as a pelletization plant in Bangalore Some possibilities for elictricity
cogeneration may alsr, exist.

II

The entrnpreneurial Sulabh Shauchalaya has been promoting a large-scale private
sector solution to domestic waste problems in the form of pay toilets, but does not
have an obvious need for foreign technological collaboration.

Private solutions are certainly feasible but would require considerably more preparatcry
work dhan has been performed to date.
3.1.2 Vehicular Pollution
Vehicular pollution is estimated to account for more than 60 percent of urban
atmospheric pollution. It is quite likely that the government or certain states will find
themselves forced to take measures requiring the installation of devices such as catalytic
converters or sets eqdipped for aiquefied petroleum gas (LPG), whici would be facilitated
by collaboration with other firms to manufacture tha required devices to install in motor
number
vehicles to corre<*' vohicular pollution. Even without regulatory pressure, the rising
ensure
to
collaboration
of exports by the Indian motor vehicle industry may require some
their conformity to overseas standards. Many manufacturers will collaborate on pollution
control with the sources of their other technology for manufacturing motor
vehicas-Maruti from Suzuki, for example. A few firms have seen their collaborations
expire and might be interested in tying up with American firms.
3.1.3 Agricultural Pollution
been
Agricultural pollution, from fertilizer runoff and other phenomena, has not
in
seriously addressed. The need to meet rapidly growing food demands has resulted
TR&D,Irm
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insufficient attention to the environmental impact of agricultural practices and in
widespread environmental degradation and depletion through soil erosion, deforestation,
drought, and desertification; loss of and deterioration in the quality of surfa(,e and
groundwater; reduction in genetic diversity; waterlogging and siltation; and eutrophication
caused by excessive use of fertilizers. High-technology agriculture has resulted in
extensive use of chemicals in the form of Desticides and fertilizers. India uses 100,000
tons of pesticides a year, much of which cL ntains compounds banned in countries such
as the United States (Khanna and Kulkarni).
3.1.4 Industrial Pollution
Although not as serious as domestic waste and vehicular pollution, industrial pollution
is more easily controlled than other types. Industrial pollution is the result of discharges
of "chemically impacted" liquid, solid, and gaseous wastes, especially those classified as
toxic and hazardous as distinguished from simply noxious.
The primary causes of industrial pollution are as follows:
0

Prevalence of inefficient production processes and technologies that generate a
large amount of waste.

*

Large, unplanned industrial conglomerations that have been encroached upon by
expanding residential areas severely pollute their environs.

*

The eistence of a large number of small-scale industries, which escape land use
and environmental regulations.

*

The relative weakness of regulatory organizations, in budget and skills.

The regulatory organizations must enhance their strength and increase their
enforcement activity. The first World Bank industrial pollution project and the Indian
government are addressing this problem. The enhanced regulatory organizations will
create pressure for industries to use the new processes and technologies that will be
made available through the TEST project.
3.2

Media Focus

For some years, water pollution from industrial sources was regarded as the country's
principal environmental problem. Accordingly, the Water Pollution Act was passed in 1974,
shortly after the 1972 United Nations Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment.
Water pollution is of two types: pollution of surface waters and pollution of the subsurface
aquifer through soil contamination. In 1981 the Air Pollution Act was passed, and interest
in combatting air pollution grew. In both cases, interest was limited to a small number of
TR&D. Inc.
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pollutants -in air, for example, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and
sulfur dioxide. Only in the last 2 to 3 years, as a delayed reaction to the 1984 Bhopal
Indian
disaster, has the problem of hazardous waste received the attention of the
published
first
were
regulation
of
government. Rules and guidelines in this emerging field
in 1989 and are still being framed.
3.3

Large- vs. Small-Scale Units

Environmental management and pollution control measures have primarily been
directed toward larger-scale industrial units. These units are more likely than smaller units
to conform to other regulations and have the greatest technical ability to respond (World
Bank Apprajsl Report, FICCI). Regulatory pressure and response appear to have been
deal
far greater in private sector units than in public sector units. Any serious attempt to
with the country's environmental problems must address the large public sector as well
as the small-scale private sector, which accounts for much of the country's production.
Of a manufacturing employment force of roughly 26 million in 1984-1985, only 4.4 million
in the
worked in private sector plants of more than 10 employees and only 1.8 million
public sector (Handbook 1989, pp. 203-206).
3.4

Primary Sectors Affected

The Indian government has identified 17 heavily polluting industrial subsectors, 14
itically polluted industrial areas and river stretches, as listed below, and critical pollutants
(A;)pendix C).
Tanneries
Sugar
Basic drugs

Polluting Industrial Subsectors
Cement
Thermal power plants
Iron and steel
Fertilizer
Zinc smelters
Copper smelters
Aluminum smelters
Oil refineries
Distilleries
Pulp and paper
Pharmaceuticals
Dyes and dye intermediaries
Pesticides
Petrochemicals

&' Inc.
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Critically Polluted Areas
Vapi (Gujarat)
Chembur (Maharashtra)
Vishakhapatnam (Andhra Pradesh)
Talcher (Orissa)
Manaii (North Arcot, Tamil Nadu)
Udyogmandal (Kerala)
Pall (Rajasthan)

Dhanbad (Bihar)
Gobindgarh (Punjab)
Korba (Madhya Pradesh)
Singrauli (Uttar Pradesh)
Digboi (Assam)
Mangalore (Karnataka)
Durgapur (West Bengal)

Many of the polluted subsectors that contain primarily large-scale units have made
some progress in addressing their environmental problems. Small-scale industries tend
to have particular problems because of:
1. Obsolete and wasteful technologies,
2. Lack of finance for modernization,
3. Employment of inadequately trained personnel and few training opportunities to
upgrade their personnel, and
4. Lack of knowledge of technological alternatives.
Some small- and medium-scale industry sectors, including those from the list above,
have special environmental problems, paralleling to some extent the industries listed
above, such as the following:
Chemical processing (organic
and inorganic)
Dyes, pigments, and dye
intermediates
Textile dying and printing
Foundries using cupolas
Rice milling
Food and fruit processing
Brick kilns

Lime kilns
Metal finishing
Tanneries
Combustion equipment, boilers, and
furnaces
Stone crushers
Pu!p and paper
Sugar (khandsari)
Pharmaceuticals

The following chapters will concentrate on these subsectors as well as on the broader
sectors identified by the Indian government and listed above. Environmental problems in
the 17 key sectors are given in Appendix C. Tables 1 and 2 indicate the level of
compliance of selected industrial subsectors.

TR&D, Inc.
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Table 1. Status of Water Pollution Control
Selected Subsectors
Ffirnrif Tratmcant PInt

Under

Subsector
Distillery
Sugar
Pulp and paper
Fertilzer
AkaIli
Manmade fibers and
semisynthetics

Number Meeting
f Standard
0
Industres
8
178
65
363
41
330
57
108
23
27

Constrc-I
tion or
Design
53
73
67
5

Partial

Defaulter

Closed

101
110
124
8
-

11
107
74
35

2
88
24
3
4

10

4
20



-

3
6
3
12
Oil refinery
of Commerce and Industry, Sept. 30,
Source: Meeting proceedings, Federation of Indian Chambers
1991.

in
Table 2. Status of Air Pollution Control
Selected Subsectors
Im~nn-PrrJ

rn

Under
r
Und "

Number Meeting
f Standard
0
Industries

Subsector
Cement
Thermal

Fertilizer

68

60
23

23
10

108

34

4

994
power

tion or
Design

I

Defaulter

Closed

-

5
23

6
3

26

41

3

Partial



6
6
12
01 refinolY
Sep. 30,
Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry,
Source: Meeting proceedlng Federation of
1991.

the most pollution potential, the Indian
To determine which industries have
to
red, orange, and green, ranging from most
government has classified industries into
available
team has some reservations, based on
least polluting (see Appendix D). The
field studies, about this classification.
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DEMOCND FOR AMERICAN ENVIR._QN4ENTAL SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGIES

4.1

Umitations of Existing Indian Environmental Services and Technologies

4.1.1

Major Umltatlons of Technologies and Their Causes

The limitations faced by industry in combatting its pollution problems are best
illustrated in Tables 1 and 2 (Chapter 3), which show the extent of compliance with
environmental regulation in various industries. Three main factors inhibit compliance: 1tack
of enforcement, use of unclean technologies, and lack of pollution abatement
technologies.
4.1.1.1

Lack of Enforcemrnt

Enforcement is lacking because of understaffed and underfunded state PCBs in
India, a problem that was addresse, in the World Bank's industrial pollution control
project. However, another severe constraint is the lack of knowledge of available
technologies, including many for which the United States is the logical source.
There is little expertise in the field of pollution prevention. A few institutions play
some role-National Productivity Council (NPC), National Environmentpl Engineering.
Research Institute (NEERI), and a small center at lIT in Bombay. Institutions such as the
Central Leather Technology Research Institute in Madras have sector-specific knowlsdge.
A.nascent consulting industry contains several hundred firms, but fewer than 10 have any
vo;ume of business.
4.1.1.2

_Vse of Unclean Technologies

Small-scale industrial units are often marginal and lack the ability to assimilate new
technology. They have neither the profits nor the access to capital to buy new process
technology. Neither do they have, or have available to them, the knowledge abot such
processes or the ability and trained staff to implement them. These units are protected
enough from competition, foreign and domestic, that they can often survive with obsolete
technologies oven though they may otherwise be unsustainable.
Use of obsolete technologies leads to generation of a large amount of waste,
which, apart from increasing production costs, also calls for higher expenditure in "end-of
pipe' control. Typically, for example, the specific waste generation in a small dye
manufacturing industry in India is 100 to 300 percent higher than that of a comparable
unit in the United States.

TR&),n
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Indian industry, In order to modernize and increase competitiveness required by
the challenges of its liberalizing economy, needs to adapt 'clean' technolegies. Clean
technologies are typically more efficient in their use of materials and energy as well as
less taxing on the environment. The steps toward adoption of cean technologies or
processes are process modification, recycling or reuse, equipment redesign, and product
reformulation. Examples of clean technologies and their availability in India are given in
Table 3.
Lack of Pollution Abatement TechnoqgL..

4.1.1.3

Insome cases, commercially viable pollution control technologies are not available
domestically. The pollution control industry in India cannot provide the cost-effective
technological options required to meet the stipulated regulatory requirements. A certain
level of capability has been achieved through commonly used conventional technologies,
such as biological wastewater treatment and electrostatic precipitators; however, a wide
gap must still be filled in order to effectively tackle industrial pollution control.
Indian industry lacks knowledge of, and the ability to, assimilate state-of-the-art
pollution control technologies, many of which ate available in the United States. However,
even if industry were ready to adopt these technologies, several obstacles hinder their
use:
*

Certain raw materials (e.g., membranes, virgin carbon for activated carbon)
and critical components and apparatus are neither locally manufactured nor
easy to import.

*

Umited servicing capability exists for designing, installing, and servicing
such technologies. A survey conducted by one company found that of a
total of 200 of a particular type of monitoring device that had been imported
to India, 90 percent were out of service because of seMcing and spare
parts. The service industry is so accustomed to handling conventional
technologies that it has difficulty handling other types. Design technologies,
for example, are mechanically copied from foreign sources, and insufficient
adaptation means that they are ineffective.

*

Knowledge of available technologies in the international market is limited.

T&D. Inc.
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Table 3. Clean Technologies of Production
Stmus and Umnrations of

kriduetry

Procesa Modificaion

R*cie or Puse

Technology

Pulp ard paper

RfnovaJ of edllca before
evaporation procom
oooklng of rim avnw

In

Whitewater recyciling for
washing of pulp

Not avoilable

Substitution of
chlorine
hydrogen
bleaching of

or
In

Pecovery of sodium sulfide
and sodium cwtiortto in
Cooking

Available but oost prohib
ive for smnall-cale Industry

chlorine
dioxide
peroxide
pulp

Not available
Separation of lignin In
bleaching process for use
as adhesive aeom and raw

matinal for dystif

Textile

Use of temal printing
process for otton cloth

Pacovery of caustic soda in
meroerizing

Not Available

%eplacement of starch by
CMC/PVA in sizing

Sepaate solid ootion waste
to use for stuffing cushions
and dolls

Available

Countercurrent washing
Tannery

Available

Replaoement of chromium
Palm by aluminum saft In
pretanning
Batch washing ins-d of
conuotn,
washing of
hides
Use of enzymes to replace
sulphate in unhalring

Metal and eloctroplating

Countercurrent washing for
rinsing

Use of cuttings and
trimmings as raw material
for leather boards
Us. of green scappings
from sawing for glue
production
Use of tl and body hair
for curpet industry
Recovery of chromium and
cyanide through reverie
osmosis

Us. of drums and mixers
Instead of prta
Available

Availabl*
Technology to not fully
developed because oompo
ners e not avalabl, such

as specdfc membranres
Use of noncyand salts for

Recovery of noble Me11]

niriding

Chlorakali

Ior4exchang. and electrolyole for production of
chkri

kn and steel

through electrolysis

Technology is not fully

developed beause oom
ponents are not available

Technology Isnot
dev"koped because corn

and caustic scoda

ponenls are not aVaal

Mechanicalcdoering to replaco acid pickling
Natural electrolytic process

Use of blast fum a slg
as oonstictio material
Recovery of hydroohlori

for pickling

Mati
handing
lecon probWis
NA

and ool

scid from pickling prooms
foitlrwed)
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Table 3 (continued)
Stuas and Umiations pf
Tecdnohogy

Induary

Proces Modification

Ci or RaJs
R&cK

Ferte

LWsof nItrophoplte
prossu fo NPK comptex

of ntli acid In
Frwo,
arurnola felize plant

NA

production
Chemcal proosalng
Industlee

Sotvant reovry ftrom
vapow

Rftov.y of expenkve
DoJml

NA

Pati&g Induaibee

To reduce wasteful
emislions

Paoovry of VoLatle
o-gnks

NA

1

To reduce waseful
emissions

Pcvey of MEX

NA

M Jo- and Mcltap.

Industry

Souro: *Dsolopment of Cearn Tscihnoogi*,* NationaJ Environmental Engineidng Passarc
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From the team's review of available literature, as wall as discussions with users and
industry leaders, the present status of water and air pollution control technologies and
processes in India was assessed. Tables 4 and 5 present the team's findings, including
the industrial sectors where these technologies could be used and the areas in which
imports may be needed.
Table 4 lists the major processes for water pollution control, the "parameters" or
sources of pollution to which they apply, and the industries in which such processes
would be appropriate. The table also indicates the present status of process technology
in India and whether imported technology, hardware, or critical software components
would be suitable.
Table 5 presents a similar assessment for air pollution, for emissions discharged
into the atmosphere, based on work by the National Productivity Council. Other solid
wastes are not yet being addressed systematically in India.
4.1.2 Pollution Monitoring and Analysis Technologies
Monitoring instruments and control facilities are often unavailable in India, and
foreign technologies are often both unknown and difficult to import. The lack of reliable
monitoring facilities, both in terms of instruments and services, has resulted in a poor and
often incomplete charactarization of the nature and extent of pollution problems. This lack
of facilities also constrains optimization of control system design. Most of the existing
laboratories conduct routine tests only as required by regulatory bodies; even then the
accuracy of the results is often poor. There are several reasons why monitoring
technology in India is poor.
*

General indifference toward process instrumentation and continued
preference for manual controls, especially in the small-scale sector.

E

Poor reliability and servicing of indigenously manufactured instruments and
lack of standardization.

*

High cost and unavailability of spare parts and specialized maintenance
services for imoorted instruments.

E

Lack of awareness or demands for quality control.

N

Continued use of obsolete technology that is not amenable to monitoring
and control.

a

Lack of technical education of operators, especially in the small- and
medium-scale sectors.
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Table 4. Uquld Effluent and Sludge Treatment System Matrix
Assessment of Impo,1 Needs
Prelis

Cotro

Adeorptlon

800. COO, toxic

Parameter

onmpounds, color

Hardware
C ritical

Indlustries

Present
India

Dyes and Intormedlales,

Umlied product

boxtlo, per, phama-

Status

In

Technology

TCoe.
Total

Yes

No

range

rmonr

Nole
import of knowhow for

tedmology of actated

oeutcaJ, pelicAd, fruit
cannlngjpetoohemic sl,
rubber
chemicals,
manmade fiben

carbon manufacture
and regeneration.
iipot of technoo'y f,
syinthe
adsorbente.

Initial Import of special
Ar Stripping and Steam
Stripping

Biotechnology.

Volatile oranics

BOO. COO

Conventional

Aerobic

General
tatang blob
gical o-taciors

Dyes and Intermedilates,
textile, 4"r.
pharmaceutical. peticdes, fruit

Underdeveloped

Yes

No

Yes

Developed

No
Yes

No
No

No
Yes

adeorbents
Induding
activated carbon.
Packing material
euch
as Jaeger tulpecdi are
needed.

canning pebodcemlcal,.
rubber
chemicals,
manmade fibers
For all Indutlwe blo
degradable and difficult
to blodegrade

-Underdeveloped

Diffused aeration

Umiled range

Yes

No

Yes

Import of proom
knowhow
and

hard

war; nia Imports of
dslc segments only.
Import of knownow
for

manufacture

of

dif

fusr and InItl Wmport
Anaerobic

Advanced
Microbal oultures
and onzrye

-

BOO. COD
Olgovter
-

-

Developed

Yes

No

No

of porous diffuems of
varlous malteials.
import of knowhow for
design of :ectors,
Including anaerobic

activated sludge,
_spd
Reseach stage

eff
etc.

Yes

No

Yes

Initial hImport of know
how and cultures and
nzymes eecialy for
recovery of single
products.

(continued)
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4 (continued)
Asesment of Import Needs
Hardware

Process

Contol Parameter

Indumtrie

Fixed film bloreactor
units forpackage
small
Indusfr s

Disinfection
Conventiona
Ozonattn

ltraviolet

Present Status In
India

Technology

Totar

Critical
Compo
nent?

Under

Yes

No

Yam

Hot
Import of knowhow for
desgn of sembic and
anaerobic reactors.
such
haf. tower,
loop. uflow and down
flow. fixed film. and
fluldlzed bed. Also
Initial Import of critical
components If
o
ry.

P2#wone
See
'Gzonstlonad
00W, d'ernical
oxi
dation reduction

Developed

No

No

No

Nil

Yes

No

Yes

Import of nowhow and

Yes

No

Yes

critical components.
Import of knowhow and
critical components

Yes

No

Ye"

Import of krnwhow aed
critical
*specialtycomponents.
membranes.

processes'

PaIhogn

Dissolved Ar Flotation

Suspended solids and
oil and grese@

Electrodlalysl

Heavy metals

Evaporation and
Crystallzatii

Toxic organic and
InxganIc

Pulp and paper, dietillhiry. Meta Processing
an finishing, textiles,
organic
petrochmchemicals, and

Underdevelcped

Yes

i1o

Yes

Incineration (Thermal
Treatment)

Import of krowhow for
vacuum evaporators
and critical compo
nents.

BOO, COO Toxio
orancm

Paper, distillery, tannery.
Underdeveloped
pharmaoeuticais.
Pestsckdeo.perc*.m'on Js.
Petroleum, dyestuff Ir.
Pr.
mediates

Yes

No

No

Import of knowhow
espacially for effective
combustion system

MatJ processing and

Umlted produ.
finishing, petroleum
range
refining and petcchemIcam. dairy. WIbe oli.
textile procamng, dye.
stuff.tannerles, food and
prcoesing
M fruitprocessing
and
Nil
finlhing, caustic soda

icals

(continued)

Table 4 (continued)
Assessment of knport Needs
Hardware

Crftkall
Compo-

Present Status in

Techno-

logy

Totar

nenti

Note

Yes

No

NO

/vw for
Inpod '4 kuwh.
the manufacture of
macrnolecultar resins
and selective Ion
oxchange reoln. Iital
I m p 0 r t romoleai resins
and selsctrve Ion
exchange resins.
Import of knowhow and
Initial Impoirt of
ozoneslor.

Process

Conrol Parameter

industries

India

Ion Exchange

Heavy metals. Nitl
cyanide, fluorides

Caustic soda, fertilzer,
manmado fibers. rayon,
pulp and paper,
r y,
d I s tIII
pharmacoutlcaia, metal
processing and
finishing, electronics.
ferrous and nonferrous

Limited
range

Ozonation and Other
C hemical Oxidation
Raduction Processes

BOO. color, odor,
refractory organics.
toxic chemicals,
pathogens

kon and steel manufaturIng. dyes and
intermediates, pharmaceutlcals, paper.
pestiddec
For alt Industries for
redlamatlon of water

Nil

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

knpo. f knowhow and
Impor.of memranes.

Developed
Underdeveloped

No
Yes

No
No

No
No

Import of knowtow

Umited pr:)duct
range

Yes

No

No

Developed

No

No

No

Underdeveloped

Yes

No

Yes

iveras Osmosis

Sedirentation
'.d
Con
Tube and plate

Dissolved kIrrgn=ics

Suspended solids. oil.

groe

Sludge Handling Treat
ment and Dwoceal
Hndling

Treatrnent
Thickenlng

.....

-

green
Suspee slide. oU.

sewers

product

AI Industris

-

Dewsaereng

Import of knowhow for
the (maufaciurm of
pumps for high
consistency sludges
Wd r lift pumps

Import of knowhow lfv'
of
manufacture

centrttuges, belt filters.
and so on. Also.Impod
of criticl components.

Digestion

Organic sludge

Composting

Organic sludge

Thermal dow(todiug

Orgari and Inorganic
sludge

_.
-

b'port of knowhow for
mractor design as per
section 2.

Underdeveloped

Yes

-

-

Developed

No

No

No

-

Underdeveloped

Yes

No

No

Import of knowhow

(continued)

Table 4 (co,-Inued)

Prooess

Ultlmate dlsposal
Smelting

Contol Parameter,

Industrise

P'ssent S tus In
India

Assessment of Import Needs
Hardware
Critical
TechnoCompology
Tota
nent?

Organic and Ikganic

-

Developed

No

No

No

-

Underdeveloped
Nil

Yes
Yea

Ko
No

No
No

Toxic n hazardous
Mudge

-

Nil

Yea

No

Yes

COO. dissolKd poly.
mr and collodal*

Dairy. olI refinery.
wood Industry.
breweres paper, paints
AlNIndustrles

Underdeveloped

Yes

No

Yea

Umited range

Yes

No

Yes

sludge
Incinertion
Stabilization and

solkliflcation

Solent extraction
Iltraflltration

Control and Monitoring

Organic sludge
Toxic and hazardous

sludges

Various parameters

Note: Cse indicate not applicable.
*

Note

Import of knoetow
Import of knowhow
Impor of tectwoogy
m os f1 tm~ g
Inport of knowhow and
critical components.
specialtly membranes
L-nport of knmwhow for
Instrumenl
for
continuous monitoring
and sampling systems.
specific Ion eletrodes,
flow measurement and
ecording. No. Import
of cc
components
rJ
and Initial Import of
Instruments.

Refers to the actual fabrication of mmuTrn units. Indian Industril can devlop
this If process design drawings and specifications are provided.
Include specialized malials as well as fabricated components.
Source: Rspod on IdeniffIcation of hnpot Component of Waste Treatment Technology
and Knowhow." prepared for the Central Pollution Control Boanv by committee
chaired by
Dr. D. Kantawala.

Table 5. Air Pollution Control Matrix

Present

Status

In

Assessment of ImPod Needs
'taidware
C fltical
CompoTechno-

Process

Conbol Parmeter

Industries

India

logy

Total

neonti

Note

Mechinlol

Panloulale mather In
emall and medium
Induebec

Boilers, dryers. kilns

Developed

Partial

No

Yes

inport of knowhow for
high-effiency system
some
and for

Ba

Pwatulato attr and
some gaee by dry
scrubbers

Cement. boilers, chemical, flour mills

Underdeveloped

Partial

No

Yes

Scrubbom

PartulmIs, Oe

Gjasa, ceramic cupolas.
cement.
foundries,
mining.
rayons.
quarrying, steel

Underdeveloped

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bag material vsllsbe
in limited range.
In ompo
Lacune
nents.
Spci lty materal not
Prison"
available.
only In
availablllty
simpte typed. Lacunae
and
In adsorption
type
absorption
scrubbers.

Electrostatic
preclpitators (ESP)

Partlculatas, Umtcd
ganse

Power boilers, kilns.
coAl
mills,
dryers,
coolers,
pulp and
papers, chemical

Developed

Partial

No

Yet

Hot and wet ESPs
need to be developed

Incinerators

Prtlouatee

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ifsncy stage In India

flters,

components required

histillerles

Very limited
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4.1.3 Major Areas of Umitation
Indian industry, service organizations, and regulatory agencies are especialry limited
in three technical areas: hazardous waste management, groundwater remediation, and
advanced common effluent treatment plant technology. These are all areas in which the
United States has a tremendous comparative advantage because of the expertise
developed in enforcing Superfund-related provisions.
4.1.3.1 Hazardous Waste Management
Indian industry, regulatory bodies, and professionals have all expressed great interest
in American EST as means to remedy hazardous waste management. Despite recent
legislation by the Indian government (see Chapter 6), little practical guidance is available.
Nonetheless, problems exist and need to be confronted.
The first problem is the definition of hazardous waste. The government has prepared
only a brief list of critical pollutants. These pollutants are often discharged into the
atmosphere or water untreated or dumped around factories. The resulting land and water
contamination is already a major environmental problem. Even the largest and most
sophisticated plants provide hardly any protective equipment to their employees who
handle these materials. The team observed barefoot workers exposed to sulfuric acid and
chromium-bearing effluents. To combat these conditions, three major categories of
assistance are needed that could be provided by U.S. environmental services firms:
1. Training of workers and management in handling hazardous materials,
2. Technology for the safe handling and management of such materials, and
3. Treatment and disposal technologies.
4.1.3.2 Groundwater Remediation
Lack of adequate pollution control and uncontrolled dumping of hazardous wastes
have led to deterioration of valuable groundwater resources. In some cases, people
continue to use polluted water without realizing its impact on their health. In other cases,
use of water was stopped and emergency measures were taken. In one lawsuit before
the Supreme Court, it is contended that 200 km 2 ,of potable groundwater aquifer was
contaminated by a small cluster of chemical industries.
Despite widespread awareness of the problem, little is being done to remedy it. Two
of the three state PCBs (Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka) with whom the team met
expressed urgent interest in technologies in groundwater remediation. The lack of
expertise extends even to the characterization of the problem and the delineation of its
TR&D. Inc.
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extent. Similar opportunities to those noted for hazardous waste management clearly exist
for environmental service organizations with the requisite technology.
4.1.3.3 Common Effluent Treatment Plants
Since 1989 the Government of India has vigorously promoted development of common
effluent treatment plants (CETP), particularly to address the pollution problems posed by
large clusters of small-scale enterprises. Table 6 lists the plants suggested for funding
under a World Bank program, totaling more than US$50 million. Most of the proposed
units plan to use conventional technologies such as neutralization, aerobic bioreactions,
and clarification, followed by extended aeration for liquid effluents and incineration for
solid and other hazardous wastes. No treatment or disposal is proposed fcr sludge and
residue generation from the liquid effluent that is applied to land or dumped. The ultimate
effluent is often released in primary or secondary treated form into surface water bodies.
The proposed treatments may produce no appreciable reduction in chemical oxygen
demand (COD) levels; this is the case with the two operating units observed by the team.
Typically the effluent is very concentrated, contains 'mother liquor,' and is not pretreated.
Although incineration will completely destroy materials, the resulting gaseous emissions
may contain toxic substances. Ash and other residues also contain highly toxic chemicals.
Even the most prominer,' incinerator manufacturer and installation company admits that
a severe technology gap exists in the safe handling of toxic ash.
Great care must be taken in the design and implementation of CETPs in order to
prevent them too from becoming one of the country's most heavily polluting industries.
Needed assistance to the plants includes
* Collaboration on instituting good materials handling practices;
" Provision of technology to segregate and recover valuable solvents that would
considerably reduce treatment costs;
" Provision of library, laboratory, workshop, and training facilities to meet the technical
services needs of the participating units;
* Affiliation of fire stations and health units with the CETP.
These technological problems are likely to be exacerbated by the characteristic
complications of managing joint facilities, where responsibility is shared, and a strong
parastatal element is present. Numerous industrialists expressed anxiety to the team
about these complications. Government and regulators are monitoring the situation
closely.
Th&D, Ir.
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Table 6. CETP Proposals
State

Tota Coat (lakh)

Mndhra Pradeuh

Name of Propoal

507

Collection, Treatment, and Disposal of indurltaJ Wastewaters at

600

CETP for Paahaytlam, A.P.

200
300
106

CETP fox MaJlapur, A.P.
CETP for Nachwarn industria Area
CETP for Pyranaga, Medak, A.P.
CETP for Boliam, AP.
CETP for ,Jeedilmeta Run by JETL

PattAnoeru A.P.

Total
elhi

300
250
2,157
200

Total

Gujwat

35

Total
Karnatalka

600
oo
SIM
1,615
1.292
485
5.550
128

Total
Madhya

Total

70
76
403

Total

400
33.65
1,100
1,633.65

188

Punjab

63
278

183
Total
Tamil Nadu

Trea'tent of Combined Wastewater of Anklesh'wa

Fa

CETP
Anklenwa,
Combined Wastewater Treatment Ptand for Vapi Indusbial Etaste
CETP at Saciin
CETP at Sarigaor
CETP at Panoli
Panclesa
CETP
CETP for Cluster of Tanneries at Kadungondana, Bangalore

128
140
117

Maharashtra

CETP at Wazirabad

200

32
475
335
335
1,132

CETP at Industrial Area, Urfa, Shanpuri Pradesh, Raipur, M.P.
CETP at Industrial Area, Govindpur, M.P.
CETP at Pologround, Indore, M.P.
CETP at Indusrial Area, MaharaiJur, Gwalior
CETP at Trans-Than. Creek Area
CETP at Tarapur
CETP at Jsingpur
CETP at Dombivili
CETP for Cluster of Dying Industries In Texile Colony Industrl Area
at Ludhiana 
CETP for Cluster of Textile of MIlls at SatUa Foad. Amrtaar

CETP for Ouste

of Dyeing Industries along Nachin Road and Buddna

Nails,, Ludhiana City
CETP for Cluster of ESectroplating Industries iong Gill Road, Ludhiana
CETP for Ouster of Tanneres at Pannal and Pallawaam
CETP for Cluster of Tannedes at Erode
CETP for Dyeing Unift at Karur, Truppur, Pertyasa ru, Erode,

Ohavan
Total
Uttar Prades

2,165
28
60
43

Total
Grand

taJ

38
169

CETP Schemas for Leattwe Complex, U.P.
CETP for Industrial Area, Maltwa
CETP for Ram Nagw Indu'trial Estates, Varanaai
Dyeing and Printing Induslres, Faukabad

12,752.685

Note: Proposals listed have been approved for financial assistance by the MinistIy of Environment and Forests.
I laich - 100,000 Ra.
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4.2

Sectors and Potent!al Volumes

4.2.1

Overall Volume and Costs

The present size of the pollution control market is relatively easy to estimate.
Machinery purchases are estimated at US$135 million by the Commercial Section of the
U.S. Embassy, US$6 million of which are U.S. source imports. A considerable amount of
the remaining purchases are produced by U.S. joint ventures (see Tables 7 and 8 and
Exhibit 1). The consultancy and testing market appears to be about US$6 million, as
estimated by one large firm. On that basis, the value of construction associated with
pollution control, including some machinery, can be estimated at US$60 million, given that
the norm for consultancy is set at about 10 percent of projc, size?
IL and FSVC

1.

Liquefied petroleum gas (L.PG) kits that will
permit motor vehicles to use both gasoline
and natural gas. Estrnated US$2 million.

2.

Service coilaboration with Chicago-based
Wheeling Company. Estimated US$5 million.

3.

Catalytic converter. Estimated US$10 million,
US$3.3 million foreign exchange.

Thermax

Zum (Alabama)

RPG

1.

2..

Kkioskar

Wastewater treatment center near Bombay,
Lnslng. US$20 million project, with possible
need for US$2 million foreign exchange.
Service representative in United States
seeking collaboration. Estimated 50 crores
turnover.

Discussing tie-In with CDM
Exhibit 1.Potential American Joint
Ventures In Pollution Control

'How much of this is real is often difficult to determine. Government rules usually limit consultancy in
construction contracts to 10 percent for public sector units. This percentage is also the norm for income-tax
authorities, to which private units tend to conform. Consultants are often the contractors who Implement the
projects, so they may sometimes receive payment Indirectly or Incash to avoid taxes.
"R&Q, Ing.
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Table 7. Status of Waste and Wastewater Treatment Equipment Manufacturers
Expansion
Company

Product

Production Turnover

Coilaborabon

Voltas Ltd., Bombay

Treatment plants

1,200 units/yr

20 percent pre-

Technologies

Hydraulics General
EngIneering
Ltd.,
ombay
Ponnwct India

Purva Water
Treatment Systems
-naJ Industries

The Acme Industries,
Bombay
Hindustan Dorr
Oliver, Bombay

IAEC India Ltd.

Wesieren.Paques
India

Amnearoeta, U.K.

Aerators (3-50 hp);
cOartfiers (55 mm);
nwchanicalscrens;
digesters
C ornabon plant

NA

10 peroent none

7 cries

20 percent

Ulvoe
technologies;

Softener (100 /hr);

0.60 mores

15 percent nore



0.50 gores

15 percent none

-

0.80 crores

None

10 crores

10 percent Dorr
Oliver USA

D.M. plants; filters;
losers
Softener; fiters:
activated
carbon
filters;
ultraviolet
disinfectbon
Aerators; clarifiers:
clariflocculators;
sghators
Treatment plants:
RLO. membranes:
sludge dryers, high.
rate clarifiers
D.M. plants: filters;
deiJkayners
Wastewater treatment
technology
(UASB)
Under bed nozzles;
rein traps for water
treatment
plants;
microbubbler
for
aeration plants of
effluent teatnent

Sanuk Industries,
Bombay

plants

25 crores

'15 percent previousy with M/s Steinnuer.

NA

10 percent Paques
Tech nology.
Netherlands
10 percent.

0.20 crores

Ultraviolet systems

I core

Millipore (india) Pvt.
Lid.

Re. systems; micro-

0.15 crates

porous

filtration

equipment ultraviolet filtration
equipment

neering Co.
Lid., Bombay

RO. doainaon
PvL

-

100 percent Ittra
Dynamics
C orpo'raton, USA
20 percent Millipore
Inteniech USA

ozonizers

Further sophist.
cation; automated

Germany

Star ndustries and
Textle Enterprises

Aquatnat Engl-

-

wit h

vioue1y

systems
-

Technology used is
ltt
Energy-saving
m 9 m b r a ne

technology
0.80 cre

20 percen none

Indgenoue mem

plants; aerators;
softeners;
D.M.

branes

plants; claulfloccuDup4ex Water Engl.
neering, New Delhi

Ion exchange resins;
RO. membranes;
filtration;

a cres=

20 percent on
project-to-project

chlor-

basis:

nation equipment;

Dowan Kiaft Systems
Pvt. Ltd., Delhi

aerators;
gas
d;gestors; plants for
Industrial
waste
treatnent
Tunnel reactor, fine
bubble
diffusor;

USA,

Envirotech

B.S.

Water,

Holland; B.T. Water,
U.K.,
for
process
knOwhow
NA

Advance Env.
Control, Denmark:

UASB
anaerobic
reactor;
flotation
tenology

Bay Analagen,
Germany (for tech.
nical advice only)
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(continued)

Table 7 (cortinued)
Production Turnover

Company

Product

Go. MilIeM &Co.,
Pvt Ltd., New Delhi

8 croSes
Water uittrnent
plnnta; towage
treatment plants;
effluent treatment
plants
Screening unit sadi- 4.5 or.es
mantaton unit; grit
removal unit;
fluidized bed react
or; aeration
systems; belt filter
press; digestors;
flocculatom; gravity
filtw
0.35 orore'
Water and wastewater treatment
plants
NA
Aerators; darifier
centraJ drive and
peripheral drive;
dlriflooculators
0.34 crores
Wate atrnet
plants
Equipment fo( wastewater treatment
Sedimentabon tank;
scraped clarifier;
lamella clarifier;
reactivator clarifier;
multbdirectioal flow
clarifier; different
types of filters;
membrane filtration
systems; water
softeners
Water softeners a
demineralizers;
generators and
degassmer; e0acto
dialysis unis; FLO.
membranes; ion
exchange reins
Gravity sand fifters;
screening equip
merit; oil simmers

The Trtmn Engl
nerdng Works, New
Delhi

Aqua Mec. Pvt
Ltd., Madras
Basrdse;l Sathe Ltd..

Bombay
Colloids Pvt.
Ltd., New Delhi

Slotc Envirocare

Systems Pvt. Ltd.
ion Exclange India
Ltd.

Tharmax Lid.

KilUn leant &
Equipments Ltd.

Collrboration

Expanson
Technologies

25 peroent DHV.
C onsulting Engi
neea, Neowdanda
20 percent Errvirex
fno. USA

Depending on extant
of modernization
and industialization

-

Satec Ld. UX

Fluid Dyninics
International Lid., U.K.
Graver Water Inter
national U.K.; Axel
Johnson Engineering
AB, Sweden

Fuid Systems

U
USA

S OCS, RW

PLants InIdia., prepared for Department of Scientific and Industrial
Source: 1echnolcgy Stes Pport on Water Effluent Treatment
eeswc, lns of Science and Technology, Government of India n.d.
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Table 8. Status of Manufacturers of
Air Pollution Control Equipment
Ikdian Firm

Collaborator

Manufactured Noa

Ratni induutrial C-quipment Co. Pvt.
Ltd., Poona

App&'ilte&u Flottmuhle, West
Germany
Micropule Duncan Ltd., U.K
Duncan Co. Inc., USA

Multiolll dust collectors
Fabric filters
Cyclon., wiet sonibba, and odor
oontrol
Cociones, filters, and fabric fiftimr

Air Condltoning Corporation Ltd.

Vsrt.atoienfabrk Oelde GmbH,

Andrew Yule & Co. Ltd., CalaJtta

DCE Group Ltd., U.K.
Peabody Sturtirvant Ltd., U.K.
B.J. Deo.,ux Co. Ltd., U.K

Cyclones, flte, And fabric fitn
Cyclon", scrubber:, bag filters
Wet suppresiont dust contiol

Machksn Fabrik Bathe, West Germany

Bag filters, fitter: with shaking
mechanlrm, . filters, wet/dry
electrostatic precipitators, fan,
c'cones, separators, and pneumatic
control plants
Electrostic ;xecipittorf, gas filling
and conditoning towers
Electrostatic precipitators

West Giemany

Orient Pper & Inc. Ltd., Calcutta

Lodge CottIIl Lid., U.K.

GEC of India

FaPkt India Lid., Cacutta

American Air Filter International, S.A.,
Switzerland
James Howden & o. Ltd., U.K
C.E. Air Preheater, USA
United Megill Corpbration, USA
Raisi AB, Sweden

Votas Ltd.

Bombay Research Cottrell, Inc., USA

Am-Baboock Ltd.
Bharat Heavy EectzicaJa, Ranipet

Bombay Lurg-um.Weldt, Wet Germany
Rakt Industries, Sweden
C.E. Air Preheater, USA
Peabody Holmes. London
Wheelaborator Air Pollution Control
Systems, USA

Hindustan Development Ltd.,
Calcutta

BatliboI

& Co. Pvt. Ltd.

Therma.x Ltd., Pune

Zum Industries, USA
General Electric Environmental

Paramourd Pollution Control Pvt.
Lid., Baoda

Anderson 2000 Ift., USA

Structural & Madcnrs (Bokaro)

Ohlta

Laboratory Inc., Jpn

Ltd. Bocaro, Stee City
LAEC India Lid., Bhar up, Bombay

products, plants, and systems

Industrial fans and dust collectors
Bag filters and air prehasters
Eiectrostat'c pecipitators
Electrostatc precipitators, fabric
filters, othor jr treatment, air pollution
control equipment (scrubbers, wet

sipaators, et.)

Electrostatic piecipitators; scrubbers,
Including mist eliminator: and bag
houars
Electrostatic precipitators
Eleciroststic pr ciphator, air
priehater
Cyclones and multicyloones, bag
house filters and sorubber:, fabric
filters, elecuostatic prciptaton, flue
ga scrubber,
a
mechanical
collectors
Dust coliectors, bag filtem rnd
scrubber:
Bag fitters and elecroetatic

precipitator:

Cyclone separator:, dry/wet rb.
ber,
highefficiency fittr, odor

control system, sound control system
Clean room equipment, for example,
various typs of air filter:, air shiowears,

Intense Fite GmbH & Co. KG,
West Germany

and clew benohe

Dedusting equipment
fabric fi ter:

Polfi<Jly,

(continued)
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Table 8 (continued)
Indian Firm

Collaborator

Manufactured Itms

lnGtic Tect',oogy Indlia Ltd.,
New De*
Andrha Pradesh Heavy Machlnery &

Apparatsbau Fliimuhle, We
Germany
Environment&d Elements Cerporstion,

Rgeneative air prehial fans,
electrostatic prescppttora
Ak pollution contro equipment,

Engineering Ltd., Vtjaywda
Madras Industrial Uinings Lt.,
Madras

USA
Environmental Corporation, USA

specifically. elctrostatc precipkatot,
baQ fitters, and cyckons
Sctubbers, cyclones, &irwashrs,
abeoori and dabsorpion loers
and

dehumidifiers,

odor

ootrol

equipmiom
Bha

S"

Tubes Ltd., New Delhi

Primat x Machinery PA Ltd.,

Air polluio

Gesellschalt ffr Entstaunbungatechnik

Fabric fiftr plants

AG, Sw'itzodpnd

Bombay
Indabrato, Ltd., Bombay

Whelabrator Fry, Inc., USA

Otto nila Ltd.
F. Harley & Co.

Ma"sman Demag, West Germany
Dusl Suppression International Ll.,
U.K.
Otto Keller GmnbH, West Germany

Hlndustan Shoet Met

control equipmrent and

Air Industrie Environment, France

Ltd.

Mechanica collectors and fabric bag
filters
Ga cleaning and re<o'iery systems
Bag fitters, scrubbers, cyclonet, and
fans
Humanized work stations, bag filters,
cyclones, and Ventun scnbbers

Source: 'Status R pol on Air PRliuton Control Equipment Indulstry, October 1991. Prepaied by Diectorate General of Technical
Development, Ministry of Industry, Government of India, in coopefation with Confederation of Engineering industry.
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Indications of the size of the potential market, given the present state of knowledge
and enforcement in the Indian market, may come from various sources. One source, the
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI),reports a pipeline bf US$58
million of pollution control projects. (See Table 9.) ICICI accounts for roughly 10 percent
of the disbursement of loans by financial institutions; on this basis, the total size of Indian
loan demand for industrial pollution control projects might be estimated at US$600 million.
(It should be noted that this is a stock, a one-time figure, ihat will be incurred over several
years.) However, while the ICICI portfolio may focus more on pollution control than that
of other financial institutions, these loan demand figures exclude the considerable project
finance by commercial banks, especially to small units, and self-financing, which in
pollution control is particularly important to multinational companies.

Table 9. ICICI Pipeline
Proiect Cost
Crores
SUS millions

Industry
DistUleries
102
Pulp and paper 95

Power
Dyes and dye
Intermediates
Others

TotW

18
16.5
28.75

260.25

39
37

Ukely Loan Amounts
Crores
SUS millions
61.2
67

7

9

6
11

10
i3.78

100

15048

24
22

3.5
4
5

56.50

Another source is the estimates of the cost of the measures required to achieve
compliance by industrial units with present emission standards, given the present state
of regulation and knowledge of technology. One report prepared for the World Bank
estimated a cost of US$220 million (550 crores or Rs. 5.5 billion) for pesticides industry
in four states alone, .nd a national figure of about US$400million. 4 The pesticide industry
is small, but if it is typical of the more than 10 sectors studied, the market is potenally
worth US$4 billion. More accurate figures may be forthcoming as other World Bank
reports become available. U.S. sources estimate that the. American pollution control
industry has ai oual sales of more than $100 billion (see Tables 7 and 8 and Exhibit 1).
In the United States, attention to "abandoned hazardous waste sites' and
remediation of polluted groundwater have proved the most costly elements in pollution

'The team was unable to consuft simflar reports prepared for the World Bank that are reportedly scheduled

to be published shortly by the IDBI.
TR&D. Inc.
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in the United States.
control. Hazardous waste consultancy alone is a $2 billion market
likely to reduce
Conversely, the introduction of new production technologies is at least as
as increase pollution abatement costs.
Technologies
4.2.2 Effective Demand for American Environmental Services
specifically
Within the larger demand, it is difficult to determine how much is for
of which the team
American services. Exhibit 1 lists the potential American Joint ventures
is the preferred
was informed during the Mission. As indicated earlier, the United States
handling and
waste
source of many of the most desired technologies in hazardous
the superior
about
groundwater treatment. There was consensus among interviewees
United States. There was
techniques for conducting environmental audits available in the
which are significantly
also the usual apprehension about the cost of American services,
higher than domestic technology and services.
before specific
The costs of acquiring these technologies are hard to determine
10. Partial
Table
in
given
is
negotiations take place. One price list for solvent technologies
price data are included in Exhibit 1.
4.2.3 Needs for Subsidy and Policy Support
for new
The preceding section indicated a large number of sectors with demands
clearly available or
technology, including several in which American technology is either
not wnt to sell or
could be available. In a few cases, American technology vendors will
will require
the price may be noncompetitive. In other cases, American technology
cheapest available
extensive adaptation to Indian conditions. In yet others, even the
for example, for
technology may be difficult for India to afford. This may well be the case,
cleaning extensive areas with polluted aquifers.
ifthey
Purchasers will be more willing to buy American services and technologies
million of machinery,
are subsidized. However, as indicated, a considerable volume (US$6
subsidies
considerable
and
plus joint venture involvement) is already being purchased,
environmental goods
are already extended by the Government of India to purchasers of
instittions (see
and serices, mostly indirectly through public- sector-owned financial
cases mxe or less
Appendix E). The ceilings on the amounts of money provided in some
services. Several
foreign
of
ensures that the government will not underwrite the purchase
for such purchase of
respondents indicated that foreign exchange was difficult to secure
under the New
foreign services. As will be seen later, it is unclear whether liberalization
sector.
Economic Policy will include the environmental service

"rn&D,/nc.
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In addition, there was some opinion that subsidies might be desirable to encourage
new, high-potential types of technology, such as environmental audits. Initial subsidies like
those provided for the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) for ener y audits
might be appropriate in order to complement the present government subsidy for the
rupee costs of such audits. Such subsidies would also play a promotional role for other
environmental technology and products. Conditional grants could also encourage
American firms decide to meet with Indian firms to test markets about which they are
unsure, as indicated in the next section.
The three problem areas identified earlier-hazardous waste management,
restoration of contam.nated groundwater, and reclamation of abandoned or active
hazardous waste dump sites -are the major ones in which American technology may
have some advantage. Hazardous waste dump sites might be affected by the new Public
Uability Act, which will force their cleanup and thus a search for appropriate, including
American, technology, In all cases, the role of government policy enforcement is more
important than subsidy. Government will play a critical role, both as a regulator forcing
enterprises to search for technology and as a purchaser paying for needed technology.
Although optimism is high over the demand for American technology, any TEST
project will be conditional on continuing government policy commitments to enforcement
of environmental legislation. Only when those commitrnents are in place will it be possible
to judge the overall size of markets in these three areas. These commitments would be
for increased enforcement and measures to facilitate and encourage units and financial
institutions to support the kind of hazardous waste treatment, groundwater treatment, and
environmental audit required. In some cases, the government itself or public sector
enterprises will be expected to be the prime customers.
4.3

Potential American Supply Response

4.3.1 Size and Shape of the American Industry
The United States was one of the first nations to attempt imposition of regulations
to prevent pollution. Its regulations have become an international standard followed by the
rest of the world. The p.xlution control industry is, observers agree, "regulation driven.'
Its growth is a direct function of the severity of the regulations and their enforcement, to
such a degree that some slowing down of pollution entorcernent in the early 1980s had
immediate and negativ6 o"fMocts on both the size of the industry and its international
competitiveness (Schwartz et al.).

TR&.,Inc.
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Pollution control is a relatively 'unorganized " industry because of its representation
by a large number of competing and poorly coordinated organizations. Sales are
estimated to total US$100 billion a year. The firms that handle each type of problem, for
example, solid waste or water pollution, are differei .t. More important, though, they are
organized into separate and largely noncommunicating trade associations.
In addition, pollution control is primarily focused on a domestic market, reflecting
both the rapid growth of a market with which it is very familiar and the development of a
large portion of its technology in response to specifically U.S. regulatory and commercial
pressures. This domestic orientation affects many of the firms' orientation and ability to
compete in international markets. Most of the firms have a vague desire to tap overseas
markets, especially in Europe and Eastern Europe, but have little idea of how to proceed.
Nonetheless, it is agreed that American ESTs are generally superior, and many of
the larger firms in the .industry have licensed or otherwise arranged to make their
technology available abroad. One important subsector, larger engineering firms, has
considerable international experience outside the environmental market. The firms bid
actively on multilaterally funded overseas projects, but even the large firms surveyed are
quite apprehensive about the prospects for profitable business in developing countries
generally. A list of U.S. interviewees is given in Appendix F.
Other countries with technical specialties in EST compete vigorously with the
United States or are rapidly overcoming its lead, and the United States certainly buys a
considerable amount of foreign technology (Elkington and Shopley 1989). As part of a
pattern observable in other industries and a legacy from the more inward-looking history
of U.S. business, many firms still conduct their international marketing through European
affiliates, particularly in the developing countries that were formerly European colonies.
4.3.2 Strategies of U.S. Environmental Services Firms
The U.S. environmental services industry has further progress to make in both
developing appropriate technologies for current domestic problems and cleaning up so
called *abandoned hazardous waste sites." However, there is growing awareness of and
interest in overseas opportunities, along with a lack of orientation to overseas markets
and considerable apprehension, especially about Third World markets. The U.S. pollution
control industry is generally recognized to have salaole technologies, which have not
been fully marketed (Elkington and Shopley 1989). Recent articles have highlighted the
industry's interest in both western and eastern European markets, which has been
becoming more active and is largely based on developing joint ventures with partners
who know these markets (see bibliography in Appendix G). Itis perhaps indicative that
no articles were found on Third World markets in general or Indian markets in particular.
TR&D37
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Nevertheless, awareness of U.S. technological potential has led to a concerted
effort to market U.S. technology with a broader international approach to environmental
problems through, for example, U.S. government-sponsored task forces and studies. A
National Academy of Sciences study has been completed (Elkington and Shopley 1989),
and several USAID projects are under way. An amendment was attached to a recent
A.I.D. authorization bill to mandate US$750 million in funds for U.S. contributions to capital
projects, including en-vironmental projects. A bill was introduced to impose compensatory
duties on imports whose production fails to meet U.S. environmental standards and
contribute half the proceeds to U.S.A.I.D. for distribution to developing countries to
purchase U.S. pollution control equipment. The other half would be distributed by the
Environmental Protection Agency to support U.S. research and development in the
development of pollution control technology. A coalition of 85 U.S. universities and 35
trade associations has been formed and is attempting to secure government funding for
environmental project promotion; it was recently granted an A.I.D. project for such
promotion in Eastern Europe (see Appendix H). The U.S.-ASEAN Council for Business
and Technology recently sponsored a trade mission for environmental services.
4.3.3 Advantages of U.S. Environmental Services and Technologies In Serving
Indian Needs
As indicated elsewhere in this report, there are a number of areas, such as
'hazardous waste management, groundwater remediation, clean process technologies,
and environmental audit, in which U.S. firms have technologies especially desired by
Indian firms. At the same time, U.S. firms have already launched one or another variety
of joint ventures in India, mostly, as indicated in Tables 7 and 8 and Exhibit 1, in
apparatus manufacturing but also in service previsions.
4.3.4 Interest of U.S. Environmental Services Firms In Serving Indian Markets
Almost all of the 15 or so firms contacted (see Appendix F) indicated some interest
in serving Indian markets, and several were already serving them. None of the firms
indicated anxiety about intellectual property rights. Some businessmen, however,
expressed anxiety that Indian partners would learn from them and become potent
competitors in third markets. Some preferred wholly owned subsidiaries or other
mechanisms as a way to prevent the "leaking" of their knowhow. Most had anxieties about
recovering the money they would invest in India-because of currency control and
restrictions on the remittance of profits and limits on royalties. The conditions offered were
in several cases not as favorable as the firms generally expected.
This situation may change both as the new liberalized policies take effect and as
U.S. businessmen become more familiar with the Indian market. Many believed that the
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Government of India was hostile to their involvement in the Indian market. One
businessman was told by high-ranking Indian officials. However, businessmen were
interested in the prospects that could result from liberalization.
All the interviewees appeared to be quite enthusiastic about A.I.D. projects in India
and thought that even a facility that permitted rupee pur;hase might be useful. Most were
reluctant to invest heavily now in what they perceive to be high-risk business promotion
in India but for precisely that reason were interested in conditional grants. Several
indicated that the right kind of A.I.D. project would influence them to change their present
stance.
The U.S. firms frequently believed that India was a low-return market, that is, low
volume and low profitability, especially in repatriable profits. A number of the joint ventures
appear to be operating unsatisfactorily from one viewpoint or another. One firm said that
them
the terms of its joint venture were so disadvantageous that it "would not negotiate
again when they came up."
The complaints and apprehensions about profitability were different from those by
the
U.S. firms in other technical areas interested in the Indian market. Although most of
other firms are reluctant to commit equity, they often believe that they receive a good
the
overall return on their sale of technology to India and are well positioned to exploit
l3rge Indian market if it opens up.
Besides the general issue of profitability, U.S. firms often had difficulties with current
agency arrangements. Many of the firms were represented by Indian agents that Indian
the
consumers sometimes found unsatisfactory because of the lack of a direct link to
United States. The agents were perceived as unfamiliar with the goods they sold and
unable to service them. The team found a number of technologies with considerable
of
potential not being vigorously promoted by agents, who often handled a large number
competitive
similar agencies among which they distributed their attention, as well as
greater
technologies of their own. Several Indian respondents said that joint ventures with
market.
U.S. involvement would fare better in the Indian
The obverse of the perceived low return of Indian business was an Indian
perception that U.S. services and technologies were sometimes too costly. Superfcally
this seems a peculiar complaint, because the services have a high wage component and
U.S. professional salaries are often lower than those of their principal competitors.
that U.S.
Possibly the lack of appropriate joint ventures in the services industry means
labor
Indian
and
American
of
firms are less able to arrange a least-cost combination
markets.
Indian
inputs and do not know how to structure their prices for
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U.S. businessmen also reported being uncertain about which Indian partners to
use. Many had contacts through people they knew or through nonresident Indians (NRI)
on their staff, but they were uncertain whether the contacts were really the best channels
to use or about what were perceived as the major alternatives - large, established Indian
firms, including multinationals. They clearly believed that the Indian market required
considerable familiarization for them to enter successfully. Inthis regard, the TEST project
could clearly help.
One point requires further emphasis. NRI are very active in the pollution control
industry in the United States. At least two members of the U.S. environmental services
trade mission to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) sponsored by the
U.S.-ASEAN Council for Business and Technology were NRI. All firms expect them to be
very active in any U.S.-Indian environmental services connection.
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5.0

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGIES AS REMEDIES TQ
INDIA'S ENVIRQNMENTAL PROBLEMS

5.1

Lack of Environmental Service Industries

The environmental service industry has two components: consulting organizations
and testing laboratories. Consulting organizations typically provide environmental impact
assessments, environmental auditing, problem analyses and solution development, and
environmental monitoring. Testing laboratories analyze waste streams and quantify
chemical concentrations.
5.1.1 Consulting Organizations
The role of consulting organizations in the environmental field in India is becoming
more important as a result of (1) stringent government policies and regulations and
(2)
the complexity of the problems of pollution. Even industries with in-house capabilities use
outside consulting organizations. The environmental consulting industry has not achieved
its full potential, for two reasons: (1) limits on enforcement, which has generated limited
response from the polluting industry, and (2) lack of technical expertise.
Very few consultants provide environmental services exclusively. Some research
and development organizations have developed capabilities to use and test technologies
on a bench or pilot scale; their prototype development for commercial application remains
insufficient.
Almost all the Indian consultants contacted during the Mission expressed their
inabiiity under present conditions to deal with environmental auditing, hazardous waste
management, and groundwater remediation. This inability has already constrained user
industries to the extent that many large, multinational industries are using the services
of
their foreign collaborators and their consultants. Small- and medium-scale industries
will
start looking to Indian consulting groups as regulation and enforcement becornv str;ter.
Many of the consulting organizations have recognized the need to develop
comprehensive environmental service capabilities to address a wide range of pollution
problems, including those just noted.
5.1.2 Testing Laboratories
Although the state pollution control boards recognize several laboratories, user
industries believe that proper quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QOC) procedures
in the analyses are not followed, resulting in poor and erroneous characterization and
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quantification. Unavailability of proper sampling containers and subsequent storing and
shipping equipment has also constrained the user industry. One consultant observed that
holding times before analyses are regularly exceeded, again leading to erroneous
quantification and characterization. The user industry is also constrained by unavailability
of mobile laboratory facilities, which would save time and effort when large-scale sampling
and analyses must be completed in short periods of time.
5.2

Using U.S. Environmental Services and Technologies to Solve Inala's
Environmental Problems

Previous chapters discussed the major environmental problems in Indian industries
and the limitations they face in combatting problems. This section discusses the potential
of U.S. EST to address those limitations and problems.
Two high-potential targets for U.S. ESTs are (1) cleaner process and pollution
control technologies ( clean technologies') and (2)joint venture servicing firms, including
specialized consultancy service for hazardous waste management and groundwater
remediation.
5.2.1 Clean Process Technologies
The 'pollution prevention pays' (3P) approach is becoming popular in India almost
as rapidly as it has in the United States. The adoption of U.S. clean technologies will be
quite difficult, as discussed in Chapter 4. Howover, large, multinational companies with
joint ventures have standardized their operations worldwide. Most fabrication of
components can be and is already cost-effectively carried out in India. The opening of the
Indian economy is likely to lead to more fabrication, but to do so Indian industry must
adopt state-of-the-art production technology.
The United States has well-developed technologies in recovery, recycle, and reuse
technologies. Units ranging from small package units to large custom-designed are
available. Many could be used in India with slight adaptation. A brief list of solvent
recycling equipment suppliers is given in Appendix I.
5.2.2 Pollution Control Equipment Manufacture
Equipment manufacture is an area in which U.S. companies can effectively
contribute to the development of innovative technologies for air, liquid, and solid
treatment. Each of the technological gaps identified in Tables 4 and 5 can be filled by U.S.
companies with few minor design modifications. In most contexts, U.S. products and
units, especially package units, will be of particular interest to small-scale industries, which
7R&D. Inc.
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produce small quantities of waste. Most of the technologies identified in Tables.4 and 5
have been subjected to extensive research, laboratory tasting, and commercial aplication
for various wastes and under various conditions. Exhibit 2 gives some examples of
technologies in testing.
Exhibit 2. Treatments In Testing
Carbon adsorption

Biotechnology

Incineration

At last 25 compan
i the Uned States upy
units for total effluent and gaseous treatments. At
least 10 companles have carbon regeneration unks.
The moxt recent developmen! that would be
partlculaiy useful InIndla, Ismobile regeneration
units, which save transport transportation and
handling cost.
Biotechnology has experienced tremendous growth
Inrecent years because of the simplicity of the
processes Involved. Many micro-organisms are
being identified or genetically manufactured to break
down the mostreslsant organic chemicals. Although
U.S. blotechnology companies as a whole have
marginal Interests InIndia, particular areas of
Interest, such as fuel pump controllers and fixed fim
bioreactors, were Identified by their Industry
association In a survey conducted inIndia.
Inthe United States, Incinerat on Isnow closely
scrutinized by regulatory agencies and has
consequently been changed to make k more
environmentally sound. This will help Indian
Industries, which are constnictN more and more
com'non Incineration facliltie Arecent report •
compied by a World Bank study group Identfied
Instrumentatlon as one aspect of Incineration

requiring needed attention. The lack of expeitise In
India Inperforming wJneration may generate toodc
compounds such as dioxins and furons. The
expertnse of U.S. companies InIncineration could be

usefull.
Recovery

Solvent-to-solvent
andused
sold-to-solvent
recovery
technologies can be
as they are in
the Unked
States. The processes are cthemical speof and
therefore require complete characterization of
streams of waste before WnpJementatlon.
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5.2.3 Hazardous Waste Management Treatment Facilities
Hazardous waste management treatment facilities are an area in which India has
the least expertise and U.S. companies have the most The American hazardous waste
management industry is perceived as the most advanced in the world. All segments of
the U.S. hazardous waste industry can participate as technical consultants or joint venture
partners with Indian counterparts. Typical involvement could include identification,
classification, handling, transportation, treatment, and disposal of hazardous material and
waste. These activities could start with training programs and developing infrastructure,
such as laboratory and disposal facilities.
Another specialization of U.S. companies is characterization of abandoned
hazardous waste sites in order to estimate the nature and extent of contamination in soil,
groundwater, and other environments. Characterization can be coupled with risk
assessment to finalize cleanup goals and levels as well as estimate health impacts.
5.2.4 Groundwater Remedlation Services
The expertise of U.S. companies and institutions will be helpful in implementing a
successful groundwater remediation program in India, particularly in characterizng the
nature and extent of the problem by
"

Installing monitoring wells and conducting regular sampling and analysis,

"

Developing a data base for groundwater quality and using groundwater computer
models to simulate the flow and contaminant fate and transport, and

"

Evaluating and implementing cost-effective restoration alternatives.

Some of the recently developed restoration technologies, such as in situ
biodegradation, in situ air and steam stripping, in situ vapor extraction, and air sparging,
will be particularty useful in India. This list of treatment technologies is by no means
exhaustive.
The two other supporting industries that. can be launched, must be developed
before a successful groundwater restoration program are testing facilities and drilling
operations.
In conclusion, U.S. EST can be very easily adapted to Indian conditions, with few
modifications. For pollution equipment, technology transfer either through joint venture or
licensing will be particularly suitable in India, where the fabrication costs are much lower
than in the United States. For the service industry side, joint venture arrangements will
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also be feasible and exploit complementary economies. Several Indian organizations and
firms have already expressed strong interest in such joint ventures.
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POLICIES AND REGULATIONS

The demand for foreign EST in India is integrally related to the Indian government's
rapidly developing environmental and economic policies. India is in the midst of a
sweeping redirection of its industrial and foreign trade policies. In general, these new
policies are designed to abandon India's protectionist past and move the country toward
a sustainable economy that can compete in the international market. In fact, the success
of the TEST project depends on the success of those policies.
In the environmental field, mounting public pressure is forcing the central and state
governments to address the deterioration of the Indian environment. As a result,
regulatory emphasis has been placed on pollution resulting from inadequate treatment of
industrial effluent and, more recently, on the absence of appropriate safeguards in the
management, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste. The extent to which these
policies emphasize technological solutions to the environmantal problems associated with
industrialization, and encourage the liberal transfer of-technology and services to address
these problems, will largely dictate the actual demand for EST from abroad.
This report does not seek to systematically review Indian environmental law or
economic policy. Rather, it is intended to focus on legal and policy aspects that directly
impinge on the demand for foreign technology and services in the environmental sector.
To provide context, however, this section includes a brief overview of India's
environmental regulatory framework in a comparative law context, as well as a general
description of the Government of India's New Economic Policy. To the extent that
modifications in policy or law may be necessary to facilitate, or at least avoid deterring,
the growth of an indigenous environmental service and technology sector, with foreign
inputs, some tentative conclusions and recommendations are also provided.
6.1

Polilcles on Importatlon of Environmental Services and Technologles

After a period of sustained growth in the latter half of the 1980s, Indian export
growth rates have begun to decline. In addition, tho cost of Indian imports, particularly
fuel, has soared as remittances fall. The consequent loss of foreign exchange restricted
India's import capabilities and contributed to industrial stagnation. Faced with a mountdng
deficit in its balance of payments and depleted foreign exchange reserves, the
Government of India announced on July 4, 1991, a package of sweeping reforms aimed
at liberalizing the Indian economy by reducing government intervention in the industriai
sector and facilitating free trade. The New Trade Policy focused on restoring the
momentum in exports and linking imports to export performance.
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6.1.1

Key Aspects of the Now Trade Policy

A key feature of the new policy is replacement of the cumbersome replenishment
licensing system -through which goods used in manufacturing were obtained - by a new,
market-oriented system known as Eximscrip (see Appendix J, pp. 2-4). Eximscrips will be
issued to expolers on the basis of 30 percent f.o.b. value of the export; for certain
products, including advanced engineering goods, the Eximscrip rate will be 40 percent
f.o.b. value.
In addition, the service industry, including consultants, has been expressly made
eligible for Eximscrip at the 30 percent rate. Eximscrip may be freely traded and may be
acquired by industries that are not importers. Goods that may be imported under the
system are apparently restricted to items identified in the 'limited permissible list,' the
'non-sensitive canalized list,* and for mother general license items for actual users." It is
important to note that the "supplementary license" system for the import of items has
been retained for industries in the small-scale sector.
Other measures designed to reduce government intrusion in foreign trade include
automatic licensing for importing capital goods for new or expanding units, regardless of
the domestic availability of such goods and provided the import is fully covered by foreign
equity or does not exceed 25 percent of the value of the plant and machinery up to a
value of Rs. 20 million (US$800,000). In addition, the list of so-called 'canalized" items,
which could only be imported or exported through public sector agencies, has been
reduced. The policy also reactivates a board of trade to serve as facilitator for
government, industry, and traders. The office of the Chief Controller of Imports and
Exports was renamed the Directorate General of International Trade and is intended to
serve a promotional function.
When the trade policy changes were announced, the Reserve Bank of India
imposed measures to alleviate the country's foreign exchange crisis. One measure, in the
context of the new industrial poliqy discussed later, restricts foreign exchange approvals
to industries that can demonstrate foreign collaborations that will be 'net foreign exchange
positive,' that is, produce a flow of foreign cirrency into India that exceeds the flow out
of the country.
6.1.2 Effect of the New Trade Policy on TEST
To the extent there is an identifiable need for Indian industry to import pollution
control technology in the form of equipment and services, the new trade policy may
enhance the capability of Indian businessmen to access foreign markets. In the past, the
Government of India has been reluctant to encourage trade in services. However, in the
context of the new industrial policy, service industries have been declared eligible for a
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number of concessions. Ordinarily, environmental consulting firms do not require large
capital investments in plant and equipment. Hence, most of these firms will qualify for
small-scale status (which is defined in terms of capital invested, not volume of business)
and, therefore, the Government of India's continued protectionist policies toward small
scale firms.
The new trade policy preserves the Indian government's traditional preference for
the small-scale sector by retaining the supplementary license system. As a result, small
scale units can obtain foreign currency at official rates (expected to be lower than
Eximscrip), rather than the premium rates established under the Eximscrip system.
Because the majority of environmental service firms are likely to be net foreign exchange
negative, this concession represents a substantial cost savings over the Eximscrip
system.
The inexplicit policy responding to the present foreign exchange
shortage - requiring industrial firms seeking to import goods to demonstrate a net positive
foreign exchange ratio-may affect the demand for EST. In the service sector, most
environmental consulting firms seeking foreign exchange for equipment or collaborations
are unlikely to meet this requirement. Even manufacturers of pollution control equipment
are, at least now, more likely to concentrate on meeting the demands of the domestic
market. Over the long term, India may become an exporter of environmental apparatus
and services.
The TEST program may be uniquely capable of addressing the Reserve Bank of
India's (RBI) requiremont for firms that are otherwise net foreign exchange negative. The
precise contours of the program have not been fully defined, but at a minimum, it
contemplates a tied-dollar grant to the Government of India. Because of the use of grant
funding, the program itself,la necessarily net posive. Accordingly, if RBI were to consider
individual firms seeking funds under the TEST program within the ambit of the positive
foreign exchange flow provided by the U.S. Government, the present domestic orientation
of EST in India and the negative foreign exchange flow thus connected with them would
not pose a hurdle to services and technology trade under TEST.
6.2

Policies on International Business Investment

Foreign investors have traditionally been chary about investment in India. India's
historical policy of economic self-reliance and domestic market protection served to
discourage foreign investment. For entrepreneurs _2l willing, negative reports abounded
of investment projects interminably mired in layers ot bureaucratic approvals, requiring
continued and disproportionate attention. A new era of liberalization has been launched
in which foreign investment and technology are officially welcomed, and Indian industry
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r.,jst compete for its market share. Technology transfer, in particular, has been targeted
as a priority area in the new economic policy.
According to recent press accounts, the foreign investment community has
funds
adopted a cautious approach toward Indian economic liberalizations Investment
Union
Soviet
the
of
have for the moment been concentrated on the emerging markets
and Eastern Europe. Nonetheless, most commentators think that the new economic
occur,
policies will eventually take root and achieve their own momentum. Should this
provided
climate,
new
the
domestic and foreign investment in EST will share in
4).
governmental environmental regulation maintains its momentum as well (see Chapter
6.2.1 Overview of the ',.aw Industrial Policy
The primary features of the New Industrial Poli,"y as it is emerging include
1.

Reduction to eight in the number of industries reserved solely to the public sector;

2.

their
Abolition of industrial licensing for all but 18 of the industries listed, based on
strategic or fundamental importance to the Government cf India;

3.

4.

5.

in
Automatic approval of direct foreign equity investment of up to 51 percent
specified high priority industries requiring large capital investments and advanced
techniologies;
Automatic approval of foreign tech,, logy agreements for specific high priority
industries and for alM other industries that can demonstrate a net positive foreign
exchange flow; and
if
When capital goods must be imported, automatic clearance will be provided
foreign exchange is ensured through equity investment or if the imported capital
up
goods constitute less than 25 percert of the total value of plant and equipment
to a maxjmum of Rs. 20 million (US$800,000).

In addition tc hese fundamental charges, a number of other aspects of the New
is
industrial Po4icy merit mention. The list of industries reserjea to the small-scale sector
in
except
retained. Central government approval of industrial siting has been abolished,
cities with more than 1 million people. Zoning, land use, and environmerta regulations
also
uontinue to apply in all instances of industrial startups. Exemption from licensing the
and
incerntives
applies to all substantial expansions of existing units. Appropriate

'Asian Wal Street JojrnaI Weekty, Nov. 18, 1991, p. 16.
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design of investments in infrastructure will be used to promote the dispersal of industry
to rural and "backward" areas. Of particular interest is the New Industrial :Policy's
liberalized provisions in technology transfer.
As noted before, automatic clearance will be given for foreign technology in the
"high priority" industries identified in the new policy. With the granting of automatic
clearance, lump sum payments are limited to Rs. 10 million (US$400,000), and royalties
are limited to 5 percent of domestic sales and 8 percent of export sales over a period of
10 years from the date of payment or 7 years from the commencement of production.
The same guidelines apply to industries not listed that can demonstrate that free foreign
exchange will not be required in order to secure he technology. The policy also removes
the n.)ed to seek advance governmental approval to retain foreign technicians.
6.2.2 Effect of the New Industrial Policy on Environmental Services and
Technologies
As with most industrial sectors, EST can be expected to share in the commercial
advantages provided by the Government of.India's economic liberalization program (see
Appendb K). Environmental services, however, like most other service industries, are
perhaps less affected by the new policies than are manufacturing industries. The list of
industries granted automatic clearance for 51 percent equity investment and technology
transfer includes only one from the service sector-the hotel and tourism industry.
Presumably, then, environmental consultancies remain constrained by prior government
limitations on foreign investment.
Manufacturers of pollution control equipment, a sector well positioned to receive
TEST funds, does not appear on the list of "high priority industries that derive the
greatest benefit from the new foreign investment and technology transfer policies. In some
instances, however, these manufacturers may be subsumed under certain generic
industrial categories such as "electronic equipment" or i1nrd ;!ria instruments.'
In addition, industries on the high prority list should be able to take full advantage
of the new policies by installing pollution control equipment ancillary to their units. Both
manufacturers and the environmental service sector can theoretically benefit from the New
Industrial Policy's automatic approval for retention of foreign technicians. However,
unrealistic caps on salaries for these technicians prevent this apparent advantage from
being truly meaningful from the perspective of U.S. technicians.
6.3

Policies Affecting Transactions Costs

Transaction costs may simply. be defined as "the cost of doing business' in India.
Foreign investors have traditionally complained that these costs are excessive in India
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because of overbureaucratization of the economy. The new liberalizat'on policies
described earlier are in part designed to reduce unnecessary transactior costs..The
extent to which these policies are applicable to TEST projects will determine the extent
to which transaction costs are minimized.
In addition, the New Economic Policy expressly notes that it does not alter
and
environmental regulatory requirements. To the extent that these requirements grow,
environmental
to the extent of increased public participation in environmental regulation,
transaction costs may also be expected to rise.
The Government of India and certain state governments have periodically granted
pollution.
incentives to promote corporate initiative and responsiveness in controlling
These are briefly summarized in Appendix J.
6.4

Intellectual Property Issues

The United States and India have been involved in a highly charged debate over
intellectual property rights. The United States has demanded that India increase
protecti,s accorded such rights. This debate, however, has apparently focused on the
pharmaceutical industry. None of the firms interviewed in the course of preparing this
EST.
report has identified intellectual property rights as a significant issue affecting
6.5

Environmental Law and Regulation

India has a well-established environmental law tradition that predates the
contemporary world environmental movement. Indeed, the Indian Constitution contains
specific provisions imposing duties on the Government of India and the Indian people
to
alike to protect the environment Uke most nations, however, the legislative response
principal
India's
to
environmental concern in India began in the early 1970s. Preambles
environmental legislation routinely refer to the 1972 United Nations Stockholm Conference
on the Human Environment as a galvanizing influence in national environmental policy.
In its actual administrative regulatory system, however, Indian environmental law
has borrowed heavily- from the U.S. "iodel, which has been described as a complex
"command and control" system that emphasizes "and-of-the-pipe," *technology forcing"
solutions through a disincentive structure administered by the Environmental Protection
Agency and its state and local counterparts. Fundamental distinctions in the comparative,
law of the two countries, as well as basic cultural and economic differences, have reduced
the effectiveness of the American model in India. Nonetheless, considerable pressure
of the
exists to address India's pressing environmental problems, particularly in the wake
1984 disaster at Bhopal.
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6.5.1 Statutory Framework
More than 200 statutes have been identified as having some bearing on
environmental matters in India. The overarching framework of statutory environmental
protection may be found, however, in the list of statutes that follows.
1. The 1974 Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, as amended.
2.

The 1977 Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Cess Act.

3.

The 1981 Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, as amended.

4.

The 1986 Environment (Protection) Act.

5.

The 1991 Public Uability Insurance Act.

6.5.2 Administrative Structure
India's environmental regulatory framework is based on a system of shared central
and state government pollution control administration. Since passage of the Environment
Act of 1986, the enforcement and oversight role of the central government, particularly the
Ministry of Environment and Forests, has been strengthened considerably. At the national
level, the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) administers air and water regulatory
efforts. This board is responsible for coordination of activities and guidance in
standard-setting for its state counterparts. The CPCB has promulgated minimum effluent
standards known as Minimum National Standards (MINAS).
The state pollution control boards are charged with the responsibility of enforcing
the MINAS and emissions regulations. Some idea of the activity of these boards is given
in Table 10. The states may adopt standards that are more restrictive than those of the
CPCB, but they may not relax them. With respect to the Union Territories, the CPCB
functions as a state board within the territory. In the event a state board is inadequately
administering its pollution control responsibilities, the CPCB may be directed by the
central government to intervene and assume the state role. This circumstance has not yet
arisen.
New sources of industrial pollution must first receive environmental clearances from
either the central government or the states, or both, depending on the magnitude crnd
location of the individual unit. These clearances take the form of a 'Consent to Establish"
and a 'Consent to Operate.' Depending on the nature of the unit, an environmental
impact assessment may also be required. Annex 2.2 of the World Bank Staff Appraisal
Report for the First Industrial Pollution Control Project describes the procedures for each
of these regulatory mechanisms (World Bank Staff Appraisal Report 1991). It is worth
noting that FICCI has reported significant delays in industrial unit construction resulting
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from backlogs in the issuance of these clearances. Delays in industrial approvals resulting
from environmental pressures may be expected to mitigate to some extent the' New
Economic Policy's efforts to streamline bureaucratic procedures by abolishing industrial
licensing for most sectors.
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Tab!e 10. Cases Before Slate Pollution Control Boards in India
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6.5.3 Recent Changes In Hazardous Waste Regulation
The 1988 Environment Act introduced the regulation of hazardous substances into
and
Indian law for the first time. Pursuant to the act, the Hazardous Waste (Management
Handling) Rules were promulgated in 1989. These rules codify categories of hazardous
waste and establish quantities of wastes that bring individual generators within the purview
rules.
of regulation. The state PCBs are charged with responsibility for implementing these
for
sites
potential
In addition, the Rules charge the states with responsibility for identifying
the disposal of hazardous wastes.
new
The recent passage of the Public Liability Insurance Act has added a
strict
dimension to the regulation of hazardous substances in India. The act establishes
hazardous
liability for death, injury, or property damage resulting from the discharge of
company
a
that
means
This
substances as defined under the Environment Act of 1986.
act also
The
may be liable even though the environmental damage was not its "fauft."
against
requires any person handling hazardous substances to secure liability insurance
central
the
by
made
be
may
act
the
claims brought under the act. Claims for relief under
days'
60
given
is
government or by any other person, provided the Central Government
greatly
notice. Depending on how it is judicially construed, this new legislation may
storage
increase pressure on industry to identify and seci.u a technologies for the proper
prc.3erty
on
(US$240)
6,000
Rs.
and disposal of hazardous wastes. A statutory cap of
damage may, however, diminish the effectiveness of this act as a private enforcement
tool.
6.5.4 Legal Trends Since 1984 That May Increase Compliance Pressures
the
More broadly, the 1984 Bhopal catastrophe added tremendous impetus to
their
and
legislation
of
passage
regulation of industrial pollution in India, both in the
the
implementing regulations, as well as increased judicial activism. Included among
notable trends since 1984 that have been identified as bearing on environmental
compliance in industry are the following:
1. An increase in direct public interest litigation in the Supreme Court;
2.

Emergence of a statutory framework for the regulation of hazardous substances;

3.

Imposition of common law strict liability for accidents resulting from abnormally
(1986).
dangerous activities. See M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, AIR 1987 SC 1086

4.

property
Imposition of statutory strict liability for death, injury, or damage to real
resulting from discharge of hazardous substances and wastes;
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5.

Imposition of individual liability on corporate management for accidents resulting
from violations of pollution control statutes;

6.

Procedural changes in criminal prosecutions that ease prosecutorial burdens in
environmental cases;

7.

Power to issue directions to close down polluting units and hat their provision of
services and increased use of the criminal nuisance statute; and

8.

Enactment of OCitizen Suit" provisions in environmental statutes.

6.5.5 Proposed Legislation and Policy Changes That May Influence Environmental
Protection
As in other countries, environmental law and regulation is a rapidly evolving field
in India. New legislative proposals and initiatives are routinely floated in the press. Of
particular interest to the TEST project is the Minister of Environment and Forest's recent
proposal to impose environmental audits on industry. Although environmental auditing has
become a "buzzword" in the Indian service sector, its definition has not been fully
developed. It is worth noting that environmental auditing in the United States emerged in
the early 1980s as the federal and state governments began to address the issue of
improper hazardous waste disposal. It was driven, however, not by government
intervention, but by lenders and insurance companies concerned with the tremendous
liabilities associated with contaminated real property. (One estimate states that the
average "Superfund' cleanup exceeds US$12 million.)
Apart from direct government intervention, environmental auditing in India appears
to be developing along somewhat different lines. India's environmental laws have yet to
systematically address the problems associated with previously contaminated soil and
groundwater, which is likely to be extensive. As a result, Indian consultants who are
entering the field of environmental auditing are emphasizing its role in regulatory
compliance and waste minimization. The latter area, in particular, implies advanced 'clean
technologies," many of which may be unavailable in India. However, as indicated earlier,
Indian expertise in this area
is limited.
Another proposal from the Ministry of the Environment and Forests would require
industrial units to report the percentage of their gross revenue that is reinvested in
pollution abatement technology. Presumably, this could be used as a "technology forcing"
tool as data are developed industry by industry.
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Finally, legislation has been proposed that would establish a separate
environmental judiciary to deal with the complex technical issues that environmental cases

necessarily imply. This would serve afunction like that of the extensive administrative law
system in the United States. Inaddition, the judiciary might serve to reduce the severe
docketing backlog plaguing the Indian judiciary. Expedited case resolution would
undoubtedly provide an additional deterrent to those seeking to buy time.
The proposed environmental court legislation (which the team understands has
been abandoned) also contained substantive liability provisions such as statutory
imposition of strict and joint and several liability in environmental cases. Under the
doctrine of joint and several liability, when there are multiple defendants and the harm is
indivisible, one defendant may be held liable for all damages resulting from the harm,
even when that defendant's contribution is relatively insignificant. Both of these legal
doctrines are firmly embedded inU.S. environmental law. The United States, additionally,
has recognized the retroactive application of its hazardous waste laws, and thus has
required cleanup of previously contaminated sites, an issue not yet addressed by India.
6.5.6 Regulatory Gaps
Although India has astrong statutory environmental framework inplace, there are
anumber of identifiable gaps (from a comparative law standpoint) that will influence the
market for foreign technologies generally, and U.S. technologies particularly. Foremost
among the gaps isthe failure of the legal and regulatory system to address the problems
associated with past contamination of soil and groundwater, the 'cleanup technology" field
inwhich the United States leads. Inaddition, pollution control equipment performance
standards are not established in Indian law.
Currently there is little institutional impetus provided for the adoption of "clean
process technologies' and 'waste minimization" techniques. Process technologies,
however, have their own economic returns that mitigate the need for extensive regulatory
Interference. Management, storage, and disposal of solid and hazardous wastes remain
in regulatory infancy as well, although recent legislation is directed toward these
problems.
India has yet to address the issue of hazardous ir emissions, particularly the
generation of dioxins and other synergistic contaminants from incomplete combustion (an
issue of current concern inthe United States). This area isparticularly important inIndia
because of a strong move toward incineration as a primary method of hazardous waste

disposal, as well as consideration of various cogeneration proposals for domestic solid
waste. The synergistic contaminants issue isfurther complicaied by the advanced level
of detection technology required and its prohibitively costly nature.
TR&D. hy
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Although India has to some extent adopted the U.S. model of environm6ntal
regulation, certain important components of that system remain relatively undeveloped.
For example, even though India has established "water quality based effluent limitations"
(OBEL) as the technology-forcing mechanism of pollution control, it has apparently not
fully exploited the use of "tehnology-based effluent limitations" (TBEL) that are used in
parallel in the United States. TBELs presume that a particular approved technology will
meet water quality standards when installed, maintained, and operated properly. Thus,
the use of the approved technology becomes prima f' cie evidence of regulatory
compliance. In addition, India does have a regulatory relief mechanism to vary standards
in appropriate cases, but it does not appear to have developed its use to the same txtent
technically as its U.S. counterparts.
Statutory violations of environmental laws are prosecuted under India's criminal
code. Crowded criminal dockets and .hegreater procedural protections afforded criminal
defendants may serve to reduce the effectiveness of enforcement under criminal law. In
the United States, however, violations of environmental statutes incur civil penalties that
accrue at a rate sufficient to produce substantial deterrence, whatever happens on the
criminal side.6
In addition, U.S. environmental law provides for natural resources damages. India
currently has no civil penalty or natural resource damage provisions to serve as an
economic disincentive to continuing pollution. Fines may, however, be imposed under the
Indian criminal code. Some commentators have stated that fines are not set sufficiently
high or imposed promptly enough to have the desired deterrent effect.

'Penalties for vloations of the Clean Water Act, for example, accrue at the rate of $25,000 per day per
violation.
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7.0

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEST

7.1

FeasIbility of the Pro]ect

The team concludes India is ready for the extensive purchase of American
environmental technologies, some of them in the form of direct services.
It appears to the team, as noted in the beginning of this report, that an effective
program could best operate on three levels:
1. The policy level, to ensure effective environmental enforcement to promote
demand and trade and investment policies that will enable them to be met;
2.

The technological levP!, by assisting in the creation of an environmental service
industry with direct links to American private counterparts based on joint venture
arrangements; and

3.

The enterprise level, through a rareful mix of promotion and provision of
technical information and limited subsidization of technologies new to India.
However, lesser programs could also have a positive effoct.

7.2

Areas of Prolect Concentration

In technological terms, this report contains a great many detailed suggestions
about American services and technologies that may be appropriate for the Indian market.
The greatest potential appears to be in environmental audit, hazardous waste
management, clean production technologies, groundwater remediation, and technology
for common effluent treatment plants. There is considerable interest in all these areas, and
American technology is both excellent and well suited to India.
The team is reluctant to propose any specific allocation of funds to these areas,
because it is essential that any program be market driven and respond to rather than
guide entrepreneurs. The team is also reluctant to recommend any specific geographic
concentration but suggests that it may naturally emerge in. response to specific
enforcement efforts by state PCBs and the availability of complementary funds for specific
cleanup efforts.
7.3

Subsidization

The team believes that a dollar facility of the size proposed, roughly $25 million
over 5 years, would be used even if both the dollars and credit terms were at normal
TRSD, Inc.
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market rates. However, subsidization may be appropriate beyond that implicit in'the
promotional activity. Subsidies could be provided for innovative and unfarniliar
technologies, such as environmental audits as a management too, or specific hazardous
waste treatment technologies. When subsidies are attempted they should be on a cost
sharing basis, such as a matching or conditional rrant? Conditional grants might be used
to encourage American firms to send their representatives to meet potential Indian
partners.
There is generally no excuse for the provision of subsidized capital to private firms,
because it serves to severely distort their own decision making as well as undermine the
soundness of the financial system on which the entire economy depends. Subsidies are
better if made directly, both from tho point of vie' vof targeting and so that all concerned
can see their cost and assess their benefit.
Complementary support would be desirable through funds to support training and
visits-and more important, commercial cont3cts-between private businessmen in the
two countries and to familiarize regulators Aith the orocesses they propose to use.
Training and visits could be provided on the usual selective basis or could be the result
of a competitive grant process.
A small central project unit could manags and .oordinate these processes of
tachnical assistance and funding with a management in'ormation system that clearly
ta-gets the volume of commercial activity, the environmental impact, and the technological
thrust of the environmental trade promoted.
Grants could be routed through Indian institutions, but ifproperly arranged, some
of the conditional grants could be directed as well to American firms, provided that reflows
are channeled back into an Indian fund.
7.4

Trade and Industrial Pollcy

1. The various lists of goods that may be traded in Eximscrip should be scrutinized
and clarified to ensure that pollution abatement equipment. is adequately
addressed.
2. All participants in the TEST program should be covered under its dollar grant
umbrella to ensure that they are not saddled with the independent requirement of
demonstrating net positive foreign exchange under the New Industrial Policy.

'The success of using a condltlonal grant Inthe PACER project suggests Its vaiuo.
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3.

The Government of India should consider including the environmental service and
technology sector on the list of high priority industries accorded a.Ltomatic
clearance for 51 percent equity investment and technology transfer.

4.

Consideration should be given to raising tha cap for salaries of foreign technicians
to more realistically reflect the norm for international consultants.

5.

Spare parts and components imported in conjunction with the acquisition or
installation of Dollution abatement technology should be accorded the same
oncessional customs duties as the full equipment.

6.

The Government of India should review its fiscal incentive program for procurement
and installation of pollution abatement equipment to further encourage industrial
participation in the national pollution abatement program.

7.5

Environmental Law and Policy

1.

Protectionist industrial policies for the small-scale sector should be reviewed by the
Government of India to ensure that small units operating with outmoded
technology at suboptimal levels do not continue to contribute disproportionately
to pollution loads.

2.

If common effluent treatment plants will be encouraged in the small-scale sector,
greater attention should be devoted to siting small-scale units to ensure waste
stream compatibility. In addition, institutional accountability mechanisms must be
reviewed and proper funding, operation, and maintenance provided.

3.

Clusters of small-scale units should be treated as large-scale units for purposes
of evaluating their cumulative impacts.

4.

Financial and legal incentives should be established for clean-technology"
upgrades in existing units, installation of clean technologies in new plants, and
adoption of waste minimization techniques. This might include regulatory
recognition of 'best available control technology," along with procedures to
demonstrate alternative viable technologies.

5.

Environmental auditing should continue to be encouraged through financial
incentives.

6.

Pollution control boards should be strengthened and provided with the authority
to impose appropriate civil penalties.
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7.

8.

9.

and Techno/oA

Technical assistance should be provided to promote legal and regulatory
information exchange so that India may consider developments in American
environmental law and regulation.
Greater regulatory emphasis should be placed on cleanup of past pollution,
particularly where potable water supplies may be threatened. This may require
substantive amendments to existing legislation.
Environmental mediation and other forms of alternative dispute resolution may
prove useful in avoiding costly and time-consuming litigation.
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STATEMENT OF WORK

Statement of Work

Background
A protected market in India has permitted the adaptation and continuation
of outdated production processes, both industrial and non-industrial,
which excessively pollute air and' water; encouraged the use of
inefficient technologies which waste or degrade critical resources, and
deterred the introduction and application of adequate methods of
monitoring and evaluation of the ecological impacts of exploitative
resource use.
In the U.S., environmentally positive services and technologies (ESTs)
have emerged along with a trend towarde positive government incentive
systems for voluntary compliance by iiidustry to find cost-effective
solutions to problems. In India there is also growing awareness of the
need to incorporate environmentally friendly options into the Indian
marketplace. (An example is the recent GOI.posting of an "Ecomark" label
on "environmentally friendly" goods). However, at present the technology
options to respond to such demands within India are extremely limited, as
are the opportunities to take advantage due, among other reasons, to
foreign exchange constraints, tariff restrictions on "non-essential"
foreign goods and general lack of awareness of a growing array of
commercially proven ESTs currently available in the U.S.
The pur::se of Trade in Environmental Services and Technologies (TEST)
wculd be to expand India's access to and utilization of commercially
proven, environmentally positive services and technologies available in
tne U.S. which respond to the need for cost-effective, sustainable ways
tc achieve growth targets in the rapidly evolving sectors of the Indian
eccnomy.
Specific U.S. interest re'ates to increased Indo-U.S. trade in
Anvrrcnmenal services and technologies through liberalization of India's
im::
ociicies and practices that in turn improves the country's
envircnmen:al quality and negates the potential threat of significant
domestic and glocal environmental repercussions.
Fcr additional background, refer to the attached New Program Description.
Article I

-

Title

Prograi; Development & Support: 499-0000; MarKet Survey for a proposed new
program/project entitled "Trade in Environmental Services and
Te:nnclccies (TEST).
Article II - Obiective
To prcvioe a five member study team comorising 3 U.S. and two Indian
scecialists to conduct a two-stage market analysis to determine the
feasii'ity of designing the proposed $30 m USAID TEST program.

:2:

Article III - Statement of Work

Generally, the first phase study will assess the state-of-the-art U.S.
EST demand in India's primary problem areas and the impact of the
existing environmental policies and'practices on such demands. If
sufficient demand exists, the second phase study will follow to determine
the availability and interests of the U.S. EST suppliers to satisfy the
specific demands of the EST users in India. A related issue will be to
provide recommendations regarding policy liberalization for increased
acquisition and use of U.S.-supplied ESTs.
A. Demand Analysis (In India)
Specifically the team will examine the following issues
In relation to Environmental Technologies
1) Prioritize India's major environmental problem areas.
2) Identify the sectors and industries (also scale) involved in the
highest ranking problem areas.
3) Describe the limitations of existing technologies within given
sectors.
4) Identify private sectors willing to import U.S. state-of-the-art
ESTs and if some form of economic incentive will be required
without jeopardizing the commercial viability of the technology
introduction.
5) Calculate the cost of some specific U.S. EST transfers to the
target problem sectors.
in relation to Environmental Services
(1) and (2) as in (A) above.
3) Determine to what extent does a lack of services (both discrete
environmental services and environmental technology support
services) constrain resolution of key environmental problems.
4) Assess entrepreneurs' willingness and ability to invest in
environmental services.
5) Evaluate the opportunities for environmental services, such as
those utilized in the U.S. by business, incustry and governnent,
to address specific as ects of key environmental problems in
India: identify key industries or businesses that could benefit
significant ly.
Policies and Reaulations
In relation to specific demands in'the environmental problem area, the
study will examine the implications and impact of:

:3:
1) policies concerning importation of ESTs (high tariff on
2)
3)
4)
5)

importation of "non-essential" Ecotechnology).
Policies for international business investment (foreign currency
transactions).
Policies affecting transaction costs (tirne, effort).
regulations to comply with environmental standards
(incentive/disincentive structures).
Other policies and regulations that are relevant; and
provide recommendations for specific policy liberalizations and
reforms to expand India's access to U.S. ESTs and promote
environmentally sustainable economic growth.

B. Supply Analysis (in U.S.)
In the event a positive determination is made following the first stage
survey that sufficient demand exists in India (see Article IV below), the
U.S. market place will be studied to assess:
1) The availability of specific ESTs consistent with the specific
sectoral/industrial demand in India.
2) The interest and willingness of U.S. EST suppliers to enter
India's market place given current policy and regulatory
constraints that act as disincentive to U.S. private suppliers.
Article IV - Reporting Requirements
The contractor should submit a workplan to the USAID/India as to how they
will proceed in the analysis before commencing field work. A draft
report documenting findings with respect to EST demand in India will be
required prior to the team's departure for review by USAID/India. If i
is jointly acreed that sufficient demand exists, the team.will conduct
tne seconc pnase of market survey in U.S. to determine the supply
situation and submit a comprehensive final report (15 copies) within
weeks of departure. In case, however, the revi - determines that
sufficient demand does not exist to warrant a supply survey, the team
will submit the final report to USAID/India within I week of departure.
The language of all reports will be in English. The authority of the
contractor, to undertake any work related to the second phase is pursuant
to the conditions of this contract under "Technical Directions". A
determination by USAID not to undertake phase II shall not be considered
as a termination of this contract.
Article V - Relationships and Responsibilities
The team will work under the technical direction of John Grayzel,
Director, Office of Natural Resource Management (ONRM) and Amitabha Ray,
TEST Initiative Technical Officer at the USAID mission in India pursuant
to tne clause of this contract, "Tecninical. Direction". All coordination
W4-n the hcs: country government institutions and agencies will be
:nrougn tne USAID India ONRM.

:4:

Article VI - Performance Period
Starting oia September 16 and ending o/a October 27, 1991
Article VII - CateQories of Specialists and Level of Efforts
The contractor will provide a mix of U.S. and Indian specialists to
perform the technical services outlined in the SOW. To accommodate the
range of skills required the team will comprise the following specialists:
U.S. Specialists
1) An Enterprise Specialist with background in economics, familiarity in
international market behavior relating to product/service
introductions and extensive Indian experience.
2) An Environmental Technology Specialist having up-to-date knowledge of
U.S. environmental industry and experience of technology adoption by
the target groups in LDCs.
3) An Environmental Law/Regulation Specialist with U.S. (and preferably
LOC) experience in the formulation and actual implementation of
environmental regulations.
Indian Specialists
1) Environmental Engineer having capacity to advise Indian entrepreneurs
on adaptation of cost effective solutions to environmental problems
and realities of Indian entrepreneur compliance with environmental
standards.
2) Legal Scecialist with familiarity of Indian environmental regulations
(including process of law formulation and effectiveness of application
and implementation) and capable of advising on acquisition of
goods/services, meeting environmental standards and foreign currency
transactions.
The U.S. Enterprise specialist will act as the Team Leader.
The contractor will perform these services over a six week period with a
total level of effort of 138 person days as under:
in Irdia: 130 person days (85 for U.S. and 45 for Indian Specialists) and
In US: 8 person days (for U.S. Specialists).
The contractor will propose to USAID, for its approval, how this total
level of effort will be divided among the U.S. and Indian Specialists.
Article VIII - Special Provisions
A six-ay wcrk weeK is authorized.

Appendix B
PROGRAM OF USAID IN INDIA
Table B-i. Scheduled Expenditure for 1991 on Project of More Than US$1 Milion
Name of Projeci

Total Amount
(US$ millions)

1991 Expenditure
(US thousands,

Agricultural Research
Integrated Child Development
Services
Madhva Pradesh Minor Irrigation
Irrigation Water Reearch,
Management, and Training
Famil Planning Communications

20

4,671

15.3
46

2,250
8,520
9,680

and Marketing
Development and Management
Tra;ning
Hill Areas Land and Water
Development
Maharashtra Minor Irrigation
Biomedical Research Support
Program (or Acceleration of
Commercial Energy Research
National Social Forestry
Program (or Advancement of

23.7

3,324

9.5

1,574

42
47
9.3

6,028
3,227
2,596

20
59.4

1,079
1,510

Commercial Technology
Child Survival Health Support
Technical Assistance and Support
Total
Title IIPrograms
CARE
Church Relief Services
Total

17.7
55
15

3,199.
9,746
1,100
63,300

51

65
18
83

Source Annual budget submission, FY 1993, India. July 1991.

Appendix C
TYPICAL POLLUTION PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH
POLLUTING INDUSTRIAL SECTORS
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in most of the units.
power
4. Very poor investment capa
bility.

'.

rood . rruit
Friocessing
i ,aJttries

1. Due to wide range of product
MAinly oil, suspended solids and
the production processes
a"
high 60D as effluent water. No air
standardisation is not
pollution problems.
possible.
2. Many units have space/cost
limitations.
3. Seasonal operation of the
units hence operation of
biological systems becomes
difficult.

.

irick Kilns

The single largest problemsiml
that of Air Pollution resulting
from the ohimney exhaust whici
contains particulates. smoke. 302
CO and unburnt hydro.carbon. l:
addition the degradation of Ilid
from where the clay has been clug
out also causes environmental
problems.

1. Highly unorganized industry
with little or no control by
the Government.
2. Fly by night operations
hence difficult to imolement
any rules and regulations.
3. The industry operates with
out any power connection.

I0.

Small
raper

Pulp and
lndu tvies

I. More than "S% of the total
pulp and paper units are In
smotor.
in small scale
2.

The major pollution problem is
that of water effluents from
pulp making for units having a
digestor. Bslack liquor is gene- 2. Some of the units may have
limitations on availahility
rated as a tasts which Is
of power or space.
terms of
in
highly polluting
BOD. COD. suspended and dis
compounds.
& toxic
solved solids

3. Exoessive
ii.

Combustion
Equipment

1. there is no ost effective
technology available to
treat black liquor In small
quantities. Even the roaster
technology becoes too
expensive.

water usage.

The major pollution problem is
that of Air Pollution resulting
from incomplete inefficient oom-

1. A large number of small time
operators who survive in the
market because of the low

cost of their products.
bustion. The omissions oomprises
of particulates CO. 802 and NOx.
Highly competitive market
2.
blow
Water effluants In terms of
with little emphasis on qua
down water, water treatoent vlants
lity fond efficiency aspects
effluents are also created.
specially in the smialer
size range.

3. The small scale users lack
knowledge on efficient
methods.
I,.

Loathet tanning
InOdustries

1. The sector is made up of a few 1. Over 70% of the tanneries
have some primary treatment
large modern export oriented
facilities but most of them
units and a large number of
ou not need the MINAS.
manual sall scale units.
2' Discharge of wastewater
2. Mainly liquid effluent pkoseriously affects the ground
blems : The main polluJants
water quality.
being heavy metals and organic
load.
3. Large number of tanneries
are concentrated in clusters
3. Solids wastes disposal problem
and are.therefore.candidotes
of hair and waste hydes.
for common treatmenLt schemes
but heavy metals and sul
fides need to be pretreatea.

ri-MArettirAl

)liis. irl

1. There are an estimated

16,000

plants in operation out of
which ove, 96% are in the imall
scale sectors.

1. A wide variety of products/

processes hence typically to
stLandardse treatment
schemes.

2. The main environmental problems 2. Existence of both clusters
as well as disposed units.
caused by discharge of partially
treated liquid wastes Including
Advance technologies for
3.
release of toxic materials.
treatment do not exists.
3. Organic solid wastes are being
disposed in land fields without
characterisation pre-treatment
or adequate control.
14.

ldes
resti
inlustries

1. Due to wide raeg of pro
1. The sector has sn Inetalled
ducts and process under
0.000 tons/yr out
capacity of
technical solutions to en
which 20% is in small 3cale
of
vironmental problems are
inoustries.
impossible to formulate.
2. Release of toxic and hazardous
2. Inadequacy of process and
materials in both air & water
control instrumentations to
deal with release of con
3. Serious problems of disposel of
taminents.
solid hazardous Wastes.
3. Limited technical end finan
cial ability to properly
handle toxic wastes and
sludge.

.

Sugar Mills and
Pintillartes

I. There are over 400 sugar mills
and 200 distillaries in opnration. The distillaries are
wastes on-eugaroane monalisis
raw-materials.

1. Lack of experience in cru
cially proven Lachnoloagos
for treatment of distillAry
effluents.

2.
2. The main environmental ooncerns
related todisposal of high
are
3.
BOD effluent from distillarieS
(spent wash) and from manueacLurs of sugar.
4.
3. Air emissions prinoipally oonLain particulates as pollutants.

High cost of treatment plant
for tle distillary effluent.
Seasonal operation of sugar
industry.
Cost effective control
Systems for partioulate
emissions yet to be evolved.

Appendix D

LIST OF INDUSTRIES UNDER VARIOUS CATEGORIES
FOR POLLUTION INSPECTION
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Appendix E
EST
FISCAL INCENTIVES AND DISINCENTIVES IN ACQUIRIING
from time to time
The Government of India and certain state governments have
responsiveness in controlling
granted incentives to promote corporate initiative and
pollution. These are briefly enumerated below.
association or
Tax relief: The amount paid by a taxpayer to any
1.
is allowed
resources
instituticn for programs of -.onservation of natural
as deduc.ion in the computation of taxable income.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

installed by
Depreciation: A list of devices and systems that are
or for
industrial units for minimising environmental pollution
as eligible for a
conservation of natural resources has been notified
depreciation allowance of 50 percent.
assist
Investment allowance: The new machinery and plants that would to a
entitled
are
protection
in controlling pollution or environmental
of
higher rate of (35 percent as against the general rate of 25 percent)
their cost as investment allowance.
urban
Capital gains: To encourage industrial units to shift from congested
machinery
areas, capital gains arising from transfer of buildings, land,
the
provided
income,
;,able
t
to
and plant are exempi from being added
for
approved
place
new
a
at
gains are used for establishing the busines,
the purpose.
of the Central
Rebate on water cess: To augment the financial resources
bodies pay
local
and State Pollution Control Boards, industrial units and
water. The
of
a water cess assessed by the Boards on the consumption is consumed.
rate of cess depends on the purpose for which water is installed,
However, if a plant for treatment of trade effluent/sewage
a rebate of 70 percent of the assessed water cess is allowed.
from 15
Duty relief: The excise duty (a charge on production) is reduced control
pollution
percent to 5 percent on the manufacture of certain

/.

E-2
equipment that has been notified by the Central Governmnet. Customs
duties on importation of pollution control equipment has been reduced
to 40 percent from 85 percent (as against 200 percent levied generally).
The custom duty relief for import of pollution control equipment being
not admissible for spare parts, that tends to render the equipment less
productive and servicable.
7.

Subsidies: Loans are made available through public sector funding
institutions (IDBI, ICICI, IFCI) at a concessional rate of interest that is up
to 2-5 percentage points lower for pollution control measures than the
annual interest rate for financing industrial enterprises. Risk finance for
research and development projects for innovative technologies is made
available at subsidised rate under PACT (a USAID program) and TDICI.
Consultants fees at a rate of 50 percent (not exceeding Rs. 5000) for
consultancy only and at 75 percent (not exceeding consultancy and
implementatiun) are subsidised by IFCI for small projects of pollution
control. More generally the nationalized financial institutions have been
encouraged to extend credit for pollution abatement.

The Delhi Administration and the States of Gujarat and Tamil Nadu are among
the State governments that subsidize, in part and to a varying degree, the costs of
preparation of a feasibility sludy, construction of civil works procurement and
installation of plant and machinery and limited manpower needed for establishing and
operating pollution control measures. A special dispensation for clusters of small scale
industripl units provides 25 percent of cost as subsidy each from the Central and State
governments and 40 percent as loan to and balance 10 percent as contribution from
the beneficiary units.

ic

Appendix F
LIST OF U.S. INTERVIEWEES
Organization

Contact Person

Address and Phone Number

ASEAN Council

Ernie Bauer

202-289-1911

Camp Dresser and McKean Inc.

One Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02142
617-621-8181

Chemical Waste Management Inc,

3001 Butterfield Rd.
Oakbrook, IL60521
708-218-1500

CH2M Hill

Dave Burack

655 15th St. N.W., Suite 444
Washington, D.C. 20005
202-393-2426

Coa!ition for International
Environmental Research and
Assistance

Dr. George Allen

12529 White Drive
Fairfax VA 22030
703-815-0245

Dames and Moore

Dana Younger

7101 Wisconsin Ave., Suite 700
Bethesda, MD 20814-4870
301-652-221.5

Disposal Safety Incorporated

Ben Ross

1660 L St. N.W., Suite 314
Washington, D.C. 20036
202..293-3993

Ecology and Environment Inc.

Ambassador Armin Meyer (International
Marketing)

1700 North Moore Street
Arlington, VA
703-522-6065

Four Nines

Peter Williamson

713-621-0490

Groundwater Technologies

Satya Yalvigi

215-558-1730

Hazardous Material Control
Research Institute

George Wetzel

301-982-9500
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Organization

Contact Person

Address and Phone Number

Labat Anderson

Richard Dreiman

703-525-5300, ext. 711

Morris Knudsen Corp.

Mac Hartley

P.O. Box 703
Boise, Idaho 83729
208-386-5695

University of Florida,
Gainesville

Lamar Miller

904-392-7101

Weston International

Abe Thomas
Susan Shriver

Weston Way
West Chester, PA 19380
215-692-3030

World Bank

Thomas Blinkhorn

World Bank, 1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Zimpro/Passavant

Al Slatin

301 West Military Rd.
Rothschild, WI 54474

-Eighty-five university and research centers and 40 trade associations are assoc',ated with a network to provide
resources. Has EPA and DOE contracts to manage their riiernalional outreach and reaching (or USAID's. Tries to set
up counterpart structure. Are already setting up Eastern European representative office which others can rent from.
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SCHEDULE OF PROJECT RELATED MEETINGS
Delhi
Friday-Sunday Sept. 20-22, 1991
Meeting and Organizatik. with John Grayzel.
Monday, Sept. 23, 1991
Vinit Virmani, Nandy Flour Mills, Chairman, Energy Committee of PHD
Chamber, 15 Golf Links, phone 611500
Dinesh Dixit, Hindustan Development Corporation, IC/17 New Rohtak Rd.,
phone 5712586
Ram K. Berry, John Grayzel, and India-based team members
Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1991
Work and Organi2.ation
Shyam Bang, VAM Organic, New Delhi, Executive Vice President
Skyline House, 85 Nehru Place, New Delhi, phone 6465772
Wednesday, Sept. 25, 1991
10:00 a.m.

Ministry of Environment and Forests
Mukul Sanwal, Joint Secretary
Mr. Amitabi,a Bhattacharva, Chief Programme Section III, UNDP,
55 Lodi Estate, New Delhi 110003, phone "628877, 4627702

2:00 p.m.

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry
Dr. Uma Garud
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4:00 p.m.

Confederation of Engineers India
706
Avininder Singh, Managing Director, INDFOS Industries Ltd.,
110001,
Delhi
New
Marg,
707, Surya Kiran 19, Kasturba Gandhi
phone 3316196-97-98, fax 3325993, telex 031 66632
Ltd.,
S.P.Mene, Divisional Manager, Enviro Division, Thermax
telex
772049,
fax
Chinchwad, Pune 411 019, phone 775941,
146234/146302.

6:00 p.m.

Ashwani Kumar, Advocate
6842758,
C-9, Friends Colony, New Delhi 110065, phone 6832102,
fax 6831146

Thursday, Sept. 26, 1991
10:00 a.m.

Finance Corporation of India
1, Red Cross
S.K. Jain, General Manager, Indian Red Cross Bldg.,
Rd., New Delhi 110001

2:00 p.m.

National Productivity Council
Services)
Siladitya Ghosh, Deputy Director General (Technological
Res.
690331-3,
Lodi Rd., New Delhi 110 003, phones 4626986, PBX
6474734, fax 615002, telex 66059

4:00 p.m.

Technology Advisory Point
Chairman, Dr. A.K. Tiwari

5:00 p.m.

2, Scindia
Shailendra Swarup, Advocate, Swarup John and Co. No.
House (2d Floor), Janpath, New Delhi 110 001.

Friday, Sept. 27, 1991
9:00 a.m.

U.S. Embassy Commercial Office
Tapan Banerjee, First Secretary and Commercial Attach6
Commercial
Victor D'Souza, Manager, Market Research, Foreign
Service, U.S. Embassy

11:30 a.m.

Credit Finance Corporation
Lok, Vasant
Amit Mukherjee, Director, Executive Board, 62 Basant
Fax 6R7
Vihar, New Delhi 110 057, phone 676554, res. 646 9997,
7482, telex 72451
Adit Jain, Manager, Consulting Services
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2:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

Meeting with USAID Mission
Mr. William Bollinger, Steven P. Mintz, John Grayzel, Ram K.
Berry, N.V. Seshadri, David Jhirad, and others.
Narinder Singh, Adviser, Nonconventional Energy Sources, Ministry
of Energy

Saturday, Sept. 28, 1991
6:00 p.m.

Ashok H. DesaL, Barrister, 8 Golf Links (FF), New Delhi 110 003,
phone 462 0948
Poona

Monday, Sept. 30, 1991
8:30 p.m.

Thermax Pvt. Ltd.
Dr. N.D. Joshi, Director R & D
S.K. Kulkarni, Div. Mgr. Engineering
Basargarkar Basa, Mgr. Process Design
G.S. Guveja, Director

2:00 p.m.

Sandvik Asia Ltd.
Mr. S.M. Pardesi, Director of Manufacturing

Tuesday, Oct. 1, 1991
9:30 a.m.

Four Eyes Research Private Ltd.
T.P. Vartak
Brihan Maharashtra Sugar Syndicate
Agashe
Kirloskar Consultants
Dr. S. K. Tavgaongkar, Executive VP
RPG Industries
Dr. Anil Pandit

2:00 p.m.

Tata Electric Power

(2
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Bombay
Wednesday, Oct. 2, 1991
8:00 am.

Epress
Kannan Srinivasan, Special Reporter, Financial

11:00 a.m.

RPG Enterprises Ltd.
Head, CEAT
Sharad Kulkarni, Executive Director, Supervisory
phone
025,
400
Bombay
Mahal, 463, Dr. Annie Besant Rd.,
4930621/4930740, fax 4948861, telex 011 71285

11:00 a.m.

Colin Rodrigues, Attorney

1:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Ltd.
Universal Ferro and Allied Chemicals
D), S.V. Road, Manpada,
&
(R
Dr. Juri Vilhm, Executive Director
fax 287 0180, telex 011
3361,
Thane 400 607, phone 534 4107/534
72307.
and Services,
A.J. D'Sa, DGM, NETEL Oil Field Instrumenation
phone 5344107, 534 3279, 534 3361
F.R. Katila, DGM, Environment Division
Chromatographs, p.one
Dr. V.R. Bhave, Chief Executive, Netel
508107, 508279, 593361
"Jimmy" (Jamshed) Neterwala
IL and FS Venture Corporation
Chambers VI, Nariman
N.K. Prasad, Managing Director, 81, Maker
2872888-89-90,
Point, Bombay 400 021, phone 287 29S1-82-83,
83640
2872111-12, fax 204 9676, telex 83636,
Capital
Venture
Vinod Harit'al, Vice President,

Thursday, Oct. 3, 1991
10:00 a.m.

12:00 noon

Maharashtra Pollution Control Board
Shivaji Maharaj
D.R. Rasal, Member Secretary, Shri Chhatrapati
Rd., Bombay 400 001,
Municipal Market Building, 4th floor, Palton
fax 261 2320
phone 261 2345/ 261 4348, res. 534 1429,
Engineer, phone 261 4103
K.H. Mehta, Air Pollution Abatement
of India
Industrial and Investment Credit Corporation Backbay Reclamation,
163,
NJ. Jhaveri, Deputy Managing Director,
204 6582, telex 011 Bombay 400 020-25, phone 202 5115, fax
83062. ICIC IN
Estate, Bombay 400
P.D. Shedde, Manager, Scindia House, Ballard
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038-50, phone 261 8251, fax 204 6582, telex 011 71874
AJ. Advani, Deputy General Manager, Scindia House, phone
2618251
A.T. Kure, Manager, Technology Jroup, Scindia House, phone"
2622927
3:00 p.m.

Bayer (India) Ltd.
Arun C. VakiL, Publi. Relations Manager, Express Towers, Nariman
Point, Bombay 400 021, phone 2024242, res. 2864529, telex
1182559/83570
Dr. J. A- Barve, General Manager, EPP/Safety, Kolshet Rd., Thane
(Maharashtra) 400 067, phone 5342851/5340851, res.
5011731/594482, telex 011-72136

4:30 p.m.

BASF India Ltd.
M. Tandon, Chief Executive, Finance and Personnel, Rhone-Poulenc.
House, Sudam Kalu Ahire Marg, Bombay 400 025, phone 493 0703,
fax 494 1612, telex 011 - 71538/71223 BASF IN

6:00 p.m.

Esvin Advanced Technologies Ltd.
T.S. Venkataraman, Managing Director, Esvin House, Perungudi,
Madras 600 096, phone 416056, fax 417625, telex 21058 ESVI IN.

Friday, Oct. 4, 1991
Environmental Engineering Consultants
Dipak Kantawala
Yogen Parikh, General Manager, 96/97 Mittal Chambers, Nariman Point,
Bombay - 400 021, phones 2025329/2022176, telex 11 6784 MEEC IN
Thane Belapur Industries Association
K. V. Venkatesh, Chairman, Health, Safety and Environment Committee, phone
215 692461, res. 692193, fax 215 692048, telex 011 824465
Environmental Manager with NOCIL, P.O. Box 73, Thane 400 601 Maharashtra
PJ. Sathe, Additional Secretary, Thane Belapur Industries Association, P-4,
MIDC Rabale, P.O. Ghanesoli, New Bombay 400 701, phone 7 692 165, 691 919
AJK. Rohtagi, Manager, Environmental Control-Safety-Training, Standard Alkali
(Chemicals Division) Standard Industries Ltd., Thane Belapur Rd., POB No. 23,
Thane 400 061,. phone 6922052/692208, fax 6922652, telex 11 74418 STDP IN,
res. 612 8158

Saturday, Oct. 5, 1991
11:00 a.m
7:00 p.m.

Cyanamid India Ltd.
Dr. A. B. Talwadkar, Technology Development
Atu Post V dsad Gutjerat, Bombay, phone 4935211
d.t
Associated Industrial Consultants (India) Private
13th Floor,
Centre,
Raheja
Soli Arceivala, Managing Director,
243220, fax
242076,
234052,
Nariman Point, Bombay 400 021, phone
204 0398, telex 11 86841
Nagpur

Monday, Oct. 7, 1991
Institute,
National Environmental Engineering Research
526071-5, fax 523893, telex 715
020
440
Nagpur
Marg,
Nehru
p.p. Khanna, Dir
233 NERI IN
Director, phone 525191
Dr. P.V.R. Subrahmanyam, Deputy Environmental Impact Assessment Div.,
Director,
Dr. S.K.- Gadkari, Assistant
Phone
phone 523893
and Head, Air Pollution Control,
Director
Deputy
Dr. A.L Aggarwal,
and Training
530673
Scientist and Head, Basic Research
Director,
Assistan
Sarin,
R.
Dr.
Division Phone 525640.
Dr. B.K. Handa, Deputy Director
Hyderabad
Tuesday, Oct. 8, 1991
10:00 a.m.

2:00 p.m.

Plant Ltd.
Jeedimetla Effluent Treatment
Plot
Vasant Chemicals Pvt. Ltd.,
also
Dir
Mg.
Chowdary,
G.K.B.
Hyderabad 500 855, Off. 842
No. 267, Phase 1, IDA, Jeedimetla,
telex 2130 VCPL IN
288, Factory 895180, fax 847940,
003
Devi Rd. Secunderabad, 500
G. Narayan Rao, 40/1 Sarojini
India, phone 820 047, 830282
of India
Administrative Staff College
P.C. Bowender

Dinner with Jeedimetla Directors
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Wednesday, Oct. 9, 1991
11:00 a.m.

Vimta Labs Ltd.
Dr. S. P. Vasireddi, Managing Director, B-302, Mayfair, 1-8-303/34,
Sardar Patel Rd., Secunderabad 500 003, rhone 843399, telex 6841
TEST IN
Dr. K.S.M. Rac..it. Dir. and Head of Environmental Division.

3:00 p.m.

Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control Board
Mr. Diljeet Arora, Chin.
Dr. S.V. Rao, Member Secrc.ary, HUDA Complex, Ameerpet,
Hyderabad 500 038, phone 223567/228206, res. 840307, telex 0425
6581 APCB IN

Evening

Y.S. Murthy, Consultant (Environment), Res. 12-5-35/A/4, Street
No. 6, Tarnaka, Secunderabad 500 017, phone 830 563 (former
Member Secretary State Pollution Control Board)

Bangalore
Mysore Kirloskar Ltd.
Saibal K., Manager, Water Pollution Control
V.T. Jairaj, Divisional Manager, Air Pollution Control
Thursday, Oct. 10, 1991
a.m.

D.R. Murali, Partner Miirali Sesh Environmental Engineers
Tannery Cluster at Kadugonda

2:00 p.m.

Karnataka State Pol'u.on Control Board
Prof. B. Shivalingaiah, 8th Floor, Public Utility Building, M. G. Rd.,
Bangalore 560 001, phone 576570, res. 574762, telex 845-8348

5:30 p.m.

Meeting at the Institution of Engineers
M.V. Ramaswamy, Chief Engineer, Karnataka Urban Water Supply
and Drainage Board, 11th floor, Public Utility Buildings, M. G. Rd.,
Bangalore 560 001, res. 349341/262311
G. Nanjappa, Globe Consultants, 50 Nanjappa Rd., Shantinagar,
Bangalore 560 027, phone 239635/620536
B.P. Baliga, Consultant, phone 345990, Flat 401, Ullas Apartments,
32/7, 8th Mada(?) Rd., Malleswaram, Bangalore, 560 003
Dr. K. S. Ramegowda, Hnd. Dir. Centre for Symbiosis of
Technology, Environment, and Management, 5 Ganapathi Apts.,
Lakshmi Rd., 7th Cross, Shanthinagar, Bangalore 560 027, phone
220574, telex 845- 2335 RAVI IN
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Friday, Oct. 11, 1991
10:00 a.m.

4:00 p.m.

of India
Technology Development and Information Company
44 and 45
K.S. Nadkarni, President, Lao Complex, 5th Floor,
543681/544471
Residency (Cross) Rd., Bangalore 560 025, phone
73, fax 540741, telex 845-2947
CEDCO Technical Services Limited
Road, Bangalore
S. Ranganathan, Managing Director, 1/1 Palace
8828 CDCO IN
560 001, phone 266753, 266073, 262963, telex 845
G.H. (Jerry) Buote, Director Power Services

Monday, Oct. 14, 1991
2:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.

PHD Chamber
Phase H, Scheme I1,
D.K Kapur, Sonali, Adviser, Shed no.1 28,
683993,
Okhla Industrial Area, New Delhi 110020, phone 631313,
res. 631313, 632650, telex 31-75061, SON IN
110048,
J. P. Kapur, M-213 Greater Kailash Part IH,New Delhi
phone 641622, 6416100
Vinit Virmani, Nandy Mills
110054, phone 252
Deepak Pahwa, Bye Air, 20 Rajpura Rd., Delhi
2424
Marg, New Delhi
M.C. Mehta, Advocate, 5, Anand Lok, Khelgaon
110 049, phone 6445214, 6446145, 6436512

Wednesday, Oct. 16, 1991
11:00 a.m.

Final Mission Debriefing

Appendix I
SUPPLIERS OF SOLVENT RECYCLING EQUIPMENT
(Source: 'Solvent Waste Reduction Technologies,* US EPA/625/4-89/021,
Environmental Protection AEency, Washington, D.C., 1989)
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STATEMENT ON TRADE POLICY

ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE SERVICE

STATEMENT ON
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Ministry of Commerce
Government of India
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Statement on Trade Policy to be made by
Shri P Chidambaram, Minister of State for Commerce
in the Lok Sabha on 13 August. 1991

Policy. Subse
On 4th July, 1991, I announced major changes in the Trade
decisions have been
quently, in consultation with the Ministry of Finance, several
in the form
taken. It isconsidered appropriate to put together all these decisions
Policy is annexed
of a Statement on Trade Policy. The Statement on Trade
herewith.
on Trade Policy
Hon'ble Members will be pleased to know that the Statement
It also
Licensing.
contains major reforms in the Eximscrip system and Advance
Export
and Units in the
contains anew package for 100% Export Oriented Units
such as the policy
matters
Processing Zone. The Statement also deals with other
trading organisations.
towaids canalisation and the role of :e public sector state
are being reoriented.
The functions of Chief Controller of Imports and Exports
of International
The office itse!f is being redesignated as Directorate General
Trade.
major role that State
The Statement on Trade Policy recognises the
Governments have lo play in export promotion.
meet shortly.
The Board of Trade has been reconstituted and it will
as an essential
The Government attaches high priority to trade policy reform
and competitive
element in restructuring our economy to increase productivity
ahead.
years
the
in
ness and to achieve a strong export performance

4)

Government of India
Ministry of Commerce

STATEMENT ON TRADE POLICY
International trade today, more than ever before, is the driving force of economic
activity. It not only enables the exchange of goods and seroices among countries,
but in today's world, it serves as the bedrock for the increasingly inter-dependent.
global network of technology, investment and production. No country can
ignore these developments which pose both opportunities and challenges.
India's trade policy must respond to these challenges.
2. The new Government took office at a time when the Balance of Payments
position facing the country had become critical and foreign exchange reserves
had been depleted to dangerously low levels. The export momentum built up
during the period 1996-87 to 1989-90, when India's exports grew at an average
annual rate of 17% in terms of US dollars, was losi in 1990-91 when export
US dollars. Exports in April-May 1991 have
growth decelerated to only 9% ir,
with
actually shov.r. a decline of 5.8 per cent in terms of US dollars compared
1990-91
of
Apr,-Ma'y. 1990. Imports had to be severely contained in the course
of
because of the shortage of ioreign exchange. This affected the availability
growth.
industrial
in
many essenit;a! items and also led to a distinct slow down
3. Restoration of viability in our external payments situation was an urgent
task recuiring act:on on several fronts, including macro-economic stabilisation
and reform of trade policy Trade Policy reform has to aim at quick revival of the
moment:um of ep,,or:s I: is only through rapid growth of exports that we can
expect to overcome our persistent balance of payments problems, restore inter
national confidence and achieve true self-reliance with an expanding economy.
The reform also has to aim at creating strong incentives to economise on imports
but without resorting to proliferation of licensing controls which promote delay
and inefficiency, spawn arbitrariness and stifle enterprise. The world economy
the
is changing rapidly and most countries, including developing countries and
an
in
countries of Eastern Eu-ope, are gearing up to the challenges of competing
increasingly integrated, highly global market place. India cannot afford !oignore
not
these changes. India can grow faster only as part of the world economy and
that will
in isolation. Our trade policy must therefore create an environment
We
profitable.
more
activity
provice s'rong impetus to exports and render export
our
must also create an environment free from bureaucratic control in which
exporters wi!l be able to respond with speed and flexibility to changing
international conditions.
4. To this end the Government announced an initial package of trade policy
reforms on 4th July 1991. Several changes in trade policy were introduced
aimed at stiengthening export incentives, eliminating a substantial volume of

2
import licensing and optimal import compression in view of the Balance of
Payments situation. Essential imports of sensitive items such as POL and
fertilisers were fully protected, but other imports of raw materials and compo
nents were linked to export performance, through an enlargement and restruc
turing.of the replenishment licensing system. The system of cash compensalory
sunport for exports was abolished consequent upon the change in the exchange
rate and other measures of reform which provided substantial incentives for
exports across !he board.
5. Following thL initial announcement, extensive consultations were held with
t sections of industry and several additional steps have already been taken
,
in pursuit of Government's stated objectives. Some others are being separately
not;(ied today. All these initiatives in trade policy and procedures are sum
marised in this statement.
The new Eximscrip System
6. The replenishment system has been enlarged and restructured to provide
greater incentive for all categories of exports. REP licences have been replaced
by a new instrument named Eximscrips. Eximscrips will be the means of
obtaining access to certain categories of imports of raw materials, components
and s-'areE..Eximscrips will be issued on the basis of FOB value of exports or Net
Foreic: Exchange {NFE) earnings from exports as indicated below. The main
features of tlhe new system are:
i)

The basic rate at which Eximscrips will be issued against exports will be
30% ci FOB value. Exports to hard currency areas will be eligible for
Eximscrips valid for hard currency imports while exports to rupee
payment a.eas will be issued Eximscrips valid for imports from these areas
only. However, as a measure of transition, exports to rupee payment
areas may continue to avail of REP licences valid for hard currency
imports at the rate prevailing prior to 4 July 1991. This transition facility
will be available only for exports effected upto 31st December 1991.

ii)

Products such as gems and jewellery, handicrafts, newspapers, journals
and periodicals and cinematographic films, which enjoyed higher rates
of REP wil! receive Eximscrips at the same rates as before.

iii)

The basic rate of 30% is inadequate for exports of certain products such
as vaiue-added agricultural products, electronics, bulk drugs and marine
products, formulations and certain categories of advanced engineering
goods. These products, which are listed in Annexure I will be eligible for
an additional Eximscrips entitlement of 10 percentage points,.taking the
total Eximscrips rtle to 40% of FOB value.
! :r exports made on the basis of duty free imports obtained against
Advance Licences, Eximscrips will be avaiiable at the general rate of 30%
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v)

On the same
but this will be applied to the net foreign exchange earnings.
ior all EOU and
principle,* Eximscrips at 30% of NFE will also be available
EPZ units.
The 30% of NFE rate of Eximscrips is also applicable to service expdrts,
The definition of
including software exports which is a thrust area.
and extended
services covered under this category is being rationalised
textile designers,
to include other services such -asservices of architects,
will be avail
benefit
artistes, management consultants, lawyers etc. The
remittances are
able to services exported by resident Indians for which
made to India. The details are being notified separately.

can be used to import
Exlmscrlps issued to exporters will be tradeable and
7.
canalised
non-sensitive
3), the
any item in the limited permissible list (Appendix
(Appendix 6, List 8, Part
list (Appendix SA) and for all OGL items for actual users
their own exports can also be
I and List 10). Exirrscrips earned by exporters on
than those on the restricted list
used to import nion-OGL capital goods other
prior to 4th July 199 1,will
(Appendix lA). All REP licences issued against exports
ire of the :s-ence a:d ,.vil have the same import
Ml''
for
continue to b ,!id
issued to export houses/
entitlement as the new Eximscrips Additional licences
limited range of imports, v.il
trading houses, which were earlier valid for a more
Eximscrips.
also be valid for the same range of imports as
of issuing supplementary
8. - With the introduction of Eximscrips, the sys:em
listed in Appendix 3 will be
licences for raw materials, components and spares
for manufacturers of specified
discontinued except for smail scale industries and
requirements of these items
life saving drugs and equipment. In future, all import
through Eximscrips. Similarly
(with the exceptions indicated above) will be made
were earlier importable against
items in Appendix 4 and Appendix 9, which
orly against Eximscrips.
supplemen:arY !;cences. will henceforth be importable
B (List of Restricted Items) and
Import of iems appearing in Appendix 2 Part
Restricted for Import)
Appendix S "List of Sci,-'tific arnd 'Measuring instruments
licences Such
require
to
of the Import-Exporl Policy 1990-93 will continue
manufacturers
and
industries
licences as well as licences requited for small scale
Special Licences as these will be
of life saving drugs/equipment will be called
limited and indeed special cases.
to strengthen the linkage between
9. As a measure of import compression and
changes have been made. The
import capability and exports, two further
and these items have been shifted
category of unlisted OGL has been abolished
only against Eximscrips (except for SSI
to Appendix 3. They! are now importable
equipment). In the case of units
and manufacturers of life saving drugs and
(PNIP), many of which benefit
subject to the Phased Manufacturing Programme
of OGL items, all such items .ill
from concessional duty on their imports.
• henceforth be importable only against Eximscrips.
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10. Eximscrips will be issued only after export proceeds have been realised. The
procedure for issue of Eximscrips has been streamlined and Government will
ensure that Eximscrips are issued within 48 hotirs of the receipt of the application

accompanied by a single document, namely, the bank certificate for the
realisation of export proceeds.
Advance Licences
11. The system of advance licences isdesigned to provike exporters with duty
free access to the inputs they need to produce competitively for world markets.
ThIs isan important instrument of trade policy especially in our situation where
tariff levels are still high. The Government has taken the following steps
to strengthen the system of Advance Licences as an instrument of export
promotion:
i) The procedures for considering Advance Licence applications have been
simplified to ensure that Advance Licences will be issued within 15 days
of application in all cases where input-output norms have been fixed.
Where norms have not been fixed, the licence will be issued within 45
days.
ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

The number o"documents accompanying an Advance Licence applica
tion has been reduced from 9 to 3 where norms are prescribed and to 4
where they are not prescribed.
At present norms have been prescribed for 540 items. This will be
increased to over 1000 items by 31st October 1991 and more items will
be covered thereafter.
Substantial Manufacturing Activity as a necessary condition under the
Advance Licence Scheme will no longer be applicable for exports to the
general currency area. However, the value addition norms will remain in
force. A larger number of exporters will benefit under this scheme.
A new Scheme of Transferable Advance Licence has been introduced for
GCA exports in selected thrust areas, namely textiles, leather goods and
engineering industries. Under this schemce exporters can undertake
exports based on duty paid inputs obtained from the market and
subsequently obtain Advance Licences for replenishment of these inputs
by duty free imports. These Advance Licences wiil be freely transferable.
The coverage of the scheme will be extended on merits.
Advance licences will specify values n free foreign exchange both for the
purposes of import and export. The currencies in which such values are
denominated will be limited to those notified for this purpose by the RBI.
The existing procedure for obtaining Bank Guarantee (BG) and Legal
Undertaking (LUT) from different categories of exporters isbeing stream
lined and liberalised as follows:
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a)

Export/Trading/Star' ading Houses and public sector undertakings
will have the facility of obtaining Advance Licence against LUT only
without any monetary limit.

b)

All manufacturing units having an annual turnover of at least Rs. 5
crores (including both domestic and exports turnover) during the
upto
,revious 3 years would also be able to avail of the LUT facility
production.
a value limit of 50% of their annual
A new unit without any production or export performance to its credit
would also be allowed LUT facility provided it is promoted by art
existing company with an annual production of Rs. 5 crores for mor3
than three years. In such a case, both the new company and thc
promoting company would have to provide LUT.

c)

Bank guarantee and/or LUT obligations will be concurrent to the
fulfilment of export obligation.
Exporters would be allowed to dispose of the materials imported against
Advance Licences by way of replenish ment without seeking prior permis
sion of the licensing authority in cases where no MODVAT facility has
been availed of on the domestic material used in exports.

d)
viii)

ix)

x)

Adjustment needed on account of fluctuation of prices of in .ortcd
individual items would be permitted within the overall CF value of
Advance Licence.
The power of revalidation which presently vests in the Licensing Commit
tee a, the Headquarters has been delegated to the Licensing Authorities.

In cases where applications for an Advance Licence are turned dcwn, the
exporter will be permitted to convert to the Duy Drawback regime by the
Ce!:ectors of Cutoms so that shipments made in advance can be
imported on payment of duty for subsequent claims of duty drawback.
against
xii) Exporters can obtain Advance release orders for domestic supply
of
benefit
the
gets
supplier
Advance Licences under which the domestic
the
deemed exports. Henceforth, release orders will be issued across
could
counter without requiring the name of the domestic supplier, which
be given later.
controls and
12. The adoption of these procedures wouldreduce discretionary
duty
essential
delays and afford much greater freedom to exporters in procuring
thereby
world market
free raw materia!s to maintain their competitiveness in the
promoting exports from the country.
xi)

Export Processing Zones and 100% EOUs
EOU scheme were
13. The Export Processing Zone scheme and the 100%
enable entrepreneurs
introduced to provide for duty-free enclaves, which would
with increasing
However,
exports.
for
to concentrate on production exclusively
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by EPZs/EOUs have
liberalisation in the DTA, the duty advantages enjoyed
Bonding are very
become ',-ss ".iportant, while the procedures of Customs
and they have
expected
as
onerous. The schemes have not therefore taken off
export markets to the
also not attracted foreign investment aimed at tapping
has been reviewed and
extent that was expected. The working of these schemes
the following changes made:
at the basic rate of 30%
i) All EOUs/EPZ units will be eligible for Exirnscrips
applied to net foreign exchange carning.
units is being reduced
ii) The duty applicab!2 on DTA sales from EOUs/EPZ
duty payable not being
to 50% of the normal customs duty subject to the
extent of DTA sales
less than the excise duty on the same product. The
DTA sales will be
allowed will be ;n accordance with their entitlement.
sales in case of units
permitted in the ratio of 25:75 in relation to export
30% of production.
whose use of indigenous raw material is more than
to export sales will be
In all other cases the ratio of permissible DTA sales
the EOUs!EPZ units for
15:85. The procedures for clearing goods frorri
DTA sales are also being streamlined.
EOUs or EPZ units the net
iii) In order to encourage exporters to set up
be clubbed with the
foreign exchange .arned by EOUs or EPZ units can
DTA for the purpose
earnings of their parent/associated companies in the
House status
Trading
of according Export House. Trading House or Star
for the latter.
will also be extended to
iv) The IPRS scheme for supply of steel to exporters
ar,. being
EOUs and EPZ units. The Development Commissioners
lieu of JCCI&Es.
empowered to issue "payment authorities" in
do not require an industrial
14. Under the New Industrial Policy, most industries
of r.apital goods have also
licence except for adefincd list. Clearances for imports
are covered by foreign equity
been made autoniatic where capital goods imports
investment subject to a limit of
or where they are 25% of the value of plant and
comparable streamlining in the
Rs. 2 crores. With a view to bringing about
of automatic approvals is being
procedure for EOUIIEPZ approvals, a system
parameters. Capital goods
established for all proposals which fall within certain
procedure if they are fully
imports will be allowed under the automatic approval
50% of the value of plant and
covered by foreign equity or if they do not exceed
All proposals within the automatic
equipment subj,..ct to a ceiling of Rs.3 crores.
weeks. All other proposals will be
approval parar:,eters will be cleared within two
and decisions including
submitted to t:e Board of Approvals for consideration
issue of licen, 2s will be taken within 45 days.
of EOUs/EPZ units
A large number of issues relating to the operation
the Ministries of Commerce and Industry.
2c, ired centrzlised clearance in
Commissioners so that these
Io,. 'rs are being delegated to the Development
15
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the
The specific approval of
on a decentralised basis.
given
be
can
approvals
cases of broad banding
would not be required in
Development Commissioner
The unit concerned
addition is being maintained.
value
where
units,
by EPZ
,he Development
relevant information to
would need only to provide
Commissioner.

also been
to EOUs/EPZ units have
concessions
specific
16. The following
extended:
assessment" basis,
raw material on "provisional
i) allowinA entry of imported
to expedite customs clearance;
to supply/transfer
the EPZ and EOU schemes
ii) permitting units under
finished goods among themselves;
for obtai'ing import
bond by a single bond,
iii) replacement of multiple
clearance;
Imprest Licence Scheme",
items under the "Special
iv) increasing the list of
on selective basis;
of excise duty, by
the DTA, without payment
from
supplies
v) Expediting
EOUs, which would
CT-3. form booklets to
issuing pre.authenticated
offices each time
approaching Central Excise
obviate the necessity of
such exemption is sought.
are not to be
stuffed in EPZs and EOUs
vi) clarifying that containers
as long as seals are intact.
re.inspected at other points,
establish bonded
to allow private parties to
decided
also
have
17. Government
duty free raw materials,
for stocking and sale of
warehouses within EPZ
EOUs. This will cut down
and spares to EPZ units and
consumables
components,
in constant and
free materials wnich are
duty
of
supplies
obtaining
delay in
be notified shortly.
The details of this scheme will
regular demand by exporters.
Import of Capital Goods
Simplified Procedure for
simplified foliowing the
of capital goods has been
import
for
procedure
The
IS.
undergoing substantial
Policy. New units and units
statement on Industrial
of capital goods other
be granted lIcences for import
automatically
will
expansion
Import-Export Policy,
A (Restricted List) of the
Part
I
Appendix
the
in
than those
availabilit'y angle provided
indigenous
the
from
without ny clearance
equity orthe import
is fully covered by foreign
goods
to a
capital
of
import
and machinery subject
of the value of plant
25%
upto
is
requirement
maximum of Rs. 2 crores.
Appendix IPart A has
goods cther th, i-those in
capital
non-OGL
to
fact that the
19. Access
and export houses by the
exporters
all
for
to use.
also been expanded
incrase .and exporters are allowed
Eximscrip nut',ement has been
of such capital goods.
own exports fC import
Eximscr'ps earned on their
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Harmonising Trade and Customs Classification
20. The classification system used in the import-export policy and tIe system
used by the customs are not identical and this has often created difficultie:" in
determining the tariffs applicable to different items. The two codes are being
harmonised and the harmonised classification will be released in September
1991. This will reduce the scope for discretionary decision making at lower levels
and introduce greater transparency in the import policy including tariff structure.
Canalisation of Exports and Imports
2. COverth e years a number of items of exports and imports have been
canalised for export or import through spe,.ifled public sector agencies. The
Government has reviewed the list of items thus canalised and has decided that
anumber of items may be decanalised. Inthe case of exports 16 items are being
decanalised immediately. In the case of imports 6 items ate being decanalised
and placed on OGL while 14 Items are being decanalised and listed in Appendix
be available for import against Eximscrips. The list of items is
3 where they w,.v
Nolifications regarding these changes are being published
given in Annexure It.
separa ely.
22. There is a st.ong case for decanalising imports of more items of raw
materia!s and placing them on OGL. However, in view of the present balance
of payme,'.:s posiion, a decision on these items isbeing deferred. The Govern
ment's policy isto progressively reduce the exent of canalisation. It is proposed
and take suitable decisions effective
to ma'e a further review by Maich
from Is: Ap:' i902
!992

Objectives of Public Sector Trading Organisations
23. Public sector trading organisations like the STC and MMTC have tradition
ally depended heavily on canalised trade. They will now be reorientated to
achieve the objectives of emerging as international Triding Houses capable of
operating in a competitive global environment, of seh.'ing as effective instru
rrents of public policy and of -providing adequate support services to the small
scale/coltage sectors.
Export Houses and Trading Houses
24. Government will continue to support the development of export houses
and trading houses *.s instruments for promoting exports. To this end the
fo!ov.inc initiatives are being taken'
i) Expo.t houses, trading houses and star trading houses received addi
tio.,a! licences at varying rates based on their Net Foreign Exchange
eat nina - the previous year. For the year, 1991-92, it has been decided
:o widen; the range of items which can be imported against additional
'icences. The range will now be the srne as that of EximscTips.
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ii)

iii)

stand abolished
With effect from 1st April 1992, additional lic.nces will
will receive
houses
star trading
and export houses. trading houses and
of the FOB value of exports. The
additional Eximscrips at the rate of 5%
items excluded from itbecause
details of the scheme and the list of export
out.
of their special nature are being worked
will be given for setting up
Government has announced that permission
equity fo the purpose of promoting
of Trading Houses with 51% foreigbe eligible for all the benefits
exports. Such trading houses would
houses in accordance with the
available to domestic export and trading
recognition of these companies as
!mport-Export Policy. Frocedures for
notified separately.
export/trading houses are beinC.

Exporters
Foreign Currency Accounts for
foreign
allow established exporters to open
25. Government has decided to
and allow exporters to raise external
currency accounts in approved banks
from such accounts, and credit export
credits, pay for export related imports
their
facilitate payments by exporters for
proceeds to such accounts. This will
by the
this scheme will be notified separately
essential imports. The details of
P.-serve Bank of India.
Boa;d of Trade

once again.
reconstituted and will be activated
26. The Board of Trade has been
frequent
a'-ex furum to facilitate close and
The Board of Trade will be an
on the
on the one hand and Government
interaction between industry and trade
importance to the advice and recommen
other. Government will attach great
dations of the Board of Trade.
CCI&E
Re.orientation of the Office of
of Imports and Exports is being redesignated
27. The office of Chief Controller
Trade. The principal function of the
as the D.rectorate General of International
of exports and facilitation of imports
Dirctcrate will henceforth be promotion
Exports
is of the view that the Imports and
to promote export trade. Government
Such a
thereunder would require review.
(Control) Act, 1947 and the Orders
Besides, the Manual of Office Procedure
review will be made as soon as possible.
various Port Offices will be comprehensively
and the functions perfurmed by
reflect
and functions will be drawn up to
reviewed and a new charter of duties
the new role of the Directorate.
States' Role in Export Promotion
of surpluses
if we generate adequate volumes
28. Exports can only take place
Governments
State
that
recognises
in exportable commodities. Govcrnment
have
this objecti,'e.. State Governments
have a major role to play in achieving
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been requested to exempt exports from all fiscal levies in order to ensure that our
exporters are able to compete effectively in world markets. Government has
taken steps to strengthen the State's Cell in the Ministry of Commerce so that
interface with the State Governments becomes more effective. At the same time,
Government has requested, and will continue to persuade, State Governments
to set up a separate Export Promotion Cell or a Directorate of Export Promotion
in each State Secretariat.
Reduction in Import Licensing
29. The policy changes now being implemented imply a substantial reduction
,

I,,
I IIArt.te%;1

of licensing and in the number and types oflicences. Supplementary

licences for import of items in Appendices : (except for SSI and manufacturers
of life saving drugs and equipment), 4 and 9 of the Import-Export Policy
1990-93 have been abolished. Additional Licences which were issued as an
incentive to Export Houses and Trading Houses will stand abolished with effect
from Ist April 1992 and the incentve ,ill take the form of anadditional Eximscrip
entitement.
30. To achieve optima: import containment in the context of the present
Balance ol Payments si:uation, several steps have been taken. One of these is
the shift of many items ,
ara now on OGL to the Limited Permissible List.
V'' thee cna.nges, the policy for impo- of raw materiais, components and
on.her i.-puts needed for production has becn simplified. Most raw materials and
ovher. ..
pus (excep: !or !hose on the Restricted List) can be freeiy imported either
aga;.-.s: Eimscripsor on QGL. Some raw materials continue tc be canalised but
:neze cases requirements beyond those provided by the canalising
in mos o;:
aocnc;es ca. be met throuch Eximscrips. It is the policy of the Government to
move to a situation where imports of essential raw materials and components
needed for industrial production are regulated through appropriate tariffs.
However, in view of the Balance of Payments position which necessitates
continued import containment, this cannot be done immediately. Many items
must therefore remain or,the limited permissible list, with imports permitled only
againct Eximscrips.

32. The medium term objective of the Governmerl isto progressively eliminate
licensing and quantitative restrictions on capital goods and raw materials'
components so that al these items can be placed on OGL save for a small
carefullv defined neeative list. This shift is proposed to be achieved over a 3 to
5 year period The Government will appoint a High Level Committee to work
ou. the moC a....es of achieving this transition keeping in mind the Balance
of Paymern:s position a..d the need to rationalise and reduce tariffs progres
sively 1o provide Indian Industry with an appropriate environment to develop
intcr na'iona' co.". petitiveness.
Dated: Au

!31,
1991
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ANNEXUR- I

PRODUCTS ELIGIBLE FOR ADDITIONAL EXIMSCRIPS
ENTITLED TO 10 PERCENTAGE POINTS

1. Fish and fish products
I.

Individually quick frozen fish (excluding frog legs), canned
marine products.

II. Agricultural Items
Cashew kernels roasted/salted in consumer packs of 1 kg or less.
2. Fresh fruits, vegetables, cut-flowers, plants and plant materials
and spices going by air.
3. All types of canned, bottled and asceptically packed fruits,
vegetable products and spices.
4. Pulverised/Treated guargum
5. Instant Tea, Quick brewing biack tea, tea bags, Packed tea,
Tea caddies and Tea chestets.
1.

6.
Ill.
IV.
V.

Instant ccffee ir all forms.

of
Drugs and drug internedictes (cs appearing at S. No. B. 11(1)
Appendix 17 of IMPEX Policy
All Electronics produc's
High Technology Engineering Products (to be notified separctely)
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ANNEXURE I!

LIST OF IMPORT ITEMS TO BE DECANALISED.

1. List of Items to be deconallsed and put under
1. Silk Worm
2. Sodium Borate
3. Old Ships
4. Fluorspar
5. Platinum

2L

6. Palladium
REP
II. List of impor, items to be deccnalised and put under
1. Jute Pulp
2. Manila Hemp
3. Raw Sisal Fibre
4. Ravw Jute
5. Alkyl Benzene
6. Floppy Disketts
7. Lauric Acid
8. Oleic Acid
9. Stearic Acid
10. Palmitic Acid
11. Pa'm Fatly Acid
12. Palm Acid Oil
oils
13. Other fatty acids, pure or mixed including acid
14.

Soap Stocks
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ANNEXURE II (contd.)

DECANALISED
LIST OF EXPORT ITEMS TO BE

Item
1.

Castor Oil

2.

Polythelene (LD)

3.

Coal and Coke

4.
5.

of colour TV containing
Colour Picture Tubes and sub-assemblies
colour TV picture tubes
any proof degree whether
Ethyl Alcohol or rectified spirit of
denatured or not

7.

and Video Tape Cinema Films
Exposed Cinematographic Films
Khandsari Molasses

8.

Molasses

9.

Mill Scale Scrap

6.

II.

manganese contents from 3%
Bimetal Ore (Black iron ore) with
upto 10% of Goa origin
Locomotives
Railway Passenger Coaches and

12.

Raw Jute, Mesta & Jute cuttings

13.

Sugar

14.

Iron ore of Redi origin
to China or Europe in
Iron ore of Goa origin when exported
and Taiwan
addition to Japan, South Korea
origin
Low grade bauxite of West Coast

10.

15.
16.

Tel : 2610725
Xercxed by I.B.C.S. BOMBAY
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STATEMENT ON INDUSTRIAL POLICY*

Policy Objectives
His vision and
1. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru laid the foundations of modem India.
national endeavour since
determination have left a lasting impression on every facet of
has a strong and diversified
Independence. It is due to his initiative that India now
The goals and objectives set
industrial base and is a major industrial nation of Ihe world.
namely, the rapid
out for the nation by Pandit Nehru on the eve of Independence,
expansion of opportunities
agricultural and industrial development of our country, rapid
disparities,
for gainful employment, progressive reduction of social and economic
as valid today as at the time
removal of povery and attainment of self-relia'nie remain
policy must contribute to
Pandit Neh:-i firs set them out before the nation. Any industrial
pace. The present statemen'.
the realisation of these goals and objectives at an accelerated
represents a renewed initiative
of industrial policy is inspired by these very concerns, and
stage.
to,.:,s con.;olidating the gains of national reconstruction a! this crucial
introduced the
2. In 1948, immediately after Independence, Government
industrial growth and
, us:rial Policy Resolution. This outlined the approach to
a continuous
,'elopmen:. It emphasised the importance to the economy of securing
the adoption of the
i.crease in production and ensuring its equitable distribution.After
Policy was comprehensively
Constitution and the socio-economic goals, the Industrial
time to time, it was modified
revised and adopted in 1956. To meet new challenges, from
through statements in 1973, 1977 and 1980.
by the Industrial
3. The Industrial Policy Resolution of 1948 was followed
acceleration of the rate of
Policy Resolution of 1956 which had as its objective the
as a means of achieving a
economic growth and the speeding up of industrialisation
the base of entrepreneurship
socialist pittem of society. In 1956, capital was scarce and
gave primacy to the role
not stron:, enough. Hence, the 1956 Industrial Policy Resolution
for industial development.
of t'.e Sf:;,e to assume a predominant and direct responsibility
high-priority
,. The Industrial Policy statement of 1973, iner alia, identified
foreign companies wou!d
industries \'.here investment from large industrial houses and
oc- ermitted.
Ministcr of S:ate fc,r
"Ti;e "Sta:ement on Industrial Policy" tablcd in the Lok Sabha by
iaus:rv, Mr. P.J.Kurien on 24th July 1991.
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and
5. The Industrial Policy Statement of 1977 laid emphasis on decentralisation
on the role of small-scale, tiny and cottage'industries.
attention on the need for
6. The Industrial Policy Statemeut of 1980 focussed
promoting

competition

in the

domestic

mnrket,

technological

upgradation

and

competitive export base
modemisation. The policy laid the foiindatioi for an increasingly
areas. This found expression
and for encouraging foreign investrpent in high-technology
of Smt. Indira Gandhi. It was
in the Sixth Five Year Plan which bore the' dlsiinct stamp
to be the central concern in
Smt. Indira Gandhi who emphasised the need for productivity

all economic and production activities.
growth in the country.
7. These policies created a climate for rapid industrial
infrastructure had been
Thus on the eve of the Seventh Five Year Plan, a broad-based
degree of self-reliance in a large
built up. Basic industries had been established. A high
goods - had been achieved. New
number of items - raw materia!s, intermediates, finished
as had a new generation of
growth centres of industrial activity had emerged,
and skilled workers had also
entrepreneurs. A large number of engineerN, technicians
been trained.

these strengths and to
The Seventh Plan recognised the need to consolidate on
effectively to the emerging
take initiatives to prepare Indian industry to respond
8.

were introduced in 1985 and
ci'ailenges. A number of policy and procedural changes
productivity,
1986 under the leadership of S.ri Rajiv Gandhi aimed at increasing
opening the domestic market to
reducing costs and i'Pro"ing qua!ity. The accent was on
its own in the face of
increased conpetition and readyin"g our industry to stand on
a number of constraints and
in.to... n.- competition. The public sector was freed from
modernisation of
given a larger measure o, autonc:.y. The technological and managerial
and improving our
industry was pursued as the key instrument for increasing productivity
was that Indian industry
competitiveness in the world. The net result of all these changes
Plan period.
grew by an impressive average annual growth rate of 8.5% in the Seventh
for social and
9. Government is pledged to launching a rcinvigo.a-ted struggle
build a modern, democratic,
economic justice, to end poverty and unemployment and to
can be built if India
socialist, prosperous and forward-looking India. Such a society
grows as part of the world economy and.not in isolation.
of self-reliance, there
'0. While Government will continue to follow the policy
to pay for imports through
v..J;,;, be greater emphasis placed on building up our abili:y
loitted to development and
cur- c..,n foreign exchange earning. Government is also
well as its
~::.~ation of indigenous capabiiities in technology and manufactuing as
.:?radat~on to vorld standards.
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11. Government will continue to pursue a sound policy framework encompassing
through
encouragement of entrepreneurship, development of indigenous technology
of the
investment in research and development, bringing in new technology, dismantling
for
regulatory system, development of the capital markets and increasing competitiveness
of the
the benefit of the common man. The spread of industrial isation to backward areas
institutions and
country will be actively promoted through 2ppropriate incentives,
infrastructure investments.
that it
32. Government will provide enhanced support to the small-scale sector so
technological
flourishes in an environment of economic efficicncy and continuous
upg-'adation.
to obtain
13. Foreign investment and technology collaboration will be welcomed
base.
higher technology, to increase exporns and to expand the productic.r
14. Government will endeavour to aboli'sh tle monopoly of any sector or any
or military
indiv;.ul enterprise in any field of manufacture, except on strategic
consid-rations and open all manufacturing activity to competition.
role in the
15. The Government will ensure that the public sector plays its rightful
that the public
evolving socio-economic scenario of :he country. Government -will ensure
Resolution of 1956
sector is run on business lines as envisaged in the Industrial Policy
In the
and would continue to nnova:e and lead in strategic areas of national importance.
heights of th,
1950s and 1960s, the principal instrument for controlling the commanding
has other
economy ,,as investment in the cnpital of key industries. Today, tie State
t
The State also
instruments of intervention, particularly fiscal anc monetary instruments.
are under
commands the bulk of the nation's savings. Banks and financial institutions
will prove more
State control. Where State intervention is necessary, these instruments
effec%ive and dec~sire.
16. Government will fully protect the interests of labour, enhance their welfare
change.
and equip them in all respects to deal with the inevitability of technological
Government believes that no small section of society can corner the gains of growth,
progress and
leaving workers to bear its pains. Labour will be made an equal partner in
prosperity.

Workers'

participation

in

management

will

be

promoted.

Workers

sick
.ivcswill be encouraged to panicipate in packages designed to turn around
be
companies. Intensive training, skill development and upgradation programmes will
coo"

launched.
of
17. Government will continue to visualise new. horizons. The major objectives
the new industrial policy package will be to build on the gains already made, correct t1."
distortions or weaklnesses thMt may have crept in, maintain a sustained growth in
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competitiveness. The
productivity and gainful employment and attain international
preserve the environment and
pursuit of these objeltives will be tempered by the need to
of industry whether small,
ensure the efficient use of available resources. All sectors
sector will be
medium or large, belonging to the public, private or cooperative
encouraged to grow and improve on their past performance.
18. Government's policy will oe continuity with change.
a series
19. In pursuit of the above objectives, Gcvernment have decided to take
of initiatives in respect of the policies relating to the following areas.
A. Industrial Licensing
B. Foreign Investment
C. Foreign Technology Agreements
D. Public Se, ,or Policy
E. MRTP Act
Small & Tiny Sector
announced separately.
A package for the Small and Tiny Sectors of industry is being
A. Industrial Licensing Policy
(Development &
20. Industrial Licensing is governed by the Industries
1956 identified the following
Regulation) Act, 1951. The Industrial Policy Resolution of
development in the public
threc categories of industries; thos, that would be reserved for
private enterprise with or
secor, those that would be permitted for development through
initiatives would ordinarily
v.ithout State participation, and those in which investment
in view the changing
emanate from private entrepreneurs. Over the years, keeping
Industrial
industrial scene in the country, the policy has undergone modifications.
from time to time.. A fbll
licensing policy and procedures have also been liberalised
continuation of this process
realisation of the industrial potential of 'he country calls for a
of change.
industrial sector for
21. In order to achieve the objectives of the strategy for the
of changes in the system of
the 1990s and beyond it is necessary to make a number
reforms are ca!ed for in
industrial approvals. Major policy initiatives and procedural
to exploit and meet the
order to actively encourage and assist Indian entrepreneurs
bedrock of any such
emerging domestic and global opportunities and chailenges. The
decisions on the
package of measures must be to let the entrepreneurs mikpe Jnves:ment
dynamism and
basis of their own commercial judgement. The aitainment of technological
to s;iffly respor.d
international competitiveness requires that enterprises must be enabled
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have become characteristic of today's industrial
to fast changing external condJitions that
in
must be geared to assisting entrepreneurs
world. Government policy and procedures
to be
the role played by the Government were
their efforts. This can be done. only if
by
control to one of providing help and guidance
changed from that of only exercising
and by eliminating delays.
making essential procedures fully transparent
with us for some time. The industrial
22 The winds of change have been
licensing.
moving away from the concept of capacity
licensing system has been gradually
towards an
sector undertakings has been evolving
The system of reservations for public
to
enterprise has been gradua!ly allowed
sector
private
and
flexibility
greater
ethos of
provided
by.case basis. Further impetus must be
enter into many of these. areas on a case
of its
push this country towards the attainment
to these changes which alone can
decisions
This calls for bold and imaginative
entrepreneurial and industrial potential.
that
creation, while at the same time, ensuring
designed to remove ;estraints on capacity
jeopardised.
over-ridinc national i.Aerests are not
for all
licensing will henceforth be abolished
industrial
context,
above
the
In
23.
These specified
irrespective of levels of investment.
industries, except thuse specified,
fc. ;easons
to be subject to compulsory licensing
industnes (Annex-1), will continue
safety and
social reasons, problems related to
concerns,
strategic
and
security
to
rela'ed
nature and
manufacture of products of hazardous
issues,
environmental
over-riding
helpful
exemption from licensing will be particularly
ar',ces cf elitist ccnsumption. The
been unnecessrily
medium entrepreneurs who have
t2 the many dynamic small and
will benefit by
As a whole the Indian economy
ha.,pered by the licensing system.
its rightful place in
efficient and modern and will take
becoming more competitive, more
the world of industrial progress.
B. Foreign Investment
for
from .offiCial controls, opportunities
24. While freeing InJian industry
In view of the
India should also be fully exploited.
;n
investments
foreign
promoting
years, the general
industrial economy in the last 40
significant development of ,ndia's
that have
achieved, and the significant changes
sophistication
of
ievel
and
size
resilience,
domestic and
economy, the relationship between
industrial
world
the
in
place
a'sc taken
the past in et.ms of
more dynamic than it has been in
foreign industry needs to be much
of
investment would bring attendant advantages
'ch technology and investment. Foreign
techniques
intrcduction of modern managerial
expertise,
marketing
transfer,
te,-,nolcy
in the
exports. This is particularly necessary
of
promotion
for
possibilities
anj new
by mobility of
and economic cooperation marked
charnainc Piobal scenario of industrial
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capital. The government will therefore welcome foreign investment which is in the
interest of the country's industrial development.
25. In order to invite foreign investment in high priority industries, requiring large
investments and advanced technology, it has been decided to provide approval for direct
foreign investment upto 51% foreign equity in such industries. There shall be no
bottlenecks of any kind in this process. This group of industries has generally been
known as the "Appendix I industries" and are areas in which FERA companies have
already been allowed to invest on a discretionary basis. This change will go a long way in
making Indian policy on foreign investment transparent. Such a framework will make it
attractive for companies abroad to invest in India.
Exploration or World Markets
26. Promotion of exports of Indian producis calls for a systematic exploration of
world markets possible only through intensive and highly professional marketing
activities. To the extent that expertise of this nature is not'well developed so far in India.
Government will encourage foreign trading companies to assist us in our export
activities. Attraction of substantial investment and access to high technology, often
closely held, and to world markets, involves interaction with some of the world's largest
international manufacturing and marketing firms. The Government will appoint a special
Lz:ard to negotiate with such firms so that we can engage in purposive negotiation with
such large firms, and provide the avenues for large investments in the development of
irusttIes and technology in the national interest.
C. Foureign Technology Agr",cnts
27. There is a great need for promoting an industrial environment where the
ac'uisition of technological capability receives priority. In the fast changing world of
technology the relationship between the suppliers and users of technology must be a
continuous one. Such a relationship becomes difficult to achieve when the approval
process includes unnecessary governmental interference on a case to case basis involving
endemic delays and fostering uncertainty. The Indian entrepreneur has now come of age
so that he no longer needs such bureaucractic clearances of his commercial technology
relalicr.ships ',vith foreign technology suppliers. Indian industry can scarcely be
ccm'pe'';'e with the rest of the world if it is to operate withia such a regulatory
28. With a view to injecting the desired level of technologic.! Uynatnism in Indian
iuds,, Government will provide automatic approval for technology agreements related
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facilities will be available
to high priority industries within specified parameters. Similar
require the expenditure of free
for other industries as well if such- agreements do not
the terms of technology
foreign exchange. Indian companies will be free to negotiate
their own commercial judgement.
transfer with their foreign counterparts according to
measure is providing to Indian
The predictability and independence of action that this
for the efficient absorption
industry will induce them to develop indigenous competence
will also induce our industry to
of foreign technology. Greater competitive pressure
have been doing in the past. In
inves' much more in research and development than they
and foreign testing of
order to help this process, the hiring of foreign technicians
prior clearance as prescribed
indigenously developed technologies, will also not require
approvals.
so far, individun!!y or as a part of industrial or investment
D. Public Sector Policy
of development. In'the
29. The public sector has been central to our philosophy
control in critical sectors of.
pursuit of our development objectives, public ownership and
the concentration of economic
the economy has played ;-n important role in peventing
planned development serves the
power, reducing regional disparities and ensL.'ing that
common good.
the public sector a strategic
30. The Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956 gave
made over the past four decades to
role in the economy. Massive investments have been
in the economy. Today key sectors of
build a public sector which has a commanding role
that have successfully expanded
the economy are dominated by mature public enterprises
built up a reserve of technical
production, opened up new areas of technology and
competence in a number of areas.
entering new areas of
31. After -the initial exuberance 6f the public sector
problems have begun to manifest
industrial and technical competence, a number of
problems are observed in the
themselves in many of the public e.terprises. Serious
over-minning, lack of
insufficient growth in productivity, poor project management,
attention to R&D and human
continuous technological upgradation, and inadequate
have shown a very low rate oF
resource development. In addition, public enterprises
ability to regenerate themselves in
return on the capital invested. This has inhibited their
The result is that man.
terms of new investments as well as in technology development.
rather than being an asset to the
of the public enterprises hay.- become a burden
has also undergone considerable
Gc',n.ment. The original concept of the public sector
of sick units from the private Secto;.
dilution. The most striking example is the take over
one third of the total losses c,
This category of public sector units accounts for almost
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does not fit into
central public enterprises. Another category of public enterprises, which
of the economy, is
the original idea of the public sector being at the commanding heights
and services se,.tors;
the plethora of public enterprises which are in the consumer goods
to public
32. It is time therefore that the Government adopt a new approach
of public enterprises
enterprises. There must be a greater commitment to the support
must be taken
which are essent'al for the operation of the industrial economy. Measures
dynamic. Units which
to make these enterprises more growth oriented and technically
restructured and given a
may be faltering at present but are potentially viable must be
in the future will be
new lease of life. The priority areas for growth of public enterprises
the following:
" Essential infrastructure goods and services.
* Exploration and exploitation of oil and resources.
in areas
" Technology development and building of manufacturing capabilities
and where
which are crucial in the long term development of the economy
private sector investment is inadequate..
such as
" Manufacture of products where strategic considerations predotninate
barred from
defence equipment.At tile same time the public sector will not be
entering areas not specifically reserved for it.
portfolio
33. In view of these considerations, Government will review the existing
in respect of inddstries
of public investments with greaiter realism. This review will be
areas, inefficient and
based on low technology, small scale and non-strategic
or public purpose, and
unproductive areas, areas with low or nil social considerations
are s where the private sector has d-'.'elopcd sufficient expertise and resources.
the reserved'
34. Government will strengthen those pubic enterprises which fall in
or reasonable
areas of operation or are in high priority areas or ace genertting good
of management
profits. Such enterprises will be provided a much greater degree
will also be
autonomy through the system of memoranda of unders-nding. Competition
the case of selected
induced in these areas by inviting private sector partieripation. In
of these enterprises
enterprises, part of Government holdings in the equity share capital
of
Will be disinvested in order to provide furthr market discilpli..- to the performance
sick public enterprises incurring
public enterpises. There are large number of cltronically
or no public purpose.
heavy losse.", operating in a compettive market and serve little
that it owns
These need :o be attended to. The country.must be proud of the public sector
and it mus' operate in the public interest.
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(MRTP) ACT
E. MONOPOLIES AND RESTRICTIVE TRADE PRACTICES
are as
35. The principal objectives sbughl to be achieved through the MRTP Act
follows:
Prevention of concentration of economic power to the common detriment,
control of monopolies, and
Prohibition of monopolistic and restrictive and unfair trrde, practices.
ii.
placed on
36. The MRTP Act became effective in June 1970. With the emphasis
Act were carried out in
prod.;ctivity in the Sixth Plan, major amendments to the MRTP
and expansion. This
1982 and 1984 in order to remove impediments to industrial growth
of threshold limit
process of change was given a new momentum in 1985 by an increase
i.

of assets.
tle need for
37. With the growing complexity of .i.ndustrial structure and
and competitive advantage
achieving economies of scale for ensuring higher productivity
through the MRTP Act in
in the intcrnational market, the interference of the Government
its effects on Indian
investment decisions of large companies has become deleterious in
by so called MRTP
industrial growth. The pre-entry scrutiny of investment decisions
be on controlling and
companies will no longer be requircd. Instead, emphasis will
practices rather than making it
t
regulating monopolistic, restrictive and unfa trade
Government for
necessny for the monopoly houses to obtain prioi approval of Central
of takeover and
expansicn, es:ablish.-nent of new undertakings, merger, amalgamation
be more on controlling unfair
arpo',ntmen: of certain director%. The thrust of policy will
by eliminating the
or restrictive business practices. The MRTP Act will be restructured
of present undertakings
legal requirement for prior governmental approval fr expansion
and estal.lishmen, of new undeutakings. The provisions relating to merger, amalgamation,
restrictions on
and takeover will also be repealed. Similarly, the provisions regarding
in the Companies
acquisition of and transfer of shares will be appropriately incorporated
Act.
in order to
38. Simultaneously, provisions of the MRTP Act will be strengthened
of the monopolistic,
enable the MRTP Comanission to take appropriate action in respect
Commission will he
rest ictive and unfair trade practices. The newly empowe'red MRTP
received from individual
encouraced to initiate investigation suo moto or on complaints
classes of consuners
consuners c'r
F. Decisions of Gnvernment
have dccided to
39. In view of the considerations outlined above Government
the coi-vels of
take a series cF mcasures to unshackle the Indian industrial econo:". for
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of
measures complement. the other series
unnecessary bureaucratic control. These
Rate,
in the areas of trade policy , Exchange
measures being taken by the Government
Sector reform and overall macro economic
Management, Fiscal Policy, Financial
management.
A. Industrial Licensing Policy
all projects except for a short list of
Industrial Licensing will be abolished for
i)
concerns, social reasons, hazardous
industries related to security and strategic
reasons, and items of elitist
chemicals and overriding environmental
Industries reserved for the sniall scale
consumption (list attached at Annex IiD.
sector will continue to be so reserved.
to be
concerns predominate, will continue
ii) Areas where security and strategic
as Annex I).
reserved for the public sector, (list attached
will
goods are required,automaic clearance
iii) In projects where imported capital
be given
is ensured through foreign
in cases where foreign exchange availability
a)
equity; or
goods required is less than 25% of
if the CIF value of imported capital
b)
equipment, upto a maxim value of
total value (net of taxes) of plant and
foreign exchange situation, this
Rs.2 crore. In view of the current difficult
April, 1992.1n other cases,
scheme (i.e. (iii) b) ,.,ill come into force from
clearance from the Secretariat of
impor's of capital goods will require
of Industrial Development
Industrial Approvals (SIA) in the Department
resources.
according to availability of foreign exchange

Iv)

In locations other than cities of more than 1 million population, there will be.
no requirement of obtaining industrial approvals from the Centrat
Government except for industries subject to compulsory licensing. In respect
of cities with population greater than 1 million, industries other than those of a
non polluting nature such as electronics, computer software and printing will
be located outside 25 kms. of the periphery, except in prior designated
industrial areas.
A flexible location policy would be adopted in respect of such cities (with
population greater thanh I million) which require industrial re-generation.
Zoning and Land Use Regulation and Environmental
continue to regulate industrial locations.

Legislation will

Appropriate incentives and the design of investments in infrastructure
development will be used to promote the dispersal of industry particularly to
v)

rural and backward areas and to reduce congestion in cities.
The system of phased manufacturing programmes run on an administrative
case by case basis will not be applicable to new projects. Existing projects
with such programmes will continue to be governed by them.

vi)
vii)

Existing units will be provided a new broad banding facility to enable them to
produce any article without addi:ional investment.
The exemption from licensing will apply to all substantial expansions of
existing units.

viii) The mandatory convertibility clause will no longer be applicable for' term
loans from the financial institutions for new projects.
Procedural Consequences

x)

registration schemes (Delicenced Registration, Exempted
Industries Registration, DGTD registration) will be abolished.
Entrepreneurs will henceforth only be required to file an information

xi)

memorandum on new projects and substantial expansions.
The lists at Annex II and Annex Ill will be notified in the Indian Trade

ix)

All

existing

Classification (1-larmonised System).
B. Foreign Invcstment
i)

Approval will be given for direct foreign investment upto 51 per cent foreign
equity in high prioriiy industries (Annex I11). Thcre shall be no bottlenecks of
any kind in this proccss. Such cearacc ,will be available if foreign equity
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goods.
covers the foreign exchange requirement for imported capital
Act (1973)
Consequential amendments to the Foreign Exchange Regulation
shall be carried out.
intermediate goods, and
li) While the import of components, raw matedals and
by the general
payment of knowhow fees and royalties will be governed
would be
policy applicable to other domestic, units, the payment of dividends
that outflows on
monitored through the Reserve Bank of India so as to ensure
over a period
account of dividend payments are balanced by export earnings
time.
involving 51% foreign
1l) Other foreign equity proposals, including proposals
continue to need
equity which do not meet the criteria under (i) above, will
necessarily be
prior clearance. Foreign equity proposals need not
accompanied by foreign technology agreements.
foreign equity holding
iv) To provide access to international markets, majodty
engaged in
upto 51% equity will be allowed for trading companies primarily
such trading
export activities. While the thrust would be on export activities,
in accordance
houses shall be at par with domestic trading and export houses
v)

with the Import-Export Policy.
with a number
A Special Empowered Board would be constituted to negotiate
in select
of large international firms and approve direct foreign investment
investment
areas. This would be a special programme to attrac' substantial
markets. The
that would provide access tichigh technology and world
in totality, free
investment pgr,"mmes of such Finns would be considered
from predetermined parameters or procedures.

C. FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENTS.
in high
Automatic permission will be given for foreign technc!ogy agreements
i)
of Rs.1 crore, 5%.
priority industries (Annex III) upto a lumpsum payment
payments of 8%
royalty for domestic sales and 8% for exports, subject to total
a 10 year period
for exports, subject to total payments of' 8% of sales over
of production. The
from date of payment or 7 years from commencement
according to
prescribed royalty rates are net of taxes ar.d will be calculated
ii)

standard procedures.
permission
respect of industries otier than those in Annex Ill, automatic
I:n
foreign
be gen subject to the same guidelincs as above if no free
v.i'.
exchange is required for any payments.
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iii)
iv)

under the general procedures
All other proposals will need specific approval
in force.
of foreign technicians, foreign
',4o permission will be necessary for hiring
Payment may be made from
testing of indigenously developed technologies.
according to RBI guidelines.
blanket permits or free foreign exchange

D. Public Sector
will be reviewed with a view to focus
Portfolio of public sector investments
i)
and essential infrastructure. Whereas
the public sector on strategic, high-tech
bar
is being retained there would be no
some reservation for the public sector
upto the private sector selectively.
for areas of exclusivity to be opened
for
be'allowed entry in areas not reserved
Simiiarly the public sector will also
it.

sick and which :Ire unlike-ly to be
Public cnle,"prises which are cn-ronically
be
of revival/rchab lit:ttion schemes,
turned around will, for the formulation
or
aiml Financial Reconstruction (BIFR),
referred to the Board for Industrial
created for the :arpose. A social security
other similar high level institutions
the interests of workers likely to be
mechanism will be created to protect
affected by such rehabilitation packages.
a part of
encourage wider public participation,
iii) In order to raise resources and
to mutual
the public sector would be offered
the government's .harehoiding in
public and workers.
funds, financial institutions,general
and
would be made more professional
Boards of public sector companies
iv)
given greater powers.
tihe
performance improvement through
There will be greater thrust on
v)
system through which managements
Memoranda of Understanding (MOl)
and will be held accountable. Technical
would be granted greater autonomy
would be upgraded to make the MOU
expertise on the part of the Government
effective.
negotiations and implementation more
between
on performance, the MOU signed
vi) To facilitate a fuller discussion
would be placed in Parliament. While
Government and the public enterprises
this would also help place matters on
focussing on major management issues,
in their correct perspective.
dav to day operations of public entepri.ses

ii)
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F. MRTP Act
in
The MRTP Act will be amended to remove the threshold limits of assets
i)
the
respect of MRTP companies and dominant undertakings. This eliminates
of
requirement of prior apprcval of Central Government for establishment
new undertakings, expansion of undcriakings, merger, amalgamation and
takeover and appointment of Directors under cartain circumstances.
Ii) Emphasis will be placed on controlling and regulating monopolistic,

iii)

restrictive and unfair trade practices, Simultaneously, the newly empowered
or
MRTP Commission will be authorised to initiate investigations suo moto
on complaints received from individual consumers or classes of consumers in
regard to monopolistic, restrictive and unfair trade practices.
this
Necessary comprehensive amendments will be made in the MRTP Act in
regard and for enab!ing the MRTP Commission to exercise punitive and
compensatory powers.
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ANNEX-I

PROPOSED LIST OF INDUSTRIES TO BE RESERVED FOR THE PUBLIC
SECTOR
1.

Arms and ammunition and allied items of defence equipment,Defence aircraft
and warships.

2.

Atomic Energy

3.

Coal and lignite

4.
5.

Mineral oils
Mining of iron ore, manganese ore, chrome ore, gypsum, sulphur, gold and
diamond.

6.

Mining of copper, lead, zinc, (in, molybdenum and wolfarm.

7.

Minerls specified in the Schedcl
Production and Use) Order, 1953.

8.

Railway transport.

to the Atomic Energy (Control of.
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ANNEX-II

INDUSTRIAL LICENSING
LIST OF INDUSTRIES IN RESPECT OF WHICH
WILL BE COMPULSORY
1. Coal and Lignite
3.

Petroleum (other than crude) and its distillation products
Distillation and brewing of alcoholic drinks.

4.

Sugar

5.

Animal fats and oils
tobacco substitutes.
Cigars and cigarettes of tobacco and manufactured
Asbestos and asbestos-based products.
products such as particle
Plywood, decorative veneers, and other wood based
board, medium density fibre board, block board.
patent leather.
Raw hides and skins, lcathcr, chamois leather and
Tanned or dressed fiirskins

2.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

14.

Motor cars
Paper and Newsprint except bagasse-based units
types
Electronic aerospace and defence equipment; All
safety fusegun-powder,
Industrial explosives, including detonating fuse,

15.

nitrocelt:! e and mn;tches
Hazardous chemicils

11.
12.
13.

16.
17.
18.

Drags and Pharmaceuticals (according to Drug Policy)
C.D. players, Tape Recorders)
Entertainment E!ectronics ('VCRs, Colour TVs,
Dishwashing machines,
White Goods (Domestic Refrigerators, Domestic
ovens,
Washing Machines, . Microwave
Doinestic
Programmable
Airccnditioners)

not apply in respect of thesmall-scale
Note: The ccmpulsory liccasing provisions would
of any of the above itemns reserved for exclusive
u;ant;.azrc
ur.::s::ck'.g 'p t!ic
. ...."',

r in si;i -so:u: sector.
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ANNEX III

APPROVAL OF FOREIGN
LIST OF INDUSTRIES FOR AUTOMATIC
51% FOREIGN EQUITY
FOR
TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENTS AND
APPROVALS
1. Metallurgical Industries
Ferro alloys
i)
Castings and forgings
ii)
ii) Non-ferrous metals and their alloys
v)

Sponge iron and pelletisation
mm diameter and stainless
Large diameter steel welded pipes of over 300

vi)

steel pipes
Pig iron

iv)

Boilers and steam generating plants
Prime movers (other than elcctrical genertmtoi,)

2.
3.

ii)

Industrial turbines
Interna! combustion engine;

i:i)
iv)

and equipment therefor
Alternate energy systems like solar wind etc.
Gs'/,ydro/steam turbines up!c 60 MW

i)

4.

Electrical Equipment
including power
for transmission and distribution of electricity
Equipn'. ',t
i)
HT-switch gear synchronous
and distribution transformers, power relays,
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

condensers
Electrical motors

induction heating equipment
Electrical furnaces, industrial furnaces and
X-ray equipment
subscriber's end telecom
Electronic equipment, components including
equips.

vi)
vii)
viii)

wires
Component wires for manufacture of lead-in
upto 60 MW
Hydro/steam/gas generators/generating sets
combustion engines
Generating sets and punping sets based on internal

..:i)

Jelly-filled telecommunication cables
Optic fibre
Energy efficint lamps anJ

xii)

Midget carbon electrodes

.x)
x)
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5.

Transportation
Mechanised sailing vessels upto 10,000 DWVIT including fishing trawlers
i)
ii)
lii)

Ship ancillaries.
a) Commercial vehicles, public- transport vehicles including automotive
commercial three wheeler jeep type vehicles, industrial locomotives
b) Automotive two wheelers and three wheelers.

iv)

c) Automotive componenLs/spares and ancillaries.
Shock absorbers for railway equipment and

v)

Brake system for ,ailway stock and locomotives

Industrial Machinery
Industrial machinery and equipment
i)
7.i) Machine tools and industrial robots and their controls and accessories
Jigs, fixtures, tools aitd dies of specialised types and cross land tooling,
ii)
6.

and
iii)

Engineering production aids such as cutting and forming tools, patterns
and dies and tools

8. • Agricultural Machinery

9.

i)

Tractors

ii)
iii)

Self-propelled Ha,"v.es:or Combines
Rice transplanters

Earth Moing .l,.....
macinery and construction machi-.ry and components
Earth ",,oving
i)
thereof

10.

Indus:tin! [nstrumen:s
n,.,,d.ating, reccrdin-, ind regulating devices for pressure, :emnperature, rate
Cf fow v.eighls lc'cls and the like

ScicntilPc and Elec:romedical Instruments and Labo,:aorv Equip:nent
12. Nitrogenous & Phosphatic Fertilizers falling under
Inorganic fnilizers under '18-Fertilizers' in the First Sche2-:'e to IDR Act,
i)
1951
11.

Ch.mica!s (other than fertilizers)
Heavy organic chemicals including petrochemicals.
i)
Slleavy inorg:mic chemicals

13.

iv.)

Sy.r.! henc tes: ns :::: :'.s!

c
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vi)

Synthetic rubber

Industrial explosives
viii) •Technical grade insecticides, fungcides, weedicides and the like
vii)
ix)
x)

Synthetic detergents
Miscellaneous chemicals (for industrial use only)
a) Catalysts and catalyst supporls
b) Photographic chemicals
c) Rubber chen.ic ,Is
d) Polyols
e) Isocyanates, urethanes, etc.
0 Speciality chemica!s for enhanced oil 1-covery
g) Heating fluids
h) Coal tar distillation and products therefrom
i) Tonnage plants for the manufacture of industrial gases
j) High altitude breathing oxygen/medical oxygen
k) Nitrous oxide
large
I) Refrigerant gases like liquid nitrogen, carbondioxide etc. In
volumes
m) Akgon and cthcr rare gases
n) Alkalilacid resisting cement compound
o) Leather chemicals and auxiliaries
Drugs and Pharmaceuticals according to Drug Policy
i) Paper and pulp including paper products

14.
15.

ii) Industrial laminatcs
16.i) Automobile ty-res and tubes
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
17.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Rubberised heavy duty industrial beltungs of all types
Rubberised conveyor beltings
Rubber reinforced and lined fire fighting hose pipes'
High pressure braided hoses
Engineering and industrial plastic products
Plate Glass
Glass shells for television tubes
Float glass and plate glass
i.T. insulators
Glass fibres of all types
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18.

Ceramics
Ceramics for indusirial uses

i)
19.

Cement Products

i)

Portland cement

ii)

Gypsum boards, wall boards and the like

20.

High Technology Reproduction and Multiplication Equipment.

21.

Carbon and Carbon Products

i)

Graphite electrodes and anodes

ii)

Impervious graphite blocks and sheets

22.

Pretensioned 1igh Pressure RCC Pipes

23.

Rubber Machinery

24.

Printing Machinery
Web-fed speed off-set rotary pinting machine having output of 30,000 or

i)

more impressions per hour
ii)

Photo composing/type setting machines.

iii)

Multi-colour sheet-fed off-set printing machines of sizes of 18"x25" and
above.
High speed rotograture printing machines having output of 30,000 or more

iv)

irnpressions per hour.
25.

Welding Electrodes other than those for welding mild Steel

26.

Industria synthetic diamonds
Phc:osyn::iesis improvers

2-.i)
ii)
i:)

Genctica;1y modified frec living symbiotics nitrogen fixer
P!.ercMones

iv)

Bio-in5mecticidLus

20.

Extraction and u:pgrading of minor oils

29.

Pre-fabricated building material

30.

Soya Products

i)

Soya texture proteins

ii)

S v'nprotein isolates

iii)

$oya protein concentrates

iv)

other specialised products of soyabean
WinterIsed and deodourised refined ,oabean oil

31.a) Ccmified high yiclding hybid seeds and synthetic seed and
Certified high yielding piant!e:s devcloped through plant tissue culture
b)
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33.

and flour,
All food processing industries other than milk food, malted foods,
but excluding the items re-serVed for small-scale sector
the Items
All items of packging for food processing Industries excluding

34.

reserved for small-scale sector
Hotels and tourism-related industry

32.

---

00

-- -

Xeroxed by IBCS,
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The following is the list of industries in respect of which industrial licensing is
compu!sory(In ITC (HS) Classification):
This list is based on the Indian Trade Classification, which follows the Harnonised
Commodity Description and Coding System, Government of India, Ministry of
Commerce, Directorate General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, Calcutta. The
code specified for the item description relates to this classification.
Other items in respect of which industrial licensing isnot exempted are:
(A)
(B)

For large and medium industries
The Items reserved for the small scale sector listed in Schedule Ill.
For all inidustrics

(i)

All items of electronic aerospace and defence equipment, whether
specifically mentioned or not, in this list.

(ii)

All items related to the production or use of atomic cnergy including

the carrying out of any process, prepaatory or ancillary to such
production or use, under the Atomic Energy Ac, 1962.
The authentic description will be treated as specified in the item description given below
Coal and Lignite
27.01
27.02

Coal
Lignite

Petroleum (other than crude) and its distil.lation products 27.10 Petroleum oils,
other than crude
27.11
Petroleum gases and c:he: gaseous hydroca, o.s
27.12
Petro!e":: .-,es a: c:her similar prod.,:s obtained through
distillation of pecro!e::m
27.13

Petroleum cuke and other residues of pe,':eum oils

Distillation and brewing of alcoholic drinks
22.03
Beer made from rn;!
22.v0
22.05
.Other
2.,

Wine of fresh grapes, including fortifiel .
Vermouth and ocher .vine of fresh gra.es flavoured with plants or
aromatic substartces
fe r,.n: . rages (for exarnp:. c:_.., perry, mead)
Uttden u,'e
a.._hot oof a::,'l
.. :ccK "'.*rngth by volume of
ess than
ats..d s.
spiri:-us bevcrages;
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compound alcoholic'preparations of a kind used for the manufacture
of bow:. ages
Sugar
170199.02
170199.09

Cane sugar, refined
Other sugar, including centrifugal sugar Animal fats and oils

Animal Fats and Oils
151610.00
15.17
151800.11

Animal fats and oils, partly or wholly hydrogenated
Edible mixtures or preparations of animal fats and oils
Inedible mixtures or preparations of animal fats and oils

Cigar and clgrettes of tobacco and manufactured tobacco subtltutes
Cigars, cheroots, cigaretics of tobacco or tobacco substitutes
24.02
Asbestos and asbestos-based products
Articles of asbestos-ccment of cellulcse flbre-cement or the like
68.11
Fabricated asbestos fibres; mixtures with a basis of asbestos or with
68.12
a basis of asbestos and magnesium carbonate; aricles thereof
6.51390.01

Asbestos friction materials

Plyvood, decorative vencers, and otherwood-based products such as pnrtlcle board,
medium density fibre board, nnd black board
a
Veneer sheets, plywood and othcr wood sawn lengthwise of
4-4.08
thickness not exceeding 6 mm
Particle board and other similar board of wood or other ligneous
44.10
materials
44.11
4.4,12

Fibre board of wood or other ligneous matcrials
Plywood, veneered panels and similar laminated wood 44.13 Densifi
ed wood, in blocks, plates strips and other profile shapes •

Rnw hldes and skins, leather, chamois leather and patent leather
Leather of obvine or equine animals, without hair on, other than
41.04
leather of heading No 41.08 or 41.09
Sheet or lambskin leather, without wool on, other than leather of
41.05
headi;;g No 41.08 or 41.09
41.06

Goat or kid skin leather, without hair on, other than leather of
heading No 41.08 or 41.0
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41.08

Leather of other animals, without hair on, other than leather of
heading No 41.08 or 41.09
Chamois (including combination chamois) leather

41.09

Patent leather and patent laminated leather, and metallised leather

41.07

Tanned or dressed fur skins

43.02
Motor cars
87.03

Tanned or dressed fur skins

Motor cars

Paper and newsprint except bagasse based units (except units based on minimum 75
per cent pulp from agricultural residues, bagasse and other non-conventional raw
materials)
47.01

Mechanical wood pulp

47.02

Chemical wood pulp, dissolving grades
Chemical wood pulp, soda or sulphate, othcr than dissolving grades

47.03
47.04
47.05

4S.01
4S.02

Chemical wood pulp, sulphite, other than dissolving grades
Semi-chemical wood pulp
Newsprint, in rolls or shects
Uncoated paper of a kind used for v.riting, printing or other graphic
purposes, in rolls or sheets

43.03

Paper of a kind used for household or sz.i:ary purposes, in rolls or
Silec!S

43.04
43.05

06

Unzo.!cd kaft pFnper, in rcis or sheets
C:I:=r uncca:cd paper, in rolls or sheets
\ e..

....... at, grease-proc" papers, tracing papers and the

• t7

like, in ro .s .-r s .:'cis
Compos:te ... r, a rolls or sheets

48.01

Paper, corr.oated, creped, crinkled, embossed or perforated, in rolls
or sheets

48.09

Carbon paper, self-copy paper nd *:.pying

or transfer papers

in rolls or sheets
43.10

Paper, coated with Kaolin or other i.org.".mc substances, in rolls or
sheets

-. 1

O:her coated or :..regr.natecaper,.

ros or sheets

•4g.12

Filter biccks, s':s and 'lares of p..::r t'.:

4.13

Cigarette p rer
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Electronic aerospace and derence equipment: all types
Tanks and uther armoured fighting vehicles

87.10

88.01 -88.05 Defence aircraft, spacccraft, and parts thereof
8906.01

Warships -- all kinds

93.01 - 93.07 Arms and ammunition; parts and accessries thereof
Industrlnl explosives, Including detonating fuses, safety fuses, gun powder,
nitrocellulose and matches
36.01

-

36.06 Explosives; pyrotechnic products; matches;

pyrophoric

alloys;

certain combustible preparations
Hazardous chemicals
22.07

Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of
80% vol or higher, ethyl alcohol and other spirits, denatured, of any
strength (industrial alcohol)

20110.00

Chlcinc

2811 19.01

Hydrocyanic acid and its derivatives

2S:2:0.01

Phosgene and its
derivatives

2S1-5. I

Sodium Hydroxide (Caustic soda): Solid

2,S

Sodium H,'droxide (Caus:ic soda): In aqueous solution

.12

29C"2".00

Ethylene

290222.00

Propene (proFylea.e)

250124.0

Butadicnes

2.:2:.o

5 ene
Bez

290230.00

Tolucne

290241.00

O-xylene

290242.00

M-xclene

290243.00

P-xylene

290244.00

Mixed xylene isomers

290531.00

Ethylene glycol (ethanediol)/ethylene oxide

29.05

Industrial alcohol

292221 .02

Meta amino phcnol

2929. 0.9

Isocyanates and di-isocyanates of hydrocarbon, not elsewhere
specified (example, Methyl isocyanate)

3S,' .10.02

Aluminium Phosphide

38010.16

Dimethoate

3S1S;0.21

"Quina!phos'
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380810.29
390110.00

Carbaryl. Phorate and Fenitrophion
gravity of less than 0.94
Polyethylene having a specific

to Drug Policy)
Drugs and Pharmaceuticals (according
natural or reproduced by synthesis
Pro-vitamins and vitamins,
29.36
derivatives thereof used primarily
(including natural concentrates),
Drug
of the-foregoing (Subject to the
as vitamins, and inter-mixtures
Policy)

by synthesis; derivatives thereof,
Hormones, natural or reproduced
as
other steroids used primarily
used primarily as hormones;
Policy)
hormones (Subject to the Drug
sy'nthesis, and their salts,
Glycosides, natural or reproduced and
(Subject to the Drug Policy)
ethers, esters and other derivatives
and their
or reproduced by synthesis,
Vegetable alkaloids, natural
derivatives (Subject to the Drug
salts, ethers, esters and other

29.37

29.3S

29.39

Policy)

29.42

Policy)
Antibiotics (Subject to the Drug
specified or included (Subject
Other synthetic dngs, not elsewhere

30.01

to th'e Drug Po!icy)
to the Drug Policy)
Pharmacutic-! -products (Subject

29.41

-,30.06

tape
Rs, colour TVs, CD players,
Entertainment electronics:CP
Compct disc "'-,ers
S5.19
Tape eccdcrs, casseite-type
,.5203;.00
Tap- recorders, other than canssel:e-type
8520.39
1MarZuS
Video recordi': or reproducing
85.21
Colour teie'.isio,. rcceivers
852S.10

recorders)

domestic dLsh washing machines.,
W'ihite goods (Domestic refrigerators,
microwave ovens, airconditloners)
ni.ichines,
programmable domestic washing
Air conditioning machines
84.15
of tlhe hCusehold type
Refrigerators and other freezing equipment, 84.18
typ
Dish v.;shin: machines of the household
84221 1.00
of the programmable type
Household washing machines,
84.50
Microwave ovens
851650.00
Source :Ozser,.'er (india) Ud.,

-
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